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THE I DEA FORCE
The future economic strength and the potential for social progress of the European C ommunity
depends on a consistent ¡mpovement in the competence and qualifications of its 1 3 2 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 labour
force. Better continuing vocational training is one of the essential conditions for the success of the
Single Market 1993.
The European C ommission is determined to support and give fresh impetus to the efforts which com
panies throughout the C ommunity are making to improve continuing training.
FORCE is the European C ommunity's action programme for the development of continuing vocational
training. It is focussed on companies, especially on small and mediumsized companies. It involves train
ers and training bodies, employer and union representatives  everyone concerned with improving the
competence of the labour force.

WHAT DOES FORCE OFFER?
FORCE promotes working partnerships in continuing training between companies, training bodies,
public authorities and social partners.
These w i l l include: supporting continuing training innovation through a European transnational net
work, an exchange programme, transnational and transfrontier pilot projects and projects concerned
with the evolution of qualifications; assuring closer policy cooperation between Member States by
evolving a common statistical means of analysing what is being done in terms of continuing training,
through regular analysis of relevant contractual policy and collective agreements, and through enquir
ies into sectoral needs; supporting the establishment of regional consortia and transnational continuing
training partnerships which specialise in transferring exemplary good practice to economically weak
regions.

JOINING
You can take part in the FORC E network and apply for financial assistance to join its innovation and
transfer exchanges and projects if you are:
a l a r g e , m e d i u m - s i z e d or s m a l l c o m p a n y , a t r a i n i n g b o d y w o r k i n g w i t h i n d u s t r y or
c o m m e r c e , a n e m p l o y e r or t r a d e u n i o n b o d y , a t r a i n i n g o r h u m a n resource e x p e r t
or m a n a g e r .
Through FORC E you can help improve continuing training in your company, sector or local labour
market. At the same time you can help to contribute to the improvement and availability of continuing
training  and thus to shaping the European C ommunity.

CEDEFOP
E u r o p e a n Centre f o r the D e v e l o p m e n t of V o c a t i o n a l T r a i n i n g
J e a n M o n n e t H o u s e , Bundesallee 2 2 , D - 1 0 7 1 7 Berlin
Institutional status
CEDEFOP is an autonomous body, independent of the departments of the Commission of the European
Communities, but its task and activities are closely integrated with those of the Commission, to which
the Centre contributes its technical and scientific expertise.
Working guidelines for the Centre are laid down by its Management Board, whose members represent the EC Commission (3), trade unions (12) employers' organizations (12) and governments ¡12).
The Management Board decides on the Work Programme, draws up and approves budgets and
adopts the Annual Report.
The members of the Management Board are appointed by the organizations they represent and
remain in office for two years. The chairmanship of the Board changes each year.
Institutional t a s k s
• Information:
In the field of vocational training, information is one of the Centre's vital tasks. Its documentation service
and a constantly updated bibliographical database receive information from a network of national
correspondents, and the information is then made available to a very wide audience, in part via highly
sophisticated computerized channels. Its carefully planned publishing policy also ensures that the
Centre's voice is heard on major issues in the field of vocational training. It produces its own regular
publications (»Vocational Training«, »CEDEFOP flash« and »CEDEFOP flash special«) and occasional
publications such as research reports, monographs and manuals.
• Research:
.CEDEFOP, as a centre for the promotion and coordination of research within the Community, provides
support in the form of information, expertise and encouragement for the planning and implementation
of vocational training initiatives in Member States. In so doing it serves as a focus for innovation.
Consultation:
CEDEFOP, as an organization supporting the Commission, has the task af promoting a concerted
approach to vocational training problems. It takes every opportunity to promote and encourage training.
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1 . STRUCTURE A N D CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE M O T O R VEHICLE SECTOR
1.1 S t r u c t u r e o f t h e s e c t o r
Within the motor vehicle industry in the Netherlands, we can identify a number of categories of
company according to their principal business
activities. Diagram 1 shows the structure of the
sector. Table 1.1 gives an overview of the number
of companies by category for 1 9 7 7 , 1 9 8 3 , 1989
and 1990. In 1990 motor vehicle companies are
classified by type: dealers, general motor vehicle
business, the second-hand car trade and repair
shops (garages). This detailed information is not
available for preceding years. Furthermore, it is
not always possible to differentiate exactly
between the different categories. Almost all
companies carry out repair work. Most general
motor vehicle businesses sell both new and
second-hand cars. In the figures presented, where
a company both sells and repairs cars, it is
classified as a repair company when the repair
work accounts for more than 1 0 % of its combined
sales and repair turnover (20% for second-hand
car dealers); in all other cases the company is
included in oneofthecarsalescategories. Table 1.2
goes on to give an idea of the number of
companies in various branches that are not motor
vehicle repair or sales companies, but which are
still included in the motor vehicle sector.
Companies in the bodywork sector are excluded
from this sectoral study. A great number of these
companies are in fact manufacturing companies
which also carry out bodywork repairs. The work
carried out in these companies (sheet metal work)
is of a completely different nature to that carried
out in the repair shops (repairs). In addition, the
bodywork sector has a structure all of its o w n , with
its own employers' federation, separate collective
regulations governing working conditions and its
own infrastructure for training and further education.
1.2 Size of t h e sector
Leaving aside bodywork companies, there were,
in 1990, 1 2 , 0 0 0 companies in the motor vehicle
repair and sales sector. This is a considerably
higher number than at the end of the seventies,
owing to the growth in the motor vehicle sector in
the eighties. This can be accounted for largely by
the growth in the number of cars on the road. The
number of cars registered in the Netherlands rose
from 4.2 million in 1 9 7 7 to nearly 6 million in
1 9 9 0 . The turnover of motor vehicle companies in
the sector also rose in the seventies and eighties,
with a small dip in the recession years of ' 8 0 and
'81 (see tables 1.4 and 1.5 for the shares of
different makes). In 1 9 8 7 the sector attained a
peak turnover of NLG 3 6 . 4 billion or approximately 8 . 4 % of the Dutch gross domestic product.
In 1988 turnover fell by 9 % to around NLG 3 0
billion, but since then it has increased slightly (EIM
1990). The development of turnover in the sector
is heavily influenced by developments in trading
activities. In 1 9 8 7 new car sales accounted for
5 0 % of total turnover, with another quarter coming

from the sale of second-hand cars. The share of
repair shop activities is a very modest 4 - 5 %
(RABO, 1989). Growth in the number of motor
vehicle companies is expected to even off in the
coming years with stagnation in the number of car
sales. The number of new registrations varied
considerably in the eighties with a low of
3 9 0 , 0 0 0 in 1 9 8 0 and a peak in 1986 of
5 6 0 , 0 0 0 . This figure has steadied at around
5 0 0 , 0 0 0 during recent years and is not expected
to rise much in the foreseeable future. Little
increase is expected in the number of cars on
the road and replacement demand is likely to
come under pressure due to the longer average
life expectancy of cars. The current life expectancy
of a car in the Netherlands is just over 10 years,
compared with just 8.2 years in 1978 (EIM,
1 9 8 9 ; RABO, 1989). The rise in the average life
expectancy of vehicles, also a reflection of the
improved quality of newer cars, will also have an
effect on the amount of work for repair shops.

1.

Most motor vehicle businesses fall into the SME
category. According to figures from the chamber
of commerce, the breakdown by size of business
in 1 9 9 0 was as follows:
0 - 4 employees - 7 0 %
5 - 9 employees - 1 5 %
1 0 - 5 0 employees - 1 1 %
5 0 + employees - 0 . 5 %
figures not known - 3 %
According to the Dutch Central Statistics Office,
the growth in the eighties came largely from
smaller businesses, i.e. those with less than 10
employees (see table 1.3). In total there were
1 2 , 0 0 0 of these businesses in 1 9 9 1 , in which
some 7 0 , 0 0 0 people were working. 4 0 % of these
businesses reported no employees other than the
entrepreneur himself (RABO, 1989).
1.3 Types of c o m p a n y
Importers play a very important role in the Dutch
motor vehicle industry. For new car sales, the
Netherlands has a system of selective distribution,
with the distribution of cars through importers'
national sales networks. There are about 3 0 car
importers. A number of them belong to manufacturers, the others are independent (RABO, 1989).
Each importer signs contracts with a dealer
network, giving the dealers the exclusive rights to
sell a make of car within a specified area. The
dealer contracts, which are renewed each year,
contain all kinds of agreements concerning the
number of cars to be sold, stocks to be held,
warranty arrangements, sales and marketing etc.
In many cases they also include agreements on
training. The importers take responsibility for the
national advertising campaigns and offer dealers
various types of support in areas such as management, administration, sales and training of staff.
These tied dealers have the advantage of trading
in a relatively protected marketplace; in their area
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they will find no competitors selling the same
make. However, the needs of dealers and
importers do not always coincide. Importers often
come under pressure from manufacturers to
increase sales. In their turn, they tend to put
additional pressure on their dealers. All sorts of
incentives are introduced to boost sales, most of
which mean lower profit margins for the dealers.
With the disappearance of internal European
borders in 1 9 9 2 , we can expect the role of the
importers to become less important. We can
expect to see more large-scale distribution and
more direct relationships between dealers and
manufacturers. The import organizations which
currently fulfil a primarily wholesale function can
be expected to assume a more commercial role
and offer dealers increased support in areas such
as management, supervision, training etc. The
relationship between importer and dealer will
become somewhat looser. This could also mean
dealers no longer being bound to one particular
make, but being able to sell different makes. This is
already trie case for makes which are not mutually
competitive (Amro, 1988, NEI, 1 9 8 8 ; RABO,
1989, A B N , 1989).
In 1 9 9 0 there were 4 , 3 0 0 dealers in the Netherlands. The principal activity of these companies is,
obviously, selling new cars. We find dealers in
both passenger cars and commercial vehicles.
Some dealers trade in both kinds of car. Dealers
will sometimes use other (sub)dealers to sell within
their areas. In addition to selling new cars, dealers
frequently provide maintenance and repair services, mostly for the same make, and also deal in
second-hand cars. Most dealers are legally
independent entrepreneurs. Nonetheless, in running their companies, they are tightly bound to the
terms of their dealer contracts (RABO, 1 9 8 8 ;
A B N , 1989).
In the general motor vehicle business sector, the
proportion of repair and maintenance work is
mostly greater than in the dealerships. These
companies handle a variety of makes, most of
them older models, as most people buying new
cars take them to their dealers for servicing in the
first few years. General motor vehicle companies
also sell cars, but largely second-hand cars. They

rarely have large and expensive showrooms and
do not need to keep stock, which enables them to
keep their running costs significantly lower than
those of average-sized dealerships.
General motor vehicle companies have, over the
last ten years, lost a share of their business to
specialized repair companies. These companies
offer parts and component repair work. An
important group in this sector are the accident
repair shops. Another large group are the socalled 'quick-fit' companies, that is, service
stations which carry out relatively simple repairs
such as replacing batteries, putting in new exhaust
systems or fitting new tyres.
The dealerships' share of the maintenance and
repair market is relatively high; 5 5 % in 1981 and
5 4 % in 1987. Non-dealerships increased their
share somewhat over this period from 9 % to 13%.
The percentage share of specialized car companies and other companies also remained stable
(from 1 1 % to 1 3 % and from 1 3 % to 1 2 %
respectively). Motor vehicle companies and specialists can be expected to retain and even
increase their market share over the coming years
(BOVAG, 1987).
A completely new group to enter the marketplace
are the car leasing companies. This group has
grown significantly in the Netherlands over the
past few years. The sale of passenger cars to
leasing companies currently accounts for more
than 2 0 % of the whole new car market. The
arrival of these and other 'fleet-owners' (companies with their own car fleets) has led to a
concentration of purchasing power in the hands
of a small number of market players and thus to a
relative weakening of the position of the motor
vehicle sales companies. Fleet-owners can usually
negotiate favourable conditions for the purchase
and servicing of their fleets, with subsequent
negative effects on the motor vehicle companies'
margins. On the other hand, leased cars are
serviced more frequently and the higher number of
cars sold keeps sales costs down. Moreover, motor
vehicle companies can offer their own leasing
services, and a significant number already do so.
In 1988 one-third of car companies offered their
own leasing arrangements (RABO, 1989).

2 . INSTITUTIONAL A N D SOCIAL CONTEXT
Various developments in national legislation and
regulations have had an effect on training policy
in the motor vehicle industry. These include not
only recent economic and labour legislation, but
also current developments in environmental,
(traffic) safety and educational legislation.
2.1 Establishment policy a n d economic
strategy
A v e r y important instrument of economic policy for
Dutch companies is the Company Establishment
Act (Vestigingswet) of 1954. This law influences
the entry of new entrepreneurs into a particular
sector, laying down specific minimum qualifications with regard to skills and business know-how
for anybody wishing to set up business. The motor
repair and sales sector falls under four separate
sets of establishment regulations: for the car
industry, the motor vehicle industry, bodywork
(repair) companies and tyre servicing companies.
Establishment regulations for the currently unregulated car breaking industry are currently being
developed. To establish a company in the motor
vehicle industry, an entrepreneur must hold two
diplomas, the Car Industry Proficiency Diploma
(Diploma Vakbekwaamheid Autobedrijf) and the
Practice of Commerce Diploma (Handelskennis) or
Small Business Diploma (Middenstandsdiploma).
Both employers' training programmes are carried
out by I N N O V A M , the training institute for the
sector (see paragraph 5). The Car Industry
Proficiency Diploma can be required for running
a second facility of an existing company. This
diploma is also a requirement for anyone wanting
to set up a motorbike sales and repair company.
The Company Establishment Act is currently under
heavy discussion. The government is considering
loosening its provisions, which many see as
severely hampering the development of the
industry. The detailed regulations based on the
legislation are viewed as unnecessarily limiting
the opening of new companies and presenting
unnecessary obstacles for existing companies that
want to expand into new or related sectors.
Someone starting a business or expanding within
a limited part of a business activity must currently
hold a 'complete' diploma. For example, an
entrepreneur specializing in maintenance or
replacement of shock absorbers needs a diploma
for the (whole) motor vehicle industry. According
to the government, the professional skills requirements could be scrapped from the Company
Establishment Act. The motor vehicle industry
employers' federation (BOVAG) in part supports
the government's proposals for easing the Company Establishment Act. The industry organization
wants to see a general proficiency requirement
made a legal requirement for entrepreneurs in all
sectors which it represents; in their eyes, this will
increase the quality of entrepreneurship. At the
same time it wants to see legal provisions for
industrial technology, ideally ¡oint regulations for
car, bodywork and tyre servicing companies, and

eventually including the motorbike industry. Employers also want a legal guarantee that each car
company will include a senior qualified engineer
with the required technical skills. Only when legal
provision to safeguard professional proficiency
has been made elsewhere is the organization
ready to accept a new establishment act without a
professional proficiency requirement (Ministry of
Economics, 1992). The Company Establishment
Act is still a matter of heated debate; a final
decision is not expected until a later date.
Whatever the outcome of these decisions, they
will certainly have implications for the content and
organization of the training of entrepreneurs in the
industry.

1

2.2 N e w environmental and safety
legislation
Companies in the motor vehicle sector are also
confronted with new environmental legislation and
regulations. In this area there is talk of tightening
policy and regulations governing the organization
of business premises (Nuisance Act), processing
materials and waste (oils, paints, batteries) and
exhaust emissions. Both motor vehicle and repair
companies will have to meet stricter standards;
and entrepreneurs and company employees will
be required to have specific qualifications in this
domain. For employers in the car breaking sector,
the new environmental legislation is one reason
militating in favour of introducing a specific
establishment act for the sector, providing certification for car wrecking companies and for
developing a new, recognized "car demolition
expert" training course. These stricter environmental demands should speed up the development of
new motor vehicle technology, more specifically
fuel distribution and motor adjustment systems.
This should also add further momentum to the
already fast-moving introduction of electronic
components (see section 4) and to the need for
training in this sector.
N e w regulations governing vehicle safety are
putting more and more demands on the motor
vehicle industry. For some years now, Dutch
drivers have been obliged by law to have cars
which are more than three years old inspected
by a recognized inspection station. Car repair
companies may carry out this Regular General
Inspection (APK), providing they are officially
approved as APK stations. This approval can be
obtained only if the company employs a person
with a master's certificate in "motor inspection". A
motor inspection course has just been set up
especially for this and many motor vehicle
companies are already taking advantage of it.
The role of motor inspector has gradually developed into a new type of function within the motor
vehicle repair industry. Plans are currently under
discussion to introduce similar, legally binding
general environmental inspections alongside the
APK. If the plans go ahead, this will greatly
stimulate training in the motor vehicle industry.
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2 . 3 Changes to l a b o u r legislation
The motor vehicle industry also faces changes in
Dutch employment legislation. The most important
element involved here is new legislation on work
relations, working conditions and employment
measures.
In 1979 a new statute governing works councils
(WOR) came into force, regulating employee
relations and in particular employee participation
in company management. The statute gives
employees or their representatives in the works
council certain rights and a say in employers'
corporate decisions. The works council can have a
far-reaching influence depending on the decisions
in question. As far as the rules and regulations
governing personnel management are concerned,
the works council has a so-called "right of
endorsement". The employer can implement
a measure proposed in this area only if the
works council has given its endorsement. All
kinds of regulations on training policy also fall
under these rules. The WOR only has a limited
influence in the motor vehicle sector, as the statute
only applies to those companies employing 35 or
more people, whilst a more limited system applies
to smaller companies ( 1 0 - 3 5 employees). Many
companies in the motor vehicle sector are so small
that they are only partially subject to the rules, if at
all.
Between 1982 and 1990 new legislation on
working conditions was introduced. The Working
Conditions Act (abbreviated Dutch title: "Arbowet") comprises a complex collection of conditions
covering the protection and promotion of safety,
health and wellbeing in the workplace. A number
of recently introduced articles relating to 'wellbeing' in the workplace require employers,
amongst other things, to take account of the
qualifications and potential for developing qualifications of their personnel when organizing work,
installing work places and defining production
and work methods. Employers must take account
of workers' personal qualities, including their
occupational skills, when defining and allocating
tasks. The work an employee carries out should, as
far as can reasonably be demanded, contribute to
improving his or her occupational skills. All motor
vehicle companies fall under this legislation. The
Arbowet should, in the coming years, have a
certain influence on organization, staffing and
training, especially in larger companies. The
legislation is also intended to help reduce the
volume of persons registered as unemployable
in the Netherlands. There is a need both for
measures to avoid more workers becoming
disabled and for measures to reintegrate disabled
[e.g. handicapped) workers. Both types of
measures require employers to pay more attention
to "weaker" groups of employees in their personnel policies; this can be achieved through
adapting jobs and work places as well as
retraining, further training and in-service train-

ing. A third pending change in working conditions
relates to the maximum working hours of employees. This legislation is currently under review with
a view to permitting more flexible working hours.
An important institutional change is the updating
of employment measures in the Netherlands. With
the new Employment Stimulation Act which came
into force in 1992, the task of finding new jobs for
unemployed persons, previously handled by the
central government, was split into three and
regionalized. The regional employment offices
have come under tripartite management, i.e.
government, employers and trade unions and
have gained greater freedom to create tailormade policies to meet the specific needs of their
regions. Through participation in local-level
management, (organized) employers and employees now have a much more direct influence on
major ¡ob creation issues: job finding, careers
advice and education for employees and people
looking for work.
2 . 4 N e w d e v e l o p m e n t s in t r a i n i n g
legislation a n d policy
Numerous developments in training legislation
and training policy, in particular vocationallyoriented adult education, are influencing training
activities in the motor vehicle sector. Recently
various national policy activities have been
implemented with a view to improving interaction
and cooperation between different vocational
training establishments and between vocational
training and in-service training, to improving
cooperation between vocational training and
professional practice, and to making the training
system more market-oriented. An important result
of these operations is that both sides of industry
have become more involved in determining the
contents and direction of professional education
and (dual) vocational training in their sector.
Sector-specific "education-business life consultation bodies" provide a forum in which they can
discuss the structure, content and ultimate objectives of training programmes. Vocational training
schools and apprentice training establishments
have also been given a greater opportunity to
offer training courses or training modules on the
market. This has led to the creation of a new
'contractual training' segment, in which normal
teaching institutions offer courses (standard or
tailor-made) on a contract basis and against
payment to interested parties, e.g. a company,
group of companies or an employment agency. In
this way, public education institutions become part
of the private education sector. The greater
programme and procedural flexibility of vocational training and apprenticeship schemes has
opened up a new world of potential cooperation
between educational establishments, companies
and business sectors. In the motor vehicle industry
as well, everyone is busy exploring the opportunities offered by this new structure (see paragraph
5 below).

2.5 Employers' and employees'
organizations
Regulations are imposed both at the national level
and within the sector concerned. The conditions of
employment in the motor vehicle sector are laid
down in a collective employment agreement
(CAO) for the motor vehicle and motorcycle
industry. The two most important employers'
organizations in the sector, the Bond van Garagehouders (Union of Garage Owners) (BOVAG),
and the Nederlandse Christelijke Bond van
Rijwiel- en Motorhandelaren (Dutch Christian
Union of Motorcycle and Motor Vehicle Dealers)
(NCBRN), as well as three employees' organizations: the FNV Industrial Union, the C N V Industrial
and Food Union (Christian), and the BLHP Union,
are all party to this collective employment agreement.
BOVAG is the largest employers' organization in
the sector (with a total of approximately 1 3 , 0 0 0
members). The union has seven sections for motor
vehicle businesses, motorcycle businesses, car
hire, caravan businesses, driving schools, petrol
and service stations and mechanical repair
centres. The BOVAG department for motor
vehicles comprises over 7 , 4 0 0 motor vehicle
businesses (private cars and commercial cars) in
the Netherlands, including all the official dealers
(approximately 4 , 3 0 0 ) . Altogether 95 per cent of
all the legally established motor vehicle businesses
are affiliated. The department acts as a representative in the sector in contacts with manufacturers
and importers, the government, and employee
and consumer organizations. There are a number
of special commissions, such as the dealer
commission, the repair and service commission,
the bodywork repair commission, and the secondhand car commission, which support the members in specific areas of business management.
BOVAG participates in all sorts of national and
international forms of co-operation.
Of the three employees' organizations, the FNV
Industrial Union is the largest in terms of membership; most employees in the motor vehicle sector
belong to this organization. The C N V Industry and
Food Union is an industrial organization with a
Christian basis, which cooperates closely in
practice with its non-denominational sister organization. The third union, the BLHP Union,
aims in particular to promote the interests of
middle and higher levels of management.

2 . 6 T r a i n i n g p r o v i s i o n in t h e s e c t o r
In recent years, management and unions have
arrived at a number of agreements on training
policy in the sector which are laid down in the
collective employment agreement. The agreements on day release for training, and a training
fund for the sector, are of particular importance. It
is partly because of these two arrangements that,
in comparison with other sectors, the motor vehicle

sector has built up a relatively powerful training
infrastructure.
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Day release provisions for training purposes have
been in force for a number of years. Under this
system, every employer is awarded a number of
days for training every year, which is equivalent to
the number of staff employed by him in that year.
These days can be used for training or courses
aimed at maintaining a n d / o r broadening or
increasing the employees' knowledge a n d / o r
skills which are necessary for the exercise of their
present a n d / o r future job in the employer's
company. The training and courses eligible in
this respect are determined by the management of
the sector's training fund. The employer gives
employees the opportunity to undergo training
while continuing to pay their salaries, and for this
purpose determines a training timetable for each
calendar year, in consultation with the works
council, representatives of his staff, or the employees themselves. The employer organizes the
participation of his employees in consultation
with the organization providing the course, and
the costs incurred by him are reimbursed by the
sector's training fund.
Since 1 9 9 0 , the sector has had its own training
and development fund, which is financed by a
government subsidy and the income generated by
C A O contributions in the sector (0.55 per cent of
salaries). This fund, the Stichting Opleidings- en
Ontwikkelingsfonds Motorvoertuigen en Tweewielerbedrijven (Foundation for the Training and
Development Fund for the Motor Vehicle and
Cycle Industries (OOMT)) is a form of cooperation between employers and employees,
aimed at improving the sector's professional
skills. The foundation has three tasks: partial or
entire financing of activities and projects which
generate employment, the training of young
people and others for the benefit of this branch
of industry; the establishment and organization of
training a n d / o r courses aimed at instilling,
maintaining, broadening or deepening the employees' knowledge and skills; the implementation
of a common training policy and its whole or
partial financing. The FNV Industrial Union, the
C N V Industry and Food Union, and the BLHP
Union represent the employees in the O O M T ; the
BOVAG and the NCBRM represent the employers.
The O O M T does not employ any personnel itself.
The policy of the O O M T is formulated and
executed by the I N N O V A M , the innovation and
educational centre for the motor vehicle and
motorcycle sector. For this purpose, the centre
organizes courses and exams which are recognized by the sector and by the state (e.g. the
occupational training courses for apprenticeships
and the training for the business establishment
diploma), and it provides a broad range of
courses and training in fields such as management, electronics, the environment, and commercial skills. In addition, the centre serves as an
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information centre for the sector (also see paragraph 5). In 1 9 9 1 , I N N O V A M set up a "think
tank", consisting of a group of top experts,
representing importers, manufacturers and universities, who regularly advise the O O M T on
long-term training policy on the basis of research
in markets, technology and management. The
O O M T / I N N O V A M are endeavouring to achieve
a more policy-oriented approach towards training
in the motor vehicle sector. The first three-year
plan for a training policy was presented recently.
2 . 7 Training provisions for importers
In addition to BOVAG, another employers'
organization plays an important role in the
sector, viz., the RAI, the Nederlandse vereniging
Rijwiel-en Automobielindustrie (Dutch Association
for the Motorcycle and Motor Vehicle Industry).
The RAI brings together, inter alia, motor vehicle
manufacturers and importers. The importers in
particular have traditionally played a large part in
the training activities in the sector; they take care
of the largest proportion of private "industrial
training courses". M a n y importers have their own
training centres, and the contracts which they
conclude with their dealers usually include agreements on training and in-service training. Some
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importers work with I N N O V A M , usually in a
bilateral context, for example, in joint training
projects. However, the RAI does not participate in
the C A O consultation, and in that sense, it is not
considered as one of the social partners, and is
therefore not represented in the management of
the OOMT. Recently the RAI has started, as a
matter of policy, to devote more attention to
training, and has also endeavoured to arrive at
more structural co-operation with BOVAG and the
OOMT. For this purpose, the RAI has introduced
its own training commission, in which I N N O V A M
participates as an observer. In addition, the
O O M T has assigned the RAI an advisory function
for determining the training policy of the sector.
However, cooperation between the RAI and
O O M T / I N N O V A M is still in its infancy.
Section 6 examines in greater detail the actual
training activities in the motor vehicle sector and
the role of the different institutions (public, dual,
private) in this respect. Before this, we will first
discuss the most important developments in
employment, work, the market, technology and
organization and their implications for the job
structure, qualifications, and the training requirements in the sector.

3 . EMPLOYMENT A N D LABOUR
3.1 Employment
Table 3.1 gives an overview of the numbers
employed in the various branches of the industry.
In 1990, a total of over 7 0 , 0 0 0 people were
employed in this sector. In comparison with
previous years, there is still some growth in
employment. Following a slight fall in the employment figures at the beginning of the 1 980s, a time
of economic decline, the employment situation in
1 9 9 0 was better than that in the late 1 970s. The
economic recovery during the second half of the
1980s also had its effects on the motor vehicle
businesses. The current growth in employment is
found particularly in general motor vehicle
businesses and repair shops. Motor vehicle dealers and dealers in second-hand cars, accessories
and parts show a slight fall in employment in
1990, compared with 1 9 8 9 .
Table 3.1 shows that the large majority of those
employed in the motor vehicle sector are
employed in (sub) dealer businesses. These are
also the businesses with the largest number of
employees per business. In motor vehicle businesses, about 6 people are employed on average
in every business. The size of the business varies
from an average of 13 people in dealer
businesses to an average of 1 .7 people for
businesses dealing in second-hand cars (see
table 3.2). The majority of businesses j n the motor
vehicle sector are medium or small. In 1 9 8 7 , the
sector comprised only 15 large businesses, i.e.
businesses employing 100 or more employees.
Altogether these 15 businesses provided work for
about 3 , 5 0 0 people (EIM, 1900).
The smallest businesses (fewer than 4 employees)
are often self-employed people who employ one
or two staff, sometimes with members of the family
working in the business. (The average number of
owners, partners and members of the family
working in the business is greater than 1 in this
case.) Dealer businesses and the retail trade often
employ more people and less frequently have a
(self-employed) owner. (Average number of owners, partners and members of the family working
in the business is smaller than 1.) These are more
often businesses which are owned by an importer.
It is expected that in the next few years employment in the motor vehicle industry will gradually
decline as a result of a levelling off in the number
of cars on the road, technological innovations and
quality improvement of cars, and the increase in
productivity in the repair shops. There are grounds
for such expectations. As table 3 . 1 . shows, the
average number of cars produced per employee
has increased from 65 at the end of the 1 970s to
85 in the early 1990s.
3 . 2 Structure of personnel
Table 3.3 shows that the large majority of
employees in the motor vehicle sector work more
than 15 hours per week. This does not mean that

they all have full-time jobs, but the figures do
indicate that the motor vehicle sector is not
characterized by substantial part-time employment. The number of part-time employees is less
than 5 per cent. Moreover, it is not known
precisely how many hours are worked by owners
and members of the family who work in the
business. It may be assumed that many owners
work at least a full working week, while members
of the family who work in the business usually
work part time.
The average age in the motor vehicle sector is
fairly low. It employs a relatively large number of
young people, and relatively few people over
the age of 4 5 (OOMT, 1988). This is largely
attributable to the fact that people entering
employment in this sector are fairly young. They
are mainly school leavers. About 4 per cent of
people leave the sector every year. This is a
reasonable percentage, which is compensated for
particularly by the entry of young school leavers,
and to a lesser extent, by people coming in from
other sectors, resulting in a fairly young workforce.
One main factor accounting for the small number
of people coming from other sectors is the fact that
the motor vehicle repair sector has a fairly low
status, so that it is not particularly attractive. O n
the other hand, experienced employees in the
motor vehicle sector are of interest to businesses in
other sectors, taking into account the level of their
qualifications. Higher salary levels in some of
these sectors draw the more experienced employees away from the motor vehicle sector.
The motor vehicle sector comprises a relatively
large number of employees with basic technical
training. In addition, there is a large group which
has completed apprenticeships; in 1 9 9 1 , this
accounted for 35 per cent. The number of
employees with further education is fairly low. In
1 9 9 1 , 4 per cent of employees had a diploma of
further technical or administrative education, and
another 2 per cent had followed further education
for a short time. The number of employees with
higher education is very small. Only some of the
large businesses employ people with higher
technical qualifications.
The motor vehicle sector is a traditional domain of
men. Mechanics, car body workers and business
managers are jobs which are traditionally considered to be men's jobs. In fact, the percentage of
women in this sector is very low. It is estimated at
about 10 per cent, but the exact figure is not
known. The majority of this 10 per cent can
probably be found in administrative jobs, and in
some cases, in sales departments. For a number of
years the motor vehicle sector has been trying to
attract more women, even for technical jobs,
through special campaigns and measures designed to encourage women, but up to now these
efforts have had little effect. This is due in part to
the nature of the potential target group (too few
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women appear to be prepared to opt for a
technical job in the motor vehicle sector), and
partly due to the situation in the motor vehicle
business. In a study of the ideal situation for
experienced repair shop employees carried out
by the sector in 1 9 8 8 , more than 7 0 per cent of
motor vehicle business managers indicated a
preference for men. Only 3 0 per cent had no
preference for either gender (OOMT, 1988). This
is a clear indication of the prevailing views, which
hinder women from entering this sector.
N o adequate information is available on the
proportion of other special groups in employees
as a whole in the motor vehicle sector, such as
ethnic minorities and the handicapped, though it is
known that the number of immigrant workers has
increased in recent years, partly because of a
number of special employment projects. For
example, in 1 9 9 1 , 5 0 0 immigrants took up
apprenticeships (of a total of almost 1 3,000).

3 . 3 A r e a s of e m p l o y m e n t a n d ¡ob
structure
The different types of work in motor vehicle
businesses can be roughly divided into five areas
of employment: the repair shop, the stores, sales,
administration and management. The K W W
sector study ( K W W , 1988) shows that, on
average, the repair shop accounts for more than
5 0 per cent of the work, but the relative
importance of the areas of employment differs,
depending on the size of the business (see table 3.4).
In small businesses, which account for a large
proportion of general motor vehicle businesses,
the importance of the repair shop is relatively
greater than in larger businesses, while stores and
administration are more important in larger
businesses, although even here the work carried
out in the repair shop still accounts for more than
5 0 per cent. In terms of the number of employees,
the ratio of jobs in stores and in the repair shop in
businesses with fewer than 1 0 employees is 1 : 2 6 ,
while in larger businesses, it is 1 : 6 . 3 ; on average,
the ratio is 1 : 8 . 6 . The sales-repair shop ratio in
small businesses is 1 : 4 . 3 , and in large businesses
1 : 3 ; the average is 1 : 3 . 4 .
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The motor vehicle sector has a fairly homogeneous
job structure. The study carried out by the sector in
1988 (KWW, 1988) identified the following jobs:
business manager, manager/foreman, chief mechanic, mechanic, apprentice mechanic, instructor, bodywork mechanic/sprayer, receptionist,
stores manager, stores assistant, sales manager,
sales assistant, head of administration, and
administrative employee. These jobs are not all
represented individually, particularly in smaller
businesses, where the different jobs are often
combined in a single person or several people.
The owner often works in his own repair shop
a n d / o r sales, and in many cases also takes care
of (part of) the administration. In small businesses

there is often no separate personnel for stores, but
the stores form part of the repair shop. By no
means all businesses employ sales personnel.
Research has shown that 3 4 % of business do not
employ any sales personnel ( K W W , 1988).
Table 3.5 gives a survey of the types of jobs for
every area of employment, and of the (expected)
development of the percentage share of these jobs
in the total job structure. The figures are based on
a forecast for future employment development
drawn up for the sector in 1 9 8 8 ( K W W , 1988) in
the context of its medium-term exploratory study.
The survey shows that on the whole, the motor
vehicle sector has a fairly stable job structure, in
which the jobs of mechanic and chief mechanic
are the most important. There is a trend for the
chief mechanic's job to increase in importance at
the expense of ordinary mechanics. The main
reason for this is technological development,
which means that the work of the mechanic is
developing to a higher technological level. The
table also shows that the jobs in administration
and stores are becoming increasingly important.
Within the different job categories there is very
little important division of labour in the private
motor vehicle sector. In general, the division of
labour runs parallel to the hierarchy. It is only in
larger repair shops that electrical and electronics
specialists can frequently be found. In the larger
businesses a distinction is sometimes made
between sales of new and of second-hand cars.
Specialist jobs are found more frequently in the
heavy goods vehicle sector in electro-technology
and electronics, as well as in areas such as
pneumatics, hydraulics, construction and welding
( K W W , 1988).

3.4 Labour a n d w o r k i n g conditions
Table 3.6 gives a survey of the sort of work carried
out by the various employees in the repair shop,
and of the (expected) developments in the 1 9 8 8 1 9 9 3 period. The information is taken from a time
and motion study in 1 15 motor vehicle businesses
( K W W , 1988). The activities are grouped in four
main categories: customer relations, d i a g n o s i s /
instruction, practical mechanics and management/administration. The category of practical
mechanics covers a great diversity of maintenance
and repair work, full service, interim service,
holiday service, ordinary repairs, repairs to
damage, and smaller tasks such as oil changes,
engine tuning, battery changes, fitting new
exhausts etc. Obviously customer relations also
includes the sale of new and second-hand cars.
The table shows that mechanics in small businesses have a more varied range of tasks than
mechanics in larger businesses. Apart from their
practical mechanical work - which is also clearly
the main part of their job - they have more contact
with clients, are more involved with detecting
faults and with instruction, and devote more time

to administration than their colleagues in larger
businesses. Small businesses clearly have less of a
division of tasks. The figures also show that the
manager's job is very different in small and large
businesses. In small businesses the manager often
works alongside his employees, but in large
businesses, he more often takes care of customer
relations himself. This is attributable to the fact that
large businesses include many more dealer
businesses with large sales departments. Finally,
when we look at the forecasts, there are clear
trends. Customer relations is more time-consuming, particularly for the repair shop managers
(and for instructors). There is an increase in
diagnostic work, particularly for the chief mechanic, and this is at the expense of normal mechanical
work. The changes expected in the instructor's
range of tasks are striking. Both in large and small
businesses, instructors will have to spend much
more time on diagnosis and instruction. Furthermore, they will have to be involved in customer
relations to a greater extent than at present.
Little data is available on the working conditions of
employees in motor vehicle businesses. Some
information about their own views of their working conditions is provided by a study carried out
recently by the ITS of approximately 1,000
employees in small and medium-sized businesses
(Warmerdam et al., 1 9 9 2 ) . Amongst other things,
they were asked to evaluate a large number of
aspects of their working situation. O f these 1,000
employees, 62 worked in a motor vehicle
business, of whom 14 were car mechanics. In
an analysis specially carried out for this study, the
data relating to the working conditions of the
employees in motor vehicle businesses were
compared with the data on other employees. This
comparison led to the following conclusions:
•

In general, employees in motor vehicle businesses have fewer problems than other employees regarding the physical working conditions. However, there are three areas in which
they have more problems. They suffer more
frequently from heat, cold and draughts, from
dust, dirt and pollution in the repair shop, and
from noxious substances, gases and vapours.

•

Employees in motor vehicle businesses list
fewer problems than employees in other
businesses with regard to the psychological
workload. They are less troubled by matters
such as working quickly, excessive overtime,
monotony, and boredom. However, they state
more frequently that they have too few
opportunities to deal with problem situations
themselves. This can be an important cause of
stress at work.

•

With regard to work content, employees in
motor vehicle businesses are generally less
positive than employees in other businesses.
They indicate more frequently that they have
too few opportunities to determine for themselves the rate at which they work, the work
sequence, and the working methods. They also
state more frequently that they are too often
excluded from matters which concern their own
work. Clearly, limiting autonomy at work is
quite often a problem in motor vehicle businesses. Furthermore, compared with employees in other businesses, car mechanics in
particular more often state that they have too
few opportunities to apply and develop their
knowledge and skills in their work; 5 7 per cent
of car mechanics indicate that they have
problems in this respect occasionally or even
frequently, compared with 32 per cent of other
employees. Despite the diversity of work for car
mechanics, they still appear to be underemployed. This applies much less to other
employees in the motor vehicle business
(sales, stores, administration, bodywork, service
station etc.).
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However, it is important to be careful when
attempting to draw far-reaching conclusions from
these data. The numbers involved are too small,
and it is not known to what extent the group that
was studied is representative of the whole sector.
Nevertheless, the figures provide some indication
of working conditions in motor vehicle businesses.
3 . 5 Perspectives
To summarize, w e can state that it is generally
expected that the next few years will see a
reduction and shift in the employment situation.
The most important trend is: "less work, but
work of a higher quality" ( K W W , 1988). In a
quantitative sense, the employment available will
decline as a result of market saturation, the
levelling off of the number of cars sold, and the
reduction in the number of hours worked in the
repair shop, as a result of improvements in the
quality of cars on the road. In qualitative terms, a
shift is expected in the repair shop to the present
level of the chief mechanics. This is the result of the
increasing technological complexity of systems
and parts used in cars. In the coming few years,
problems are expected to arise with the present
generation of mechanics. An important question
which arises in the sector is whether it will be
possible to provide adequate in-service training,
so that mechanics will be able to acquire new
techniques. The next section will look more closely
at current developments in jobs in the repair shop
and sales, the job structure and qualification
requirements. Section 5 will then examine training
activities.
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4. CHANGING CONDITIONS A N D
IMPLICATIONS FOR SKILL REQUIREMENTS

1.

For α proper understanding of training activities, it
is necessary to begin by looking at the develop
ments which to a great extent determine the
qualification requirements and training needs in
the motor vehicle sector: technological develop
ments, commercial developments, developments
in job structure, and developments in the labour
market. In a publication dating from 1988, the
VAM (the predecessor of the I N N O V A M ) , the
sector's training centre, outlined the most impor
tant developments. The K W W study also devoted
a great deal of attention to this. The following
section is based mainly on these publications.

4 . 1 N e v / d e v e l o p m e n t s in m o t o r
vehicle technology
Technological developments in the motor vehicle
repair and sales sector are largely determined by
developments in product technology - in this case,
motor vehicle technology - and by developments
in repair shop technology, particularly in measure
ment and testing equipment and computer tech
nology.
From the point of view of product technology, the
motor vehicle sector is currently characterized
(and this is true not only of the Netherlands) by
rapid product innovation and a rapid increase in
product variation. Product development is aimed
at producing cars which are increasingly safer,
more economical, which last longer, are more
comfortable, and more environmentally friendly.
N e w models are of a higher quality than their
predecessors. They last longer, require less repair
and maintenance work, are more economical and
cleaner, are more comfortable to use, and often
have all sorts of new accessories and technical
devices to increase driving pleasure. These
innovations are particularly apparent in four
fields:
•
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in the field of engineering/construction tech
nology; for example, in the development of
safer bodywork, new types of engine, new
types of fuel systems (LPG), and new hydraulic
and pneumatic applications (particularly in
commercial vehicles);

•

in the field of materials technology, for
example, in the use of synthetic components,
ceramic materials, new car paints and coat
ings;

•

in the field of (traditional) car electronics, for
example, built-in car radios, cassette players,
telecommunication equipment, electrically oper
ated windows, mirrors, locks, etc.;

•

in the introduction of micro-electronics and the
"car information systems" based on this.

This last development, the great increase in the
number of applications of micro-electronic control

systems in cars, has had by far the greatest
influence on jobs and qualification requirements in
motor vehicle repair businesses. The abovementioned V A M publication (VAM, 1988) identi
fies three main applications of micro-electronics:
motor management systems, vehicle control sys
tems, and vehicle pilot and monitoring systems.
We will examine these new techniques in greater
detail.
The first applications of car electronics concern the
engine. The engine management systems, i.e.
systems regulating a n d / o r controlling essential
engine functions, can be divided into three main
groups: intelligent ignition systems, electronically
regulated fuel systems, and the electronically
operated accelerator pedal. The control of
ignition and fuel injection are increasingly inte
grated in a single electronic unit. The latest
versions of these systems, e.g., the "monojetronic" by Bosch, have an adaptive or self-regulating
character. They are able to constantly adapt the
data which control ignition and the mixture of fuel
while driving, to the behaviour of the engine under
changing circumstances; for example, when there
are changes in fuel quality or in the driver's
behaviour. Important advantages of this technol
ogy are the constant optimalization of engine
performance, and therefore the engine's de
creased vulnerability to faults (VAM, 1 9 8 8 ) . These
sorts of electronic systems, initially used particu
larly in more expensive cars, are currently also
starting to penetrate the cheaper middle-of-therange models. It is expected that Dutch environ
mental policy, which has imposed stringent norms
with regard to exhaust emissions (compulsory
catalytic convertor) will strongly encourage the
introduction of electronic control systems in cars.
Electronically controlled engines not only give
better performance, they also use less fuel and
considerably reduce the emission of noxious
substances.
The incorporation of the electronically operated
accelerator pedal in a car also allows for the
application of new vehicle control systems, such
as anti-blocking brake systems (ABS), and anti
skid regulation (ASR). An ASR system ensures that
the engine capacity is accurately transmitted to
the drive wheels, taking into account the nature
and condition of the road surface. This consider
ably increases driving safety and comfort in
difficult road conditions, e.g., a wet or snowcovered road surface. With a link to a car radar
system, the electronically operated accelerator
pedal can fulfil a similar function in conditions of
fog or of poor visibility. The next few years will
also see the introduction of other vehicle control
systems, such as electronically controlled clutches
and gearboxes, and electronically controlled
suspension. Some commercial vehicles already
have this (VAM, 1 9 8 8 ) . ABS and ASR systems are
currently still found mainly in the more expensive
models.

A third important application of micro-electronics
- though this is still largely a thing of the future concerns vehicle pilot and monitoring systems,
including dashboard information and navigation
systems. Because of the rapid development of
sensor technology, it is possible to continuously
measure an increasing number of functions while
driving, such as oil pressure, the temperature of
the water in the cooling system, the water level in
the battery, and tyre pressure, and display them
on the dashboard. In this way, routine check-ups
are replaced by permanent systematic monitoring
(VAM, 1 988). In future, cars will be equipped with
on-board computers and navigation systems
which help the driver to determine his location,
plan a route, avoid detours, etc. Linked to new
traffic monitoring systems outside the car (radio
data systems, systems for the notification of traffic
jams etc.), these can considerably increase driving
comfort. However, in the Netherlands, these
vehicle and traffic monitoring systems are still at
the developmental and experimental stage; they
have hardly been introduced in practice.
4 . 2 N e w d e v e l o p m e n t s in r e p a i r s h o p
technology
The great increase in the use of micro-electronics
in the repair shop, particularly for tasks which are
at the heart of the job - tracing and remedying
faults - is very important for the work of car
mechanics. Significant progress has been made,
particularly in measurement and testing equipment, and currently all sorts of new testers are
appearing on the market at a great rate, which
are much more sophisticated than the traditional
measurement instruments. Engine testers in particular have undergone great innovations. Until
recently the engine tester was primarily a
measurement instrument. With the introduction of
diskette stations, hard disks and CD-ROM, the
tester has developed to become a diagnostic
station and database (AM Special, 1992). The
most modern machines (Bosch, SUN, Crypton) are
equipped with a personal computer which monitors the engine tester. They can be used as an
independent working station, but can also be fitted
with a modem which allows for communication
with other computer systems and networks. In
addition to regulating the engine, they can also
often be used for testing other electronic systems.
Thanks to the introduction of this new computermonitored testing equipment, tracing faults, one of
the most time-consuming tasks in the repair shop,
has been considerably simplified and partly
computerized. The new testers have a large
memory capacity in which the factory and tuning
data of different makes of cars can be stored. The
diskette stations allow the new data to be entered
more quickly and simply; updates from car
manufacturers can immediately be processed by
means of diskettes. The new testers often measure
not only the recorded values, but also compare the
measurement data with the factory norm data and
indicate whether or not the measurement value

falls within the tolerance limits (approval/error
signal). Some testers go even further, and in the
case of faults, also provide an explanation of the
possible causes of the measured defects; the
mechanics can then trace the causes of the defect
monitored on the menu. The more expensive
engine testers print out a diagnostic report after
the testing programme, giving a survey of all the
deviations that were found. In some cases a
customer report can be drawn up as well as a
repair shop report, explaining the results of the test
in terms which the customer can understand. The
control systems in the car and the diagnostic
systems in the repair shop, and above all the
possibility of linking the two, have led to great
changes in the nature of diagnostic work and have
greatly reduced the amount of time involved in
this. The new technical systems also allow for all
sorts of new ways to organize work. For example,
the motor testers can be linked to importers' and
manufacturers' databases so that the data can
be updated from a distance. This also opens up
the possibility of making a diagnosis from a
distance, e.g. by specialists at the manufacturers
(AM Special, 1992).
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Currently, diagnostic stations are being marketed
in the Netherlands at a great rate, both stations for
particular makes and general stations. For the
general stations, separate software is supplied for
every make, because the engine electronics differ.
At the moment, the hardware and software are still
fairly expensive, which is a problem particularly
for general motor vehicle businesses. They repair
every make of car and therefore have to invest
much more in testing software. At present this is
not too serious, because they often repair the
slightly older cars which do not have so many
electronic components. However, in a few years
time this will certainly be a problem. Another
problem that has arisen in smaller businesses is
that the technology - in this case, the new testers is often relied upon as a "solution to every
problem". This can result in the in-service training
of mechanics being neglected.
In fact, it is not only in the private car sector that
computerization is increasing. Computerization is
also on the increase in repair shops for testing and
detecting faults in heavy goods vehicles, using
engine testers, but also other new testing equipment. For example, a brake testing console can be
expanded nowadays to become a fully automatic
brake diagnostic centre. The centre can be built up
in modules. For example, a standard brake
console can be expanded with weighing units
with which all the axles can be weighed
separately, with a provision for measuring in two
driving directions, and with a weight simulator
to test the performance of the brakes under
varying axle pressures. Because of this modular
structure, the garage owner himself can determine
which functions/system components he wishes to
have, and rapid modifications or expansions of
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parts are possible if required. This sort of
equipment also requires large investment, and
for the time being is of interest only to larger a n d /
or specialist businesses.

4 . 3 Logistics a n d a d m i n i s t r a t i v e
computerization
A third field in which micro-electronics is making a
mark is that of logistic and administrative computerization. This development is particularly affecting stores, sales and management functions in
motor vehicle businesses. Initially, computerization
was concentrated mainly in larger businesses. In
recent years, increasing numbers of medium- and
small-sized businesses have also become computerized, particularly their administration. BOVAG
estimates indicate that in 1990 almost two-thirds
of dealer businesses were computerized, while
the level of computerization in general garage
businesses was about 15 per cent. The majority of
computerized dealers use their own computer,
usually a PC or mini computer. All VAG dealers
are linked to the importer's central computer; a
number of others make use of computer service
companies. Most importers aim to achieve uniform
decentralized dealer computerization, in which
every dealer has his own computer which can be
linked to the importer's or manufacturer's central
computer. However, in practice there are quite a
lot of differences in the extent to which and the
w a y in which the various dealer organizations are
computerized. Some importers, particularly the
factories (e.g. Mercedes, Peugeot, Renault, Fiat),
have a closely integrated network which, in turn,
is linked into the manufacturer's network at the
European level. Other factory-based importers
(e.g. Saab, Skoda, Lada) still hardly work with
computerized networks at all. Independent importers who often import several makes are also less
often bound by central manufacturers' regulations.
Many dealers can make their own choice from the
hardware and software packages available on
the market; currently there are more than 100
of these. All in all, the communication between
repair shops and importers still appears to be
lacking in structure. However, it is clear that small
makes and general businesses are increasingly
falling behind the larger dealer organizations as
regards their facilities. In order to remedy this, the
sector organizations are endeavouring to establish a national sector network, so that applications
can be organized centrally.
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Computerization of importers is aimed particularly
at the data flow on car sales, the financial
administration, parts, and guarantee arrangements. However, computerization is also increasingly being introduced in the businesses themselves. Computers are being used for improving
contacts with customers and increasing car sales.
Information about customers is systematically
stored in databases which can be used for service
purposes. For example, in this w a y it is possible to

check approximately when customers are due for
a service or for a new car. At this point they can be
approached directly by the business concerned. In
the repair shop, the computer can be used for the
administration of the repair shop and stores.
Information about work carried out, the number
of hours worked, used parts etc., can be stored in
the computer and used more easily for making
management decisions. All these applications of
computerization allow for more efficient business
management and impose new demands on the
management of the repair shop and of the
business.

4 . 4 D e v e l o p m e n t s in t h e m a r k e t s
It is not only technological development which
influences the nature of the work in motor vehicle
businesses; developments in the market and the
workforce available will also influence the jobs of
employees in repair shops and sales departments
in the coming few years. As regards the
commercial aspect, a number of developments
play a part (see also, V A M , 1 9 8 8 ; RABO, 1 9 8 9 ;
A M R O / A B N , 1990).
The quality of cars on the road is increasing.
Gradually increasing numbers of new cars are
appearing on the Dutch roads, which require
fewer visits to the garage and less maintenance.
They wear out less quickly and do not need the
attention older models need. The trend is towards
reduced maintenance and repair work. In addition, maintenance is taking up less and less time
because of the use of advanced equipment and
because maintenance increasingly consists of the
replacement of parts and is less reliant on labour
intensive repairs. According to information from
BOVAG, the maintenance requirements of the
average car fell by 3 0 per cent between 1981
and 1986 (RABO, 1989). In the long term, this
decline in maintenance work will no longer be
fully compensated for by the growth in the number
of cars, the relatively greater age of the cars on the
roads and the increase in the repair work on
damaged vehicles.
A second factor is the gradual saturation of the car
market and the accompanying increase in competition between motor vehicle businesses. The
number of Dutch cars on the roads is still growing
and will continue to grow for the time being, but
this growth will level off. Competition is not only
aimed at quality and technological devices, but
also takes place at the level of prices and
exchange values. Car makes and motor vehicle
businesses will have to make additional marketing
and sales efforts if they wish to retain their market
share. Businesses will have to adopt a more active
approach towards markets and client groups, and
will have to take greater care of their clients.
Because of the current high prices for exchanges,
the trade in second-hand cars will also continue to
remain under pressure for the time being.

Furthermore, demographic developments have led
to changes in the consumer population and to
shifts in the demand for cars in the private sector.
In the Netherlands, the family is viewed less and
less as the sole cornerstone of society, and the
number of one and twoperson households is
rapidly increasing. From being a "family posses
sion", the car has increasingly become a personal
possession. In more and more households there is
a need for more than one car. Because of the
increasingly ageing population, the percentage of
older drivers is also growing constantly. These two
developments will probably lead to an increasing
demand for economical, compact, safe and
reliable cars, at the expense of medium range
and more expensive models. Within this category
there will be another distinction between younger
and older car owners; two groups with very
different demands as regards cars (fast/sporty
versus safe/reliable). C ar dealers will have to be
much more sensitive to these differences in client
demands.
In general, consumers  and this is the fourth factor
 will become increasingly critical when purchas
ing a car and having maintenance, repairs and
services carried out. W h e n they purchase a car or
have repairs done, customers will want more
information about the pros and cons of the
different options and will express their views
more emphatically to dealers and mechanics.
When they buy a car, customers will be increas
ingly influenced by specific personal needs and
this will lead to a greater differentiation in
demand. The reaction to these different customer
requirements is the emergence of all sorts of
product variations and accessories, but it is to be
expected that in the near future the motor vehicle
industry will adopt the concept of a "modular
car". This concept means that the client chooses
from a limited number of more or less "bare" basic
bodyworks, and from a range of modules from
which he can put together a complete car together
with the car dealer. For example, he can make a
choice of different sorts of engines, dashboards,
seats, wheels etc., (VAM 1 988). Given the state of
car production technology (flexible computeriza
tion!), this process is possible in principle.
However, the introduction of this concept will
have major consequences, not only for sales, but
also for the logistics of ordering and delivering
new cars. We have not reached this point yet, but
the present variety of makes, models, parts and
accessories already means that car sales is far
more demanding than it used to be.

4.5 Job changes a n d nev/ qualifications
in t h e r e p a i r s h o p
What do all these developments mean for the
work and the organization of work in motor
vehicle businesses? Let us begin with a close
examination of the changes in jobs in the repair
shop.

Obviously developments in the technological field
are the most important factors with regard to jobs
in this area. The V A M has characterized the
present development in mechanics' tasks with the
expression "from practical mechanic to diagnos
tician". The VAM is afraid that this development
■will lead to a division between mechanics. For
diagnostic work, the larger motor vehicle busi
nesses will increasingly tend to attract specialist
electronics technicians with further and better
training. This would leave the relatively simple
jobs such as services, small repairs or the
replacement of electronic components for the
present mechanics, who usually have a lower
level of training. The VAM advocates major in
service training for this last group of mechanics, as
their opportunities for advancement or for the
future will otherwise be considerably limited
(VAM, 1988).
The K W W study also anticipates farreaching
consequences as a result of the largescale
introduction of microelectronics in the repair
shop: vehicles are more complex, the faults and
breakdowns are more complicated, and the
equipment for detecting faults is becoming more
sophisticated. According to the study, these
developments will have consequences for the
business managers, the repair shop managers
and the chief mechanics in particular. Employees
at these levels will have to come to terms with the
new electronic systems. In future, their most
important tasks will consist of detecting and
remedying faults and maintaining components
equipped with electronic control systems. This
will apply to larger businesses more than to
smaller ones. A knowledge of electronics and
the ability to use the measurement and monitoring
equipment will be extremely important require
ments for these employees. However, they do not
have to be electronics specialists, but require
specific knowledge of how the systems function.
For this purpose they must understand block
diagrams, wiring, signal measurement and inter
pretation (with the help of documentation). W h a t
actually happens inside the electronic "black box"
is unimportant. However, they must understand the
significance of the signals into and out of the black
boxes. This requires a considerable capacity for
abstract thinking ( K W W , 1989). An important
conclusion of the K W W study is that electronics is
no longer a separate specialist area but is/must
be an integral part of the job of the chief
mechanic.
The K W W study does not paint a very optimistic
picture for (ordinary) mechanics either. At the
moment their main tasks include assembly, strip
ping down and routine maintenance work. They
do little diagnostic work because of the increasing
technological complexity. The study reported two
different views on the division of tasks between the
chief mechanic and the other mechanics in the
businesses they studied. One view is that "the
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chief mechanic is an all-rounder who can carry
out the (limited) practical mechanical work on the
side. Only routine work such as simple maintenance tasks, the fitting of accessories etc., is left for
other mechanics". The other view is that the chief
mechanic specializes in diagnostic work, leaving
assembly and stripping down to his colleagues,
who have a lower level of training and less
experience ( K W W 1 988). According to the study,
the first point of view is more realistic; certainly the
two views indicate the existence of a degree of
flexibility in the organization of the mechanics'
work. The demands placed upon mechanics in
future will primarily involve more traditional
qualifications such as a knowledge of the basic
principles of motor vehicle technology and
electronics, and practical mechanical skills. Mechanics who are able to progress towards a job as
a chief mechanic will then have to acquire an
understanding of electronics at a later stage of
their career (KWW, 1988).
4 . 6 Job changes a n d nev/ qualifications
in s t o r e s a n d s a l e s
The changes in the job profiles in stores and sales
are to a large extent determined by changes in the
market. However, developments in car technology
and logistics are also important for the employees
in sales and stores.
Specific jobs in stores are found mainly in larger
motor vehicle businesses. Smaller businesses
usually do not have a separate employee for the
stores, and in practice there will be little change in
this for the time being. In large businesses we
anticipate an increase in the work in stores. There
will be an increase in the sale of parts and
accessories, and the employees in the stores will
provide more and better services for the staff in
the repair shop. As a result of the introduction of
computer technology, administrative work will be
reduced. Commercial tasks in buying and selling
will increase. The store manager in particular will
have to have an adequate insight into car
technology, and into the commercial car sector,
even down to the mechanic, in addition to having
qualifications in commerce and administration
(KWW, 1988). In addition, a knowledge of
business management is, and will continue to be
important for these jobs.
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Even greater changes will take place in future jobs
in sales than in stores. The VAM terms the
development of the sales job profile "from salesman to advisor" and in this context has even
coined the term "motor vehicle consultant" (VAM,
1 988). At present, this seems rather exaggerated,
but there is no doubt that in future the demands on
salesmen in motor vehicle businesses will be much
greater than they have been up to now on account
of increased competition, differentiation in the
market, increasing technological complexity, and
the growing demands of clients. In the first place,
they will have to have an up-to-date knowledge of

motor vehicle technology. According to V A M ,
sales is increasingly a matter of "translating
technology": "the task of a good salesman is to
translate the specific technological aspects of a
car into commercial, functional and economic
arguments on the basis of which a hesitant
consumer will ultimately decide to purchase the
new car he wants from him" (VAM, 1988). In
addition to sound commercial qualities, salesmen
will also have to have a good technical background and an adequate knowledge of new motor
vehicle technology. Furthermore, salesmen, and
certainly sales managers, will have to have a
knowledge of modern marketing techniques and
instruments, not only in order to attract new
customers, but also to keep existing customers. In
addition, future salesmen will have to have good
selling or "consultancy skills". They will have to be
able to clarify, discuss, evaluate and translate the
client's wishes into technically and financially
feasible options. W h e n the concept of the
"modular car" becomes a reality, selling a car
will certainly become less and less of a standard
task, and will become increasingly a "made-tomeasure" job. The ability to respond well to the
varying demands of critical clients then becomes
crucial.
For the time being, the K W W study has found less
far-reaching changes in jobs in sales. There is an
increasing degree of professionalization in this
job, which is expressed for example, in an
increasing use of marketing techniques and
computerized aids. This results in demands for
higher qualifications in smaller businesses. In
larger businesses this is not the case to the same
extent. The most important qualification requirement for salesmen is and will continue to be a
good sales technique. In the businesses which
were studied, a technical knowledge of the
product clearly takes second place, and will
continue to do so in the future, while demands
are greater in the commercial car sector than in
the private car sector. In addition, it is evident that
experience is quite highly valued ( K W W , 1988).
4 . 7 N e v / specialist a r e a s a n d
"informal jobs"
The developments outlined above have been
taking place for some time, and it seems that they
will continue at an even faster rate in the next
few years. A number of the large manufacturers,
particularly those which have a technological
lead, have responded to these developments with
changes in their training programme for mechanics in dealer businesses. As a result, new specialist
jobs have been introduced in various dealer
organizations, some of which are above the level
of traditional repair shop jobs.
For example, the Mercedes importer has three
training groups/levels: service/maintenance, repair, and diagnosis; mechanics are trained at
three levels. There is a separate package of

undergo regular in-service training to keep
their knowledge up to date.

courses for each group/level, culminating in a test
and a diploma.
•

The V W / A u d i importer also organizes its own
training courses, consisting of modules, which
train employees for specific jobs in the dealer
organization. A distinction is made between
three jobs:

•

V W / A u d i maintenance technician (level of
entry: assistant mechanic/LBO (basic vocational training))

•

V W / A u d i repair technician (level of entry:
mechanic);

•

V W / A u d i technical specialist (level of entry:
chief mechanic).

The preliminary training requirements are geared
to the content and level of the sector training.
Other makes, such as Ford and Renault, also have
these sorts of training courses. At the instigation of
the manufacturer, a number of importers of
specific makes have recently expanded their
training courses with training at a level higher
than that of chief mechanic.
•

For example, Citroën has a course for COTECH mechanics. This course lasts 9 weeks,
comprises most of the other technical in-service
training courses (usually electronic applications), and is aimed at experienced mechanics
who can subsequently work in their business as
technical specialists as well as instructors.

•

Peugeot has had its own three-level technical
in-service training path for some time. This
extends up to the level of chief mechanic. In
addition, it has recently added a new training
course which trains employees as "Peugeot
Technical Specialists". This training is aimed at
experienced mechanics, comprises seven separate courses, with the main emphasis on
applied electronics, and culminates in a
certificate.

Probably the Japanese makes, particularly Toyota
and Nissan, go furthest in adapting the job
structure in dealer businesses.
• The Toyota organization has a training programme in which employees are trained at 4
levels:
Stage 1 : Maintenance mechanic;
Stage 2 : Technician (emphasis on mechanical work);
Stage 3: Master Technician (emphasis on
electronics);
Stage 4 : High-Tech Master Technician (emphasis on diagnosis).
Mechanics can follow this whole programme
over a period of five years. Subsequently, they

•

Nissan recently introduced a new job structure
for its technical repair shop personnel in which
the term "mechanic" was replaced by "technician". A distinction is made between four
levels of technical jobs:
Repair shop assistant
Technician
Technical specialist
High-tech engineer
The last two jobs are at a higher level than that
of chief mechanic.

Thus, in the Netherlands, all sorts of "informal job"
(Rauner & Zeymer, 1 991 ) have developed next to,
and partly above the traditional job structure. The
fears expressed by traditional training bodies
about excessive specialization in the field of
mechanics are not entirely unfounded. Furthermore, these initiatives on the part of the manufacturers/importers have several different purposes. In the first place, it is in the interests of
manufacturers/importers for the repair shop
personnel in their dealer businesses to be trained
as well as possible in the latest techniques, so that
they can provide the best possible service to
customers. With increased competition, the quality
of the service in the repair shop is becoming an
increasingly important sales instrument. Secondly,
the new jobs are intended to motivate personnel,
as mechanics have more potential for advancement in the new structure than they had in the old.
Thirdly, it is hoped that in this w a y the image of the
mechanic's job will be enhanced, so that the motor
vehicle sector becomes more attractive to people
entering the labour market for the first time.

4 . 8 Developments on the labour
m a r k e t a n d in r e c r u i t m e n t policy
Improving the job image on the labour market is
by no means superfluous in this sector. For some
time, the motor vehicle sector has had serious
problems with recruiting manpower. The number
of school leavers joining the labour market every
year has fallen drastically in the last few years (by
approximately 2 5 % between 1 9 8 0 and 1990),
and in addition, lower technical education (LTO),
the most important branch of education supplying
the motor vehicle sector, appears to attract a
decreasing number of-young people. Within this
educational field itself, a decreasing number of
students are opting for the course in motor vehicle
technology ( K W W , 1988). Only through intensive
recruitment campaigns has the motor vehicle
sector been able to keep the numbers entering
from LTO education at a constant level up to now.
In recent years, an average of approximately
3 , 0 0 0 young people entered the sector from LTO.
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There is general agreement in the motor vehicle
sector that the level of the present LTO is actually
too low, given the higher requirements placed on
repair shops. However, businesses are apparently
finding it very difficult to attract people with higher
levels of education. This is partly related to the
sector's image. The motor vehicle business has a
relatively low status in comparison with related
sectors, has relatively low salary levels as a result
of low profit margins, and in general offers
mechanics little prospect of promotion. This
discourages newcomers, and means that experienced, well-trained people, who are equally
attractive to other sectors, are soon inclined to
move to other employers. Nevertheless, it is
expected that the larger dealer businesses in
particular will make greater efforts to attract new
employees at a higher level, and that in time there
will be larger numbers of technicians with further
and higher education than is the case at present.
In 1 9 9 1 , 8 0 0 school-leavers entered the sector
from (short) vocational training courses. Half of
these had technical training; the other half,
economics/administrative training. In the same
year, 3 , 7 0 0 apprentices entered the sector from
the apprenticeship system; 3 , 0 0 0 from basic, and
7 0 0 from advanced training courses; 8 0 per cent
of these were technicians.
The K W W also indicates a discrepancy between
the supply and demand for young people. In the
early 1 990s, there was a particular shortage of
employees with LTO education entering the motor
vehicle business at the bottom end in apprentice
mechanic jobs. The sector has responded to this
development successfully with an intensive recruitment campaign aimed at this target group. The
downward trend has been reversed, and the
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number of LTO students opting for motor vehicle
technology has started to increase once again.
The sector considers that shifting the recruitment
efforts to target groups other than school-leavers
from LTO, is another solution to personnel
problems at lower levels. For example, businesses
could start to recruit more school-leavers from
further education in general, or school-leavers
who have left (short) further technical courses
prematurely. These groups have a higher starting
level, and probably also have more to offer than
LTO school-leavers. In view of the higher qualification requirements of businesses, this is all to the
good. At present, this option is being given serious
consideration. A third possibility is more recruitment from the so-called disadvantaged groups,
i.e. job-seekers regarded as having poor chances
on the labour market. The motor vehicle sector is
fairly active in this field as well. For some years,
special projects have been set up for particular
target groups, such as the long-term unemployed,
immigrants, the handicapped and women going
back to work. The projects are co-ordinated by the
I N N O V A M . Participants are given basic training,
and practical training course with work experience in a business. They can follow a course of
training in a specialist area, and are then given
permanent employment. This is a path with the
guarantee of a job. The initiative has been fairly
successful. In 1 9 9 2 , 3 4 projects were carried out,
with approximately 3 0 0 participants. For 1 9 9 3 ,
4 8 projects are planned with 4 5 0 participants.
The projects are mostly carried out in co-operation
with training bodies in the public employment
organization. The sector is also trying to attract
new employees through such projects.

5. EDUCATION A N D T R A I N I N G
It is not only through recruitment at a higher level,
but also through stepping up the in-service
training of personnel, that attempts are made to
respond to the latest developments in the technical
and commercial fields. The sector organizations
are very aware of the importance of training and
in-service training, and recognize the need to
catch up in this field, particularly as far as the
present generation of mechanics is concerned. In
recent years, all sorts of activities have been
undertaken to stimulate in-service training. This
section describes these activities.

5.1 The training system
The present training system in the motor vehicle
sector has three main divisions: the (initial)
daytime education, the dual specialist training,
and the short training courses. Each division has a
number of specific training institutions. The initial
daytime education takes place in the public sector;
it is financed by the state from the national budget.
The dual specialist training is organized by the
training institutions of the apprenticeship system.
These are financed partly by the state and partly
by industry. The short training courses are virtually
entirely organized by private bodies. They are
financed entirely by companies, or by the
participants of the courses themselves. Moreover,
in recent years the dividing line between the
public and the private sector has blurred. Centres
for regular vocational training have been given
the opportunity to start developing commercial
activities, e.g. for businesses, on a contractual
basis. Private training institutions aim to be
included in the apprenticeship system, and
schools for regular daytime education would like
to cooperate more closely in certain fields.
5.2 Regular vocational education
Within daytime education, the most important
types of education are: lower technical training
(LTO), short further technical training (KMBO),
further technical training (one specialist motor
vehicle technical school, and a number of M T O
schools with a special class for motor vehicle
technology within the technical engineering
course), and the Institute for Car Dealers (IVA),
specific specialist training for the job of car
salesmen. The LTO is the most important supplier
in the sector. With an LTO diploma, a student can
find employment as an apprentice mechanic. With
a KMBO or M B O diploma, it is possible to start
or be promoted to the job of mechanic, chief
mechanic or aspire to the management level. As
already stated, problems are expected with the
entry of employees at this level as a result of
shortages on the labour market. The number of
school leavers with LTO motor vehicle technology
fell by approximately 4 0 per cent between 1 9 8 7
and 1 9 9 1 . Although the number of new students is
currently increasing again, it is still expected that
the supply of labour will not suffice in the coming
years to meet the demand for apprentice mechanics. The recruitment campaigns in this target group

will be intensified. In the last two years approximately 3 , 0 0 0 new students have started this
training each year.
5 . 3 The d u a l specialist t r a i n i n g
courses of the a p p r e n t i c e s h i p system
Following daytime education, virtually everyone in
the repair shop completes an additional dual
specialist training course in the apprenticeship
system. For this purpose, apprentices conclude an
apprenticeship agreement with a business where
they work 4 days a week; on the fifth day, they go
to a regional school for supervised vocational
training (BBO), where the theory is taught. The
apprenticeship system for motor vehicle technology has vocational training courses at three levels.
The primary level (2 years), trains the apprentice
for the job of mechanic. The advanced level,
another 2 years, trains him for the job of chief
mechanic. For a job at management level (e.g.,
repair shop manager), additional training is
required at the tertiary level (1 year). The dual
training courses are organized by a central
institution, the National Association for the Motor
Vehicle Sector. This was recently integrated in the
newly-founded innovation and training centre for
the sector (the I N N O V A M ) , directed by the
managers and union members in the sector's
Training and Development Fund (OOMT).
The number of participants in the apprenticeship
system greatly increased during the second half of
the 1 980s, viz., from 6 , 7 8 0 in 1 9 8 4 to 1 2 , 8 5 5 in
1 9 9 1 . About half of these apprentices follow
primary or advanced training as mechanics for
private cars. Another large group (approximately
20%) participates in the primary and advanced
training for commercial car mechanic. In 1991
these apprentices were working in a total of 7,025
apprenticeship businesses. About 35 per cent of
the apprentices did the training in the context of a
so-called G O A system, a joint training activity in
which the practical component of the training
is organized between businesses and practical
centres, through which the apprentice progresses. In 1 9 9 1 , there were 1,800 of these
G O A systems, virtually all combinations of
several apprenticeship businesses and "protected" training places.
Within the motor vehicle businesses, the apprentices are supervised by an instructor for the
practical component of their training. The sector
employs about 3 0 0 of these instructors on a fulltime basis ( K W W , 1988). However, the number of
instructors is not much greater, because this job is
often carried out by the repair shop manager or
chief mechanic in (small) businesses which do not
have a separate instructor.

5 . 4 P r i v a t e short t r a i n i n g courses
Short training courses are available for the various
¡obs. In comparison with other sectors, there is
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but are expected to increase in the coming
years.

only α limited number of bodies on the market
providing these.
•

•

•

•

•

•

The sector training centre, the I N N O V A M , not
only organizes dual specialist training, but also
training for entrepreneurs (Business Establish
ment Act) and management training. In addi
tion, it provides in-service training and refresh
er courses (daytime, evening and correspond
ence courses) for mechanics, including basic
courses in applied motor vehicle electronics.
General motor vehicle businesses make use of
this provision. This will be discussed in more
detail in the following section.
Courses organized by importers are very
important. These are often training courses for
specific makes, organized by importers for the
mechanics employed by their dealers. There
are approximately 2 0 importers' training
centres in the Netherlands. In terms of the
number of course days, they provide about
8 0 % of the in-service training requirement. This
is discussed in more detail in section 5.6.
All suppliers of new testing equipment provide
training programmes for mechanics who have
to use the new equipment. The training usually
consists of a combination of on-the-job training
and a short course with the supplier. In
addition, extensive programmes are supplied
with the equipment to help with its use. There is
no information available about the number of
training courses or the number of participants
in this type of training.

Short training activities mainly concern courses for
technical jobs. There is little in-service training for
sales jobs, but this is increasing, particularly with
importers. There are not yet many in-service
training courses for management jobs in the
sector, apart from the very specific management
training courses aimed at particular makes, which
importers organize for dealers of affiliated
businesses.
The in-service activities in the sector are virtually
entirely concentrated on two categories providing
courses: I N N O V A M and the importers. W e will
discuss the courses provided by these two parties
in more detail below.

5.5 In-service training provided b y
INNOVAM
The I N N O V A M , formerly the V A M , has tradition
ally organized an extensive range of in-service
training courses for the sector, used particularly by
smaller general motor vehicle businesses. These
smaller businesses, which are not linked to a
particular make, do not have access to the training
facilities of the dealer networks; they are virtually
entirely dependent on the I N N O V A M , as there is
hardly anyone else on the market providing
courses. The INNOVAM's courses can be roughly
divided into a number of main groups:
•

There are some private training institutes which
provide (basic) training in motor vehicle
technology in the form of (correspondence)
courses. However, the number of people
following their courses is very low, and only
amounts to several dozen per year.
In cooperation with the government, i.e. the
regional employment offices, special projects
are organized for particular target groups,
such as women, the long-term unemployed,
and ethnic minorities. Government subsidies
are used for these projects, as well as special
state-run training centres. Most projects are
carried out in collaboration with the I N N O 
VAM. Altogether this involves several hundred
people per year.
Relatively new on the market are the schools for
vocational training and dual specialist training
courses. On the basis of new legislation for
education (see section 2), these were recently
given the possibility of providing parts of their
whole course as a separate paid activity, and
of developing paid made-to-measure courses
for industry. These forms of "contractual educa
tion" are currently still largely in their infancy,

training courses for entrepreneurs; these are
primarily the courses which someone w h o
wishes to start his own business in the sector
can follow to comply with the requirements of
the Business Establishment Act which makes
provision for professional and commercial

skills;

•

management and business management; these
comprise several courses to support an entre
preneur a n d / o r manager with regard to
management, e.g. balance analysis, budget
ing, store management.

•

inspection training courses; the courses re
quired to obtain a certificate to carry out gen
eral periodic safety checks in the business.

•

technical in-service training courses; these
include four basic courses in applied electron
ics and a number of courses geared to specific
areas: fuel systems, engine management,
brakes/steering/suspension, and environmen
tal aspects; it also includes a number of special
courses in damage repair;

•

commercial training, such as courses in sales
technique, communication, client-oriented be
haviour and quality consciousness;

•

¡ηcompany madetomeasure training courses;
these are madetomeasure courses developed
in consultation with, and adapted to the
specific needs of a particular business.

Most training courses are short, lasting one day or
several days. They are provided as a standard
course, and employers a n d / o r employees can
subscribe to them freely. In principle they are paid
for by the employer, w h o is then sometimes (partly)
reimbursed from a subsidy in the training fund. A
number of courses can also be followed as
correspondence courses or as evening courses.
Virtually all the courses award certificates.
A recent innovation, with which the I N N O V A M
has tried to respond to the latest technical
developments in the sector, is the Basic C ourse in
Applied Electronics. This course, which is aimed
at mechanics who have not yet finished their
training, consists of three modules of progressively
difficult levels, in which the mechanics are
introduced to the principles of electronics and
electronic engine control. The course lasts 3 days,
plus 20 halfdays. W h e n the mechanic has
completed the whole course, he receives a
certificate. In addition to this basic course,
courses have also recently been developed for
specific electronics applications, e.g. for injection
systems (K/KEjetronic, L/LEjetronic, Monojet
ronic) and for ABS and ASR systems for both
private and commercial vehicles. With these new
courses the I N N O V A M is also responding to
criticism regularly expressed in the sector in the
past, that the training programmes lag behind the
latest technical developments, and are not suffi
ciently geared to current practices in the repair

shop.
According to the K W W study ( K W W , 1988) the
(INNO)VAM catered for approximately 2 0 per
cent of the inservice training requirements in the
sector in 1 9 8 8 . The precise figures on the numbers
of participants in I N N O V A M courses are not
available. However, incomplete data does show
that the Basic C ourse in Applied Electronics is
particularly popular. In 1 9 9 0 , more than 2 , 0 0 0
participants registered for this course. In addition,
there was a great demand in 1990 for manage
ment training courses and aftersales courses. The
inspector's course attracted the largest group of
participants. In fact, this course is not described as
an inservice training course by the I N N O V A M
itself.
Altogether the I N N O V A M employed 2 5 5 employ
ees in 1 9 9 0 . How many of these actually provide
training is not known.

5.6 I n-service training provided b y
importers
The majority of inservice training efforts in the
Dutch motor vehicle sector is organized by the
importers, and consists of training courses pro

vided by importers for mechanics employed by
their dealers. The courses are given centrally, are
often geared to a specific make, and are aimed at
training the dealers' personnel in all sorts of new
techniques used in the make concerned. In terms
of the number of course days, importers catered
for approximately 8 0 per cent of the inservice
training requirement in 1988 ( K W W , 1988).
The inservice training provision of importers can
be roughly divided into the following main
categories:
•

basic technical courses; these are the above
mentioned courses which mechanics must
follow to become familiar with the specific
technical aspects of the make concerned (see
section 4.6.); for most makes, these courses are
available at three levels; usually each level is
one step higher than the corresponding level in
the vocational training of the apprenticeship
system; a vocational training diploma is usually
needed for entry to the course; at the end of the
course, participants receive a certificate;

•

specialist technical courses; training courses
which are above the level of the advanced
training in the apprenticeship system, aimed at
experienced mechanics who can or wish to
develop towards a job such as technical
specialist, or even further as a hightech
specialist in their business; in these courses,
aspects such as the detection of faults and
diagnosis using modern electronic systems are
of central importance;

•

courses on new products and models; short
specialized courses, usually organized prior to
the introduction of new types or models, which
provide inservice training for mechanics for
the technology applied in the new models; the
provision of this sort of course is in line with the
manufacturer's product policy;

•

commercial courses, including many courses in
sales and communication techniques, for
salesmen of affiliated dealers; these are also
courses for promoting customer bonding with
particular makes and businesses;

•

management courses; these are courses rein
forcing customer bonding with the make and
organization and include general management
training courses, and courses dealing with
specific aspects of management within the
dealer network.

The technical courses are by far the most important
in this range. It is through these courses that the
importers, at the instigation of the manufacturers,
endeavour to maintain and increase the standard
of qualifications of personnel in the dealer
businesses, and therefore the service to the
"users".
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In the Netherlands, there are about 2 0 importer
training centres. The factories and some large
independent importers, have their own centres. In
general, the training centres are well equipped.
They have access to the latest technology and
equipment, as well as modern teaching aids, such
as interactive video, simulators, opened out
models, etc., which are often supplied directly
by the manufacturer; they adapt the teaching
materials themselves to the Dutch situation. The
larger training centres employ 6 - 8 full-time
trainers; the smaller ones employ 3 or 4 . Usually
there are specialized trainers for technical,
commercial and management courses. Not all
importers carry out all the courses themselves.
Some contract out certain courses to private
training organizations. Others collaborate with
the I N N O V A M for certain courses, particularly the
basic courses. Recently the Ford importer has even
transferred his whole training programme, including the whole staff of trainers, to the I N N O V A M .
Several importers have also set up cooperative
projects with schools for regular daytime education (LTO, MTO). In this context, for example, they
organize excursions to the training centre or to
dealer businesses, and provide the schools with
modern, up-to-date teaching materials.
The importers' courses are only open to employers
and employees of the affiliated dealer businesses.
Training arrangements are set out every year in
the contract between the dealer and the importer:
the dealer contract. The arrangements made, the
w a y in which the training is organized, and the
degree of obligation differs from importer to
importer. Some importers impose fairly stringent
obligations on their dealers. They draw up a sort
of "training schedule" for their dealer network,
and indicate themselves which mechanics must
follow which courses; the dealers are bound by
this programme. For other importers, the arrangements have a less compulsory character. They
draw up a programme every year and inform the
dealers of this, but then leave the dealers free to
determine for themselves which employees go to
which courses, and when; however, the importers
ensure fair selection procedures. A number of
importers make a distinction between compulsory
and optional courses in the range of courses they
provide. The costs of the compulsory courses are
usually borne jointly by the importers and the
dealers. The costs of the optional courses are
usually wholly charged to the dealers or the
participants. Unlike the I N N O V A M courses, the
importers' courses are not subsidized by the
sector's training fund. According to the managers
and union members who form the board of
directors of the fund, money from the fund, which
is generated as a result of the conditions of
employment, can only be used for training courses
carried out under the umbrella of the sector's
training institute.
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N o summaries are available of figures on the
participation in importers' courses.
According to information from a number of the
larger importers, the numbers of participants in
these courses every year are (very) large. By w a y
of illustration, a few figures on the number of
course days (technical plus commercial) in 1991
are given below:

• Alfa Romeo
• Citroën
• Fiat

700
0,000-7,000
900

• Mazda

1,000

• Mercedes

6,000

• Mitsubishi

250

• Peugeot/Talbot
• Toyota
• VW/Audi
• Renault

3,500
6,800

2,000-2,500
2,000-2,500

Source: importers

It should be noted that these figures are very
approximate, undocumented estimates. Nevertheless, it is clear that the in-service training
programme of importers significantly exceeds
that of the I N N O V A M .
5 . 7 P a r t i c i p a t i o n in t r a i n i n g a n d
obstacles to training
To summarize, it may be said that the motor
vehicle sector has a well-developed training
infrastructure. There is a training fund, there are
training regulations, there is a large range of
courses, and there are good organizations which
can provide the courses. Nevertheless, it is often
pointed out in the sector that the training undertaken in businesses is not as good as it should be.
W h y is this? W h a t prevents adequate use being
made of the provisions available?
Before answering this question, let us take another
look at participation in in-service training. There is
no satisfactory recent survey of this, though there
are studies giving some indication.
A study of the in-service training provision in the
sector in 1 9 8 9 for 6 5 businesses ( K W W , 1 989)
shows to what extent motor vehicle businesses
actually make use of the training rights which they
have on the basis of the day release training
arrangement (1 day per employee per year).
Table 5.1 shows how many business allocated
more days to training in 1 9 8 9 , how many kept
exactly to the norm, and how many fell below the
norm. This shows that the motor vehicle sector as a

whole complies reasonably with the norm, but
large dealer businesses clearly do more for
training than small businesses.
The 1988 K W W study includes a survey of the
number of days that the subjects of this study stated
different employees spent on courses on average
in the years after 1 9 8 8 , for every type of job (see
table 5.2). The figures are based on a survey of
1 15 motor vehicle businesses, of which 73 were
dealers, involving a total of 1,100 personnel.
According to these data, the number of days of in
service training per employee per year amounted
to an average of 2.6 in the years after 1 9 8 8 . In
small businesses the average was approximately
2, in large businesses, almost 3 days. Twothirds
of the businesses which were questioned say that
this number is more or less equal to the number
of days involved in 1 9 8 7 . In onethird of the
businesses, the figure was higher. The figures
reveal a striking need for training for repair shop
managers and instructors.
Last year the ITS carried out a study of the training
of employees in 3 6 2 small and mediumsized
businesses; 57 of these were motor vehicle
businesses (Van den Tillaart et al. 1991). On the
basis of the information obtained, the employees
who were interviewed were divided into five
groups, depending on the extent to which they
actually used the inservice training of personnel
as an instrument for dealing with problems in their
business, resulting from new developments.
Table 3.3 compares the data on motor vehicle
businesses with that for other employers. The data
shows that employers in motor vehicle businesses
respond to or anticipate new developments
through the inservice training of their personnel
more than employers in other sectors.
There have been several studies in the sector to
examine why participation in training is relatively
low. For example, in 1988 the day release
arrangement for training was evaluated in a
study among 2 4 4 employers and 3 0 5 employees
(OOMT, 1988). It showed that many employers
(40%) and employees [57%) did not know of the
arrangement; therefore ignorance of the training
possibilities clearly plays a role. In addition, a
substantial group appeared to be opposed to the
arrangement; about 2 0  2 5 % of the employers
considered the arrangement unsuitable for the
business, and preferred to have nothing to do with
it. The K W W study of inservice training provi
sions in the sector show that the most important
obstacles to participation were: lack of time,
problems with absence of personnel; expensive;
insufficiently geared to practical applications; or
held too far away. The problem of absence
particularly plays a role in small businesses.
When someone from a small business goes to a
course for a few days, this immediately makes a
big difference to the manpower available. The ITS
study also shows that the problem areas in the

motor vehicle sector are not so much at the
sectoral level as at the level of the businesses
themselves. With regard to points such as the
content and quality of the training provisions, their
uptodateness, the accessibility and proximity of
the provisions, the costs of training, the expertise
of the instructors, and the support of the sector for
training matters, the motor vehicle employers who
were interviewed had few problems, or at least
fewer than their colleagues in other sectors. They
indicate that the most important problem areas are
in the businesses themselves. There are still too
many entrepreneurs who are insufficiently enter
prising, i.e., they do not look around and ahead,
and do not adequately understand the importance
of training. In addition, in businesses which do
recognize the importance of training, the problem
of manpower is often a major bottleneck. Many
smaller businesses cannot really afford absence
for training purposes (Van den Tillaart et al.,
1991).
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5 . 8 N e w t r a i n i n g p o l i c y in t h e s e c t o r
The training efforts of many employers and
employees in the motor vehicle sector fall behind
what is desirable in view of commercial and
technological developments. To counter this, the
sector has further intensified its training policy. The
BOVAG defined 1991 as the "year of training",
and in that year the training policy of the sector
was stimulated.
The training and development fund, the OOMT,
■was reinforced. The fund was made the central
policymaking body for the sector, so that all
important decisions are now made jointly by
managers and union members. The training in
institutions of the apprenticeship system were
taken over by the fund. As a result, the influence
of employers' and employees' organizations on
vocational training and inservice training courses
increased; the influence of government and the
education sector was reduced.
In addition, the position and tasks of the national
training centre, the I N N O V A M , were redefined. In
the new structure, the I N N O V A M particularly has
the task of preparing and executing policy. As
regards the training programmes themselves, the
I N N O V A M will have a coordinating function
more than an execution function in the coming
years. For this purpose, it has a new task  to serve
as a centre of innovation and expertise, where
employers can go with questions on new devel
opments in technical, commercial and manage
ment fields.
A start has been made on decentralizing the
(vocational) training and inservice training provi
sions to a number of Regional Practice C entres
(RPCs). The aim is to establish 1 0  1 5 RPC s in the
1990—1993 period, geographically distributed
as widely as possible throughout the Netherlands.
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Training, courses and exams will increasingly be
organized in these RPC s. The G O A s will also be
incorporated in these RPC s. In addition, possible
forms of cooperation will be sought with local
secondary and further technical schools for
regular daytime education. In this w a y an attempt
is being made to bring training and the courses
"as close as possible to the people".
A start has also been made on a number of
experiments aimed at making the vocational
training programmes more flexible. The pro
grammes are divided into complete units (mod
ules) which can be followed in combination with
each other, but can also be done individually, and
each one concludes with a certificate. In this way,
training and courses can be geared more appro
priately to the specific needs of individuals or
groups of employees. In addition, the vocational
training programmes can also be linked more
satisfactorily to the programmes of other training
institutions.
A start was also made on a system of training
planning. Managers and union members drew up
a training plan for several years for the sector on
the basis of a study of the requirements (Riphagen
et al., 1989), indicating the inservice training

priorities for the next few years for every type of

job.
Finally, plans have been developed to achieve a
more appropriate provision of vocational training,
dual training courses, and private training institu
tions, i.e., the importers. The I N N O V A M devel
oped a system defining the positions and tasks of
the various training institutions (importers, I N N O 
VAM, LTO schools) in relation to the innovation
processes in the sector. To maintain a broad range
of qualified experts for the sector, agreements
were formulated on linking the provision of the in
service training of importers' training centres, the
apprenticeship system and regular LTO and M T O
education. Importers will take over training for
new technology for specific makes during the
innovation introduction stage. W h e n a new tech
nology is introduced on a broader scale, such as
the ABS systems being introduced now, for
example, they are included in training provided
by the apprenticeship system. At an even later
stage, when the new technology has become part
of basic motor vehicle technology, it will be
included in regular technical education. In this
w a y technical innovations will gradually be
included in the sector's training provisions for
vocational qualifications.
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ANNEX
Tables a n d d i a g r a m s
Table 1 . 1 - N u m b e r of companies in motor vehicle repair a n d sales sector

M o t o r vehicle business (total)

1977

1983

7,686

8,414

1989

1990

10,700

10,800

1.

3,800
1,400
3,100
2,400

including (sub)dealers
general motor vehicle business
second-hand car trade
repair shops

1,400

Car b o d y repair shops
Retail trade in spare parts a n d accessories

446

503

600

600

Car repair shops (not included above)

358

449

600

600

Source: Central Bureau for Statistics

Table 1 .2 - Production, wholesale trade a n d distribution of motor cars a n d their parts in 1 9 9 0
Production:
48

• motor car factories a n d assembly plants, car engine factories
• factories for trailers a n d semi-trailers

148

• b o d y w o r k factories

362

• factories for car parts

92

• bicycle a n d motor bicycle factories a n d assembly plants

44

• body construction plants

10

• factories for bicycle a n d motor bicycle spare parts a n d accessories

39

Wholesale trade:
• wholesalers of motor cars, car accessories a n d spare parts

3,244

• wholesalers of bicycles, motor bicycles a n d mopeds (including parts a n d accessories)

323

Distributive trade:
• distributors of motor cars, accessories a n d spare parts

176

• distributors of bicycles, motor bicycles a n d mopeds (including parts a n d accessories)

25
71

Repair shops for coaches a n d lorries

847

Breakers' yards (wholesale)

60

Breakers' yards (distribution)
Source: C h a m b e r of C o m m e r c e , 1 9 9 1

Table 1.3 - N u m b e r of companies in the motor vehicle sector

1984

1987

1989

Companies > 1 0 0 employees

8,611
1,329
25

9,456
1,222
14

9,904
1,324
15

Total

9,965

Companies < 10 employees
Companies 10 - 1 0 0 employees

10,692

1,243

Source: CBS

Table 1.4 - Financial turnover (Statistisch j a a r b o e k 1 9 9 2 ) 1 9 8 5 = 1 0 0
1980

1985

• b o d y w o r k repair shops

82
83
91

• retail trade in parts a n d accessories

75

100
100
100
100

All companies of w h i c h
• motor car (sales) companies

1988

114
1 13
132
108

1989

1990

121
120
144
114

127
126
162
112
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Table 1.5 - Market share of the most important makes (RAI, ABN '90)

General Motors
Ford
Volkswagen/Audi
Peugeot
Japanese makes
Others
Total

1989

1988

1987
16.1
10.1
10.2
6.2
25.9
31.5

14.0
10.1
10.0
7.3
27.6
31.1

14.1
10.3
9.7
7.2
26.2
32.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

Table 3.1 - Changes in the number of persons working per type of company 1 9 7 7 - 1 9 9 0
1977

1983

1989

1990

60,904

54,148

64,400
50,300
4,000
5,600
4,400

65,400
49,600
5,300
5,200
5,300

Retail trade in parts and accessories

1,753

2,426

3,600

3,100

Car repair shops (not included in the above)

1,730

1,220

2,400

2,500

64,387

57,794

70,400

71,000

4,188

5,1 18

5,928

6,052

65

89

84

85

Motor vehicle business (total) of which:
(sub)dealers
general-purpose motor vehicle companies
second-hand car trade
repair shops

Total number of employees
Total number of cars (x 1000)
including company cars
Average number of cars per employee
Source: CBS

Table 3.2 - Average number of persons working by type of company and function in 1990

Motor vehicle companies
of which: (sub)dealers
general purpose
second-hand car
repair
Retail parts and accessories

Owners/
Partner/
Family Member

Repair shop

Sales

Others

Total

0.9
0.6
1.1
1.1
1.2
0.8

3.2
7.2
1.9
0.5
0.8
1.7

0.7
1.7
0.3
0.1
0.1
1.9

1.3
3.3
0.4
0.1
0.2
0.9

6.1
13.0
3.8
1.7
2.2
5.3

Source: CBS

Table 3.3 - Distribution of persons working by nature of employment

Working proprietors and family members
employees > 15 hours per week
employees < 15 hours per week
employees working for others
Source: CBS
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1983

1989

15.8
80.8
3.5
_

20.7
76.4
3.2
0.2

Table 3.4 — Breakdown of jobs by function in small and large companies
Repair shop

Stores

Sales

Administration

Management

Other

Small companies
< 10 employees
Large companies
10 employees

66.3

2.5

15.4

6.9

5.9

3.0

53.4

8.4

17.9

10.1

4.9

5.3

Total

57.2

6.6

17.2

9.2

5.2

4.6

Source: K W W 1988
Table 3.5 - Development of the job structure in the motor vehicle sector 1 9 8 7 - 1 9 9 5
Percentage of employees working as
repair shop
manager
foreman
chief mechanic
mechanic
trainer
apprentice mechanic
bodywork mechanic/sprayer
receptionist
store
store manager
store employee
sales
sales manager
salesman
administration
administration manager
administration clerk

1987

1992

1995

6.0

5.3
5.5
17.8
18.0
0.7
8.6
4.5
6.8

4.8

6.0

17.2
19.0
0.7
8.8
4.2
6.3
5.3
4.1
1.5
8.1
4.1
8.7

5.1

17.8
17.2
0.6
8.3
4.6
7.1

5.4
5.1

5.4
5.6

1.4
7.7

1.5
8.4

4.1
9.1

4.2
9.3

Source: Adapted from K W W 1 988
Table 3.6 - Repair shop ¡ob functions 1 988/expected developments by 1993
Percentage of time spent on

customer
relations

diagnosis/
instruction

repairs
administration

management

head of company
small company
large company

27/+7
45/-

11/+2
16/-

28/-13
7/+1

34/+4
3 2/-2

foreman
small company
large company

24/+10
30/+1

24/-1
30/+1

35/-9
29/-4

17/-1
11/+2

instructor
small company
large company

25/+10
8/-2

33/+10
38/+2Ó

25/-20
5/-24

17/2/-

chief mechanic
small company
large company

9/3/+1

9/+2
12/+7

7 8/-3
82/-9

3/-1
3/-

mechanic
small company
large company

7/-1
2/-1

8/-Ó
6/-1

82/+1
94/-2

3/-1
1/+7

89/+5
97/-1

3/-2
3/-

apprentice mechanic
large company
small company
Source: K W W 1988

3/-3

-/-

5/-A2

1

1

Table 5.1 - Actual in-service training compared with regulatory requirements
small companies

large dealers

total

Number of companies offering more free time
for training than required by the regulations
(one day per employee per year)
Companies providing the required free time

6
6

20
19

26
25

Companies not providing the required free time

6

8

14

18

47

65

Total
Source: K W W 1989

Table 5.2 - Average number of course days per employee by type of job function
Job

Expected number of course days
per employee per year in 1988

Company head
Foreman
Chief mechanic
Mechanic/inspector
Instructor
Bodywork mechanic/sprayer
Receptionist
Repair shop administrator

2.7
5.4
3.1
2.3
7.9
1 .2
1 .6
3.6

Total average for all companies

2.6

Total average for small companies
Total average for large companies

2.0
2.9

Total average for importers
Total average for (INNO)VAM
Total average for others

1.8
0.5
0.3

Source: K W W 1988

Table 5.3 - Extent to which entrepreneurs use in-service training as a tool to adjust to market changes (%)
Type of behaviour companies

Car companies
(n = 57)

All companies
(n = 362)

Ì.
2.
3.
4.
5.

14
18
10
18
40

24
18
15
25
19

Entrepreneur does not notice any changes
Entrepreneur does see changes but sees no need to adjust
Adjustments are made without any recourse to staff training
Adjustments are made but incompletely
Training of staff plays an important role in the adjustment process

Source: van den Tillaart et al. 1991
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1.

A small car repair shop, dealer
for FSO and Yue Loong

2.

A small car repair shop, without
a dealership

3.

A medium-sized Ford dealer

4.

A large G M - O p e l , BMW and
Mitsubishi dealer

1 . A SMALL CAR REPAIR SHOP, DEALER
FOR FSO A N D YUE L O O N G
1 . G e n e r a l description of the case
This first case study describes the operation of a
small, independent general motor vehicle repair
and sales business, which is also a dealer for two
fairly unusual makes of car. These two makes
are imported into the Netherlands by the same
importers' organization, and for technical inservice training activities, the business uses in
particular the provisions and facilities provided by
this importer. It is also in contact with I N N O V A M
in connection with the vocational training of one
of its employees, and with private training
establishments in the area for administrative inservice training activities. In addition, it has a
number of contacts with LTO (lower technical
training) and MTO (intermediate technical training) schools in the area for providing work
experience for pupils. However, this case study
particularly examines the technical in-service
training activities, and two organizations are of
central importance in this:
• the business itself, as the client of the in-service
training courses;
• the importers' organization, which
technical in-service training courses.

provides

The developments in the business itself form the
starting point for this report. In the description of
the training activities, special attention will be
devoted to training provided by the importer.

2 . G e n e r a l description of the c o m p a n y
2.1 Location of the c o m p a n y
The business is situated in the northeast of the
Netherlands. Since 1 9 8 9 , it has been accommodated in premises on a small industrial estate on
the edge of a large city. It is close to the motorway,
and easily accessible from different directions. The
premises have a total surface area of approximately 5 0 0 square metres. Approximately three
quarters of these are used as a showroom for the
display of new and second-hand models. The
back of the premises is equipped as a repair shop.
There is one inspection ramp in the repair shop.
One corner of the repair shop is a storeroom for
parts. There is a small office next to the showroom
which houses the computer, and is also used for
receiving customers. There is direct access from
the office to a house, which is built next to the
premises, where the owner of the business and his
family live.
2.2 Brand n a m e s , forms of distribution
and repair
As stated above, this is a case study of a small,
independent business for the sale, maintenance
and repair of private cars. The business operated
for a long time as a general motor vehicle business
and still trades in all makes of cars, particularly
second-hand ones. However, since 1988, it has
also been a dealer, originally for one make, and

since M a y 1 9 9 2 , for two different makes. Both
these makes are unusual, and only have a very
small share of the Dutch market.
Since 1988, the business has operated as a
dealer for the Polish make FSO, which is not a
very well-known name in the Netherlands, and
belongs to the range of cheaper, mid-range cars.
The importer is located in the west of the Netherlands, and has approximately 1 5 dealers throughout the country. This business is the dealer for
the northeast region, and in particular for the
provincial capital nearby. In 1 9 8 8 , FSO had just
been introduced on to the Dutch market, and
initially sales seemed to be developing very well.
In the first year, 1 9 8 8 , the business sold about
100 FSOs, many more than had been expected.
However, in 1 9 8 9 , developments in eastern
Europe stopped this trend. Following the collapse
of the Berlin Wall in November 1989, and the
subsequent "opening up" of eastern Europe and
the economies of the eastern bloc countries, a very
negative image developed of eastern bloc products
and demand slumped. The Dutch FSO organization also felt the consequences of these developments. In 1 9 9 0 , the market for FSOs collapsed
completely in the Netherlands. In 1 9 8 9 , the
business managed to sell 9 0 FSOs, but in 1 9 9 0
it was unable to sell more than 1 5 cars. 1 991 was
also a bad year, and this was one of the reasons
why the business ran into serious financial
difficulties. However, the biggest problems now
seem to have been overcome. In the past two
years, sales have started to increase again, and it
is expected that this trend will continue in the next
few years. In 1 9 9 2 , the business sold 3 0 FSOs,
and for 1 993 it is expecting to sell 4 0 .
Following the problems with FSO, the business
turned to other makes in 1 9 9 1 . At the beginning
of 1 9 9 2 , a dealership was concluded with the
Taiwanese make, Yue Loong, in addition to the
FSO dealership. This make is imported through the
same importers' organization as FSO (the importer also imports the Mitsubishi and Hyundai
makes). Yue Loong was introduced in the Netherlands in 1992. The importer has estimated that it
should be possible to sell approximately 1,200
Yue Loongs in the Netherlands in the first year,
of which 6 0 should be sold by this particular
business. However, 1992 sales were extremely
disappointing, partly because the prices were too
high. In 1 9 9 2 , the business sold only 3 Yue
Loongs, further compounding the difficulties which
it already faced because of the problems with
FSO. However, in response to the disappointing
development, at the end of 1992 the importer
started a number of campaigns to promote sales,
and the effects of these are already noticeable.
Nationally, sales of Yue Loongs doubled in the last
months of 1 9 9 2 , and it is expected that sales will
also increase in the northeast of the country in the
near future. Because of these reasonable prospects, the business is continuing to operate as a
dealer business, despite the current difficulties.

2.

2.

A large part of the business's turnover comes from
the purchase and sale of secondhand cars. In
1992, it sold almost 100 cars altogether, of which
7 0 were used cars. In this sector it deals in any
make: "In principle, we buy just about anything".
However, according to the owner, the variety in
the work coming in to the general motor vehicle
business is also constantly diminishing in the
secondhand market, because of the increasing
concentration of distribution and repair activities
within the dealer networks. Importers oblige sales
organizations/dealers to have special show
rooms, use special tools, and follow special
training courses. Larger dealer businesses increas
ingly make use of subdealers. However, this
business wishes to continue operating as a
general motor vehicle business in the second
hand car market.
Because of the disappointing sales of new cars,
the business has intentionally moulded an ¡mage
in the last few years as a general maintenance
and repair business. An attempt has been made to
keep the maintenance work at a satisfactory level
by selling any make of secondhand cars. The
maintenance and repair services of the business
have been advertised more widely. In principle, it
undertakes any sort of maintenance and repair on
every make and type of private car. It does not
turn down more specialized jobs, such as, for
example, the repair of automatic gearboxes or
electronic faults. The additional advertising has
been aimed at specific jobs, such as the
maintenance and replacement of batteries, shock
absorbers, tyres and exhausts. In the last few years
the business has attracted quite a lot of work
involving the repair of LPG systems: "This is one of
the most important ways of keeping the business
afloat". Furthermore, the business is a recognized
APK testing centre. The APK tests, usually carried
out in combination with a service, bring a
significant amount of money into the business. As
regards maintenance and repairs, the business is
an allround general motor vehicle business. The
owner maintains: " W e have ¡ηhouse knowledge
to carry out every possible type of repair".
2 . 3 Structure of the c o m p a n y a n d
h u m a n resources
The business is a true family business. At the time
the study was carried out, four people were
working in the business, all members of the same

family.
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whole career structure from
apprentice
mechanic to repair shop manager and to
technical business manager. In this garage he
was also an instructor, and as such, he was
generally responsible for a group of approxi
mately 12 apprentices. In 1972, he became
selfemployed.

According to the owner: "After all, building up a
dealership is a longterm process".

• The father (53) established the business and is
the owner. Altogether he has been working in
the motor vehicle sector for 36 years, and as an
independent operator for the last 20 years.
Before that, he was employed for 16 years in
a Volkswagen garage where he gained his
mechanic's diploma and went through the

•

His wife (50) always worked in the business
from the beginning, mainly in sales. She has
not had any further education after secondary
school.

•

The son (24) has been a salaried employee
since 1987. After his LTO education, he
followed INNOVAM's primary and secondary
vocational training course for C ar Mechanic,
and gained the diplomas for mechanic and
chief mechanic. C urrently he is taking a course
for Motor Vehicle Business Manager, which is
also run by I N N O V A M , and which trains
participants in running a business in the motor
vehicle sector. Over the years he has had a
great deal of practical experience in the family
business ("running after his father from the age
of four"). He is employed full time.

•

The daughter (26) worked full time in the office
from 1 9 8 8  1 9 9 2 , doing the administration.
Since the middle of 1 9 9 2 , she has worked part
time, 9 hours a week. After her secondary
education she took a vocational training course
for administrative assistant, through the appren
ticeship system.

In addition to these four people, a pupil from a
lower technical training school (LTO) is doing a
sixmonth work placement at the repair shop; he is
not employed by the business.
The business has not always been as small as it is
now. In the 1980s, there were still 13 employees,
but as a result of financial difficulties, it had to cut
back considerably after 1988. However, accord
ing to the owner, it is, if anything, rather under
staffed at the moment. In view of the positive
developments in car sales, he is considering
employing another mechanic in the fairly near
future.
Each member of the family has his or her own role
and tasks in the business. As the owner, the father
manages the business, does a great deal of
buying and selling, and is active outside the
business in all sorts of fields, including training.
For example, he is a member of the BOVAG
educational commission and the local advisory
board of the district school. He spends 4 0 per cent
of his time on mechanical work in the repair shop,
"but only early in the morning or late at night,
because usually there's not much spare time
during the day". The son does the "technical
work". As chief mechanic, he is responsible for the
repair shop, and does all the work to be done
there, with the help of the apprentice. He is not, or

is hardly involved in sales administration and is
not very interested in this. The daughter works in
the office and does the administration for the
business, together with the accountant. She also
does the secretarial work, such as dealing with
post, correspondence, and so on. The owner's
wife works in sales, and helps wherever she is
needed, for example, meeting customers or
picking up parts from dealers. There is a
considerable degree of flexibility in this general
division of tasks. The owner says: "Everyone has
their own area, but within this, we are all versatile.
We work very differently from a large business,
where everything is laid down, prescribed,
standardized, planned and budgeted. It doesn't
work like that in our business. We don't count man
hours in a business like ours. W e try to achieve a
certain turnover at a particular cost. In the last few
years the whole family has really had to pull
together to do this."
2 . 4 Brief h i s t o r y a n d r e c e n t s t r a t e g y
development
The development of the business, certainly in the
past ten years, is described by the owner as
having been "stormy, certainly stronger than gale
force 12". In 1 9 7 2 , he started the business as a
general repair shop, and it expanded considerably in a short time. From 1 9 7 7 to 1 9 8 0 , the
business operated as a Mitsubishi dealer. At that
time it employed 13 employees and sold an
average of 4 0 0 cars per year. However, in 1 9 8 0 ,
it ran into difficulties when part of the quayside on
which the business premises were situated collapsed and the access road was closed. This
meant that the business was no longer accessible,
and had "to be shut down after a few months with
heavy financial losses. The owner then returned to
his home town and managed to start another
general motor vehicle business there in the same
year. In the next seven years, he succeeded in
almost completely making good the loss he had
suffered in his first business, "with six people: the
whole family and two mechanics".
In 1 9 8 8 , when trade was reasonable once again,
the business became a dealer for FSO. According
to the owner, his reason for becoming a dealer
was the fact that a dealership leads to stronger
identity and greater stability and continuity with
the customers. The most important reason for
choosing FSO was that FSO was a completely
new make for which it would be possible to build
up a completely new market; all the other makes
were already well represented in the area. In the
first year the sale of FSOs went very well, though
the sales were concentrated in the neighbouring
big city. In 1 9 8 9 , the business moved to its present
premises in the city. The importer wanted his
dealer to be situated closer to the customers, and
the accessibility of the former premises was
becoming a problem because the area where
the business had been located was to become a
30-km zone. However, in 1 9 9 0 the business once

again faced difficulties. As mentioned above, the
sale of FSOs completely collapsed in that year,
which greatly reduced the business's income. At
the same time, there were extra financial liabilities
as a result of the purchase of the new premises,
and problems with the sale of the old premises.
Many of the regular customers in the village did
not stay with the business, and it was still in the
process of building up a new circle of customers in
the city. Between 1 9 9 0 and 1 9 9 2 , the business
was on the brink of ruin, and there were severe
problems with bank loans. The business had to cut
back, and mechanics had to be dismissed.
However, the worst problems have now been
overcome. FSO sales are once again increasing.
FSO cars are better adapted to modern West
European requirements in terms of technology,
design and comfort, a greater emphasis is now
placed on the sale, maintenance and repair of
second-hand cars, and in addition, the business
recently became a dealer for a second make, Yue
Loong, a make of car for which there are good
prospects for the future, despite the disappointing
sales in the introductory years. The owner is
moderately optimistic about the future.
This optimism is partly due to the fact that the
business was able to become a dealer business.
The owner foresees increasing problems for
general motor vehicle businesses because of the
rapid technological developments in the sector:
" N e w cars are increasingly using know-how
which is specific to the make. This know-how is
increasingly protected by the importers and dealers. This is one of the reasons why I have become
a dealer myself". According to the owner, his
present double dealership is probably a temporary matter: "Usually importers don't allow a
double dealership, but in our case it's possible.
These are two small makes. FSO isn't doing very
well, and Yue Loong still has to get started. The
two makes are both with the same importer, and
they hardly compete with each other. That's why
it's allowed. But when sales increase, there'll
probably be some pressure to split it up."
2.5 Impact of n e w technology
Despite the difficult times which the business has
had, investments have not been neglected in the
past few years. N e w equipment has been
purchased both for the repair shop and for the
office, so that a better service can be provided.
This was very necessary in the repair shop. Quite
a lot of new motor vehicle technology is used both
in the modernized FSO models and in the new Yue
Loong models. The new FSO models are cars
which have been adapted to western norms in
every respect. The development of these models
has been geared to the requirements of the
western consumer, not only in terms of design,
performance and comfort, but also as regards
technology. The new FSO has a complete
computer-monitored injection and ignition system

Mm*

which already complies with the American emission requirements that only come into force in
the Netherlands in 1995. This system was first
used in the 1 9 8 9 models. It is based on a General
Motors system which was bought by FSO from
Opel, and was then further developed and
adapted to the FSO technology by a Dutch
research institute (TNO) commissioned by FSO,
together with the importer. The T N O also developed special testing equipment for the system, and
the dealers were obliged to purchase this. The
importer himself developed special training
courses for the mechanics of the dealer businesses. Dealers were obliged to send their
employees to these training courses (see sections
3 and 4).
Since the early 1 970s the business has had a SUN
engine tester. This tester is upgraded every five or
six years, "because you have to keep up to date.
Modern cars can only be repaired with modern
equipment". The tester currently being used was
bought in 1987 and has a computer and a floppy
disk on which the data about various makes of
cars can be entered. A great deal of work is done
with the tester. It is always used for full services,
even if the customer himself has no complaints
about the engine. The car is connected to the
tester, and while the engine is running, the
equipment indicates what is running properly
and what is not. The technical documentation is
then consulted to see exactly what is 'wrong. The
floppy disks are not used very much for fault
detection; the written documentation is used much
more. Different documentation systems are available in the repair shop: various series of technical
car manuals, detailed repair shop manuals for
virtually all the different makes, and so-called
"quick choice cards", cards with a concise, easyto-use survey of the adjustment data of different
types and makes of engines, which often make a
quick diagnosis possible. According to the owner,
working with the tester has many advantages
over the conventional, more "instinctive" way of
detecting faults: "In many businesses the testers
are carefully kept under wraps, so that they don't
get dirty, but that's not the case here. The tester
works amazingly quickly. You immediately find out
what's the matter. When detecting faults, you
avoid going through all sorts of rituals which
you've built up from experience, but which may be
completely superfluous for a particular problem . . .
It's probably this - no, it isn't - then it's probably
that, in that case. Well then .. . etc. This is a thing
of the past. Instead, you work in a purposeful way,
and you can localize a fault immediately. That
saves a great deal of time, and that's why we can
manage very well in the repair shop, even with a
minimum of manpower." In fact, it is above all the
owner's son who uses the automatic tester. He has
done various in-service training courses for this,
and knows how the equipment works. The owner
himself hardly uses it.
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With the introduction of the FSO engine tuning
system, the T N O developed special FSO testing
equipment, which can be connected to the SUN
tester. All FSO dealers were obliged to purchase
this equipment; businesses which could or did not
wish to purchase the equipment could not continue
as FSO dealers. This business bought the equipment in 1989. It came with a manual for looking
up information and possible causes of faults, also
specially developed for FSO.
Apart from the engine
equipment is also used:

tester,

other

modern

•

two fully automatic balancing machines; these
calculate the location and extent of imbalances;
• a fully automatic tyre fitting system;
• modern alignment equipment; this works partly
automatically, partly mechanically;
• various micrometers.
In addition, there are all sorts of new, modern tools
in the repair shop (pneumatic hammer, torque
wrench). The owner considers that: "If you want to
do your work properly, you must use good tools".
In 1989 a computer was installed in the office,
and the business administration was computerized. On the advice of the BOVAG's regional
service centre, a system was purchased which was
specially developed for general motor vehicle
businesses, and which was already being used by
many garages in the area. It is a custom-made
system designed for the motor vehicle industry,
which has specific applications for the different
types of motor vehicle businesses, the general
business, dealers, dealers for two makes, and so
on. The system was installed by the supplier,
together with the business's accountant. The
introduction of the system resulted in considerable
labour savings. The owner's daughter, who does
the business administration, used to work full-time
in the office. She can now manage to do the
administration working approximately one day a
week. The delivery of the system did not include
any training for the user (a negative point on the
part of the supplier). For in-service training it was
necessary to go to local establishments offering
private courses (see section 4).

3 . The provision of continuing
vocational training
What were the implications of the developments
outlined above for the training activities in the
business, particularly the in-service training activities? W e will try to answer this question in the
following paragraphs. We will begin by looking
at the training provisions in the business itself, and
at the external provisions which the business can
make use of. This is followed by an examination of
the business's actual training activities in the past
5 years.

3 . 1 S t r u c t u r e in t h e c o m p a n y
In the first place, it is worth noting that the business
often provides facilities for pupils at vocational
training schools in the area, mainly LTO and
KMBO [short intermediate vocational training]
pupils, to acquire work experience. This indicates
that there are reasonable facilities for learning on
the job in the business itself. The work carried out
in the repair shop is sufficiently varied to introduce
pupils to a wide range of aspects of the
mechanic's job. The repair shop has good, quite
new equipment and tools, so that pupils can also
become familiar with modern repair shop technology. There are good facilities for supervision; the
owner himself is qualified as a practical instructor,
and often acts as an examiner for the practical
examinations of INNOVAM's vocational training
courses. According to the owner, the business is
often sent the LTO's "rather more difficult cases",
pupils who for some reason are less easy to place
in other businesses. In addition, the business
participates in a Joint Training Activity (GOA), a
form of co-operation between motor vehicle
businesses in the area aimed at providing a
combined range of practical places for apprentices following INNOVAM's Car Mechanic
course. In this context, apprentice mechanics
from other businesses often visit for practical
instruction which they cannot get in the business
where they are apprentices, e.g., working on
particular types of carburettors and ignition
systems. According to the owner, learning
through practical tasks and work experience in a
business are also very important for pupils undertaking initial vocational training. Schools cannot
provide an adequate substitute for this, not even
through practical lessons. On-the-job learning
needs to be given more importance during the
initial training.
In fact, the owner is aware of the problem that,
with the application of new technology, opportunities for acquiring practical, on-the-job repair
shop experience could become more rare. This is
also the case in his own business: "Take the
example of automatic balancing machines. An
apprentice working with these does not really
know what he is doing. He no longer has to find
out where the problem lies, nor learn to approach
things instinctively; he can only do what the
machine tells him. In the end, he'll develop a
feeling for it anyway, by doing things often
enough, but from the point of view of training,
it's actually rather a disadvantage". He points out
a similar problem with regard to in-service
training courses, particularly in-service training
courses in electronics. The application of newly
acquired knowledge and skills is difficult in
practice because the new technology is often so
good that it rarely goes wrong, and mechanics
hardly get any chance for work experience with it.
These sorts of transfer problems frequently arise in
many general businesses which actively engage in
in-service training.

3 . 2 Structure of importer's training
centre
As an FSO and Yue Loong dealer, the business can
make use of the training facilities provided by the
importer of these two makes, for technical and
commercial in-service training. This company is
one of the larger independent import organizations on the Dutch market, and imports four
makes: Mitsubishi, Hyundai, Yue Loong and
FSO. The company consists of a holding company, with separate subsidiary companies for the
different makes. In the case of Yue Loong, the
company is the importer, not only for the Netherlands, but also for the rest of Europe. The
organization as a whole is currently doing well,
despite the problems with the small makes FSO
and Yue Loong. The importer has his own training
centre located at the organization's head office in
the west of the country. Training provisions are
laid down in the contracts concluded by the
importer with the dealers. Usually a contract
contains the general provision that the dealer is
obliged to participate in the training prescribed by
the importer. This training can cover various
different fields: sales, engine technology, maintenance and repairs, and electronic applications.
The training for the different makes of cars is
provided within the operating companies. For
FSO, this is ABIMEX. ABIMEX does provide a
particular package of courses for FSO, but these
have not yet been integrated in a programme of
courses like those organized for the larger makes.
Some time ago, plans were drawn up for a more
integrated programme with a clear structure and
carefully defined, fixed procedures, but because
of the problems with FSO sales, very little has
come of these plans up to now. In the past few
years, the whole FSO organization has been in
serious difficulties, and neither the importer nor the
dealers were very enthusiastic about putting more
energy into training. Recently the plans have been
looked at again, and now that prospects are
better, more attention can be expected to be paid
to in-service training. The owner we interviewed
stated: "If it doesn't happen, I'll start pushing for it
myself. In-service training is too important to leave
any longer". He is in a good position to do this
because he is also the chairman of the FSO dealer
association.
The importer's after-sales manager is responsible
for dealer training. He organizes the training and
often carries it out himself. Sometimes he has it
carried out by the service inspector, a sort of
contact man between the importer and dealer
businesses. Dealers can then raise specific questions - if necessary, through contact with the
service inspector - so that these can be taken into
consideration when organizing the training. The
owner we interviewed said: "This works well, and
in addition, the man knows the people in the
businesses; he knows the standard, what different
people can and cannot do, and where the
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problems lie, and is able to gear the training to
specific gaps or requirements".
With the introduction of the new modernized FSO
models in 1989, the importer developed special
inservice training courses in electronics, both for
the new injection engine, and for the new testing
equipment that is required. The courses were
made compulsory for all dealers on the basis of
the training clauses in the dealer contracts. The
courses were given simultaneously with the
introduction of the new type of engine, and were
organized to a strict schedule. The dealers were
informed well in advance of the dates and content
of the courses. The target group for this course was
employees at chief mechanic level. A distinction
was made between two categories: employees
with a recognized diploma for chief mechanic,
and employees with broad work experience who
did not have this diploma, but were working at the
level of chief mechanic in practice. Both groups
were admitted to the inservice training courses.
However, the training led to quite a few problems,
particularly for the mechanics in the second
category. The owner we interviewed stated:
"Many of our mechanics did not have sufficient
theoretical knowledge to be able to follow these
courses properly. The older mechanics from
smaller businesses in particular have very little
understanding of subjects such as electronics. The
younger mechanics, even those without a diplo
ma, have a greater understanding; they have
often been introduced to the subject during their
vocational training. However, this area is becom
ing a must. In fact, this is a general problem in the
sector, and in the last few years I N N O V A M has
also actively tried to do something about this." The
problems resulted in the importer withdrawing the
FSO dealership from a number of dealers who
were unable to gain sufficient qualifications.
In the business we studied, the son, as the chief
mechanic in the repair shop, followed the
prescribed FSO training courses.
For Yue Loong, there is no fullyfledged training
programme available as yet, though the importer
has developed a number of separate courses,
including some commercial training and short
courses on the car as such, and the electronics
used in it. However, there is not yet any sort of
complete training programme. The make is still too
new on the market, and sales in the Netherlands
are still too low. At the moment, the importer's
priority is sales policy. It can be expected that
increased sales will mean that more attention will
be devoted to training policy.
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3 . 3 O t h e r institutions
In the last few years the business has also been in
contact with institutions other than the importer in
connection with training activities and inservice
training. The owner's son followed INNOVAM's
complete vocational training course for chief
mechanic; at the moment, he is doing the business

management programme. For further information
about I N N O V A M , reference is made to the sector
study. For inservice training in administration and
the use of the computer, the daughter took
advantage of courses provided by a number of
private training centres in the locality. These are
commercial institutions which offer a permanent
range of paid courses open to anyone. One of
these institutions is a large institution working at
national and international level, which specializes
in basic courses and inservice training courses for
administrative and secretarial jobs. In addition,
she made use of the opportunities provided by
ECABO, the apprenticeship system for economic
and administrative jobs. This institution, which is
comparable to I N N O V A M , provides the recog
nized vocational training in this sector.
4 . Training policy of the c o m p a n y
4 . 1 Training plans a n d concepts on
repair shop level
The training plans and activities of this small family
business are strongly coloured by the owner's
personal views on training, and by his children's
job and career requirements. The owner is
strongly committed to the idea of training, and
sees it as essential, particularly for small, general
motor vehicle businesses, if they are to keep their
heads above water in the present difficult climate
for the motor vehicle sector. He not only
encourages training in his own business, but is
also extremely active in the area and in the sector.
He is the chairman of a local advisory commission
on education in industry, where all sorts of schools
and companies in the area discuss matters. As an
employer providing work experience facilities, he
has a lot of contact with LBO, KMBO and SBBO
schools in the area. He is a member of the
BOVAG's educational commission, and a BOVAG
examiner for all categories of motor vehicles. In
his own business he is responsible for the practical
supervision of apprentices and other trainees.
He participates actively in national and local
discussion groups on questions of education and
training.
Given his awareness of the need for training, he
has, in his own business, particularly encouraged
his son to achieve the highest possible level of
technical expertise through vocational and in
service training. He gives less priority to his own
inservice training, particularly the inservice
training in the latest technology. He states that
the division between "old style" and "new style"
mechanics, which is characteristic of the entire
sector, can also be seen in his own business:
"There are many older people in the sector w h o
learned their job through practical experience and
who did not have much schooling in the past, and
now find it difficult to follow the latest develop
ments; everything is becoming more theoretical.
You have to know more about systems and so on. It
is all less specific. Then there are the younger

mechanics, who have a much better theoretical
basis as a result of their vocational training, as
well as much more new knowledge, and who are
much more able to keep up with the latest
developments through in-service training because
of this basis. This also applies in our own business.
My son does the technical work in the repair shop,
and he does the in-service training for it. I hardly
do any of that work. In the past you learned
through practical experience, and you worked
your way up from assistant mechanic to repair
shop manager. N o w you need much more
theoretical knowledge, and for many young
people, the path to becoming a fully qualified
mechanic is much shorter because they have a
good vocational training." The owner has a clear
idea of his son's career, with vocational training as
a priority. In addition, he regularly takes part in
technical in-service training courses for specific
makes, provided by the importer.

ment subjects and has been given an exemption
for the technical subjects. This partial course
comprises 2 0 evenings (one evening per week).
The course consists of a fixed programme of
lessons laid down by I N N O V A M . Apart from the
vocational training courses, he has also done
some technical in-service training courses over the
past few years, mainly for FSO:
•

In 1989, a gearbox course with the FSO
importer. The course focused on the technology: How does it fit together? W h a t can break
down? How it can break down? How should it
be repaired? The course lasted one day, with
technical theory in the morning and a practical
component in the afternoon. The participants
were put into groups of four, given a broken
gearbox, and told to repair it. They had to fake
it apart and then put it back together. At the
end, they were awarded a certificate.

4.2 I n t e r l i n k a g e of t r a i n i n g concepts
and d e m a n d
The training activities in the business are based
both on career ambitions and on the specific
requirements of the business. N o systematic
analyses are drawn up of the specific qualifications which are required. As regards vocational
training, the standard training for the sector was
chosen. With regard to technical in-service
training courses, use is made of the training
developed and prescribed by the importer. In
both cases the provision on offer is used. As
regards administrative in-service training, suitable
courses were found by the business itself. The
specific courses were always chosen on an ad hoc
basis, based primarily on how far the course
appeared to answer the specific need for training
arising at a particular point.

•

In 1990, an engine training course with FSO
which looked at the technology of the engine,
the ignition, the cylinder heads etc., testing and
tuning, and at any repairs that might be
required. The course had a strong practical
content. The participants were presented with a
car which was running badly, and were told to
find out what was wrong and trace the causes.
A certificate was also awarded for this course.

•

In 1 9 9 0 , an injection course by FSO aimed at
testing and servicing the new electronic injection and ignition system. The course lasted one
day and included training with the new testing
equipment. Programmes were run through
together with the instructor, the related manual
was discussed, and exercises were undertaken
with floppy disks on a special PC. There was a
practical exercise which consisted of remedying faults in the engine. The training lasted
one day. In the words of the owner's son: "After
that you know how it works, but you need more
to be able to go on further. You have to work
with it to gain experience, and this is the
problem. Since then we have only had 8
electronic faults altogether to deal with, one
of which could not be found. That car went
back to the importer, who solved the problem,
but then you still don't know what the problem
was. You have too little opportunity for any
practical experience." However, he followed
up the course in his father's business in a very
original way: "I made an injection version from
a carburettor version, took the new system from
a modern, damaged car, and built it into an old
model. The importer thought it was an excellent
initiative, and was pleased to supply some
parts for it." According to the owner of the
business, this method of self-training, i.e.,
simple, practical experience, is really the
"only good way to learn". For the time being,
the owner's son wishes to concentrate on his
diploma for motor vehicle business manager,

4 . 3 T r a i n i n g a c t i v i t i e s since 1 9 8 7
In the past few years, it has been particularly the
owner's son and daughter who have followed
in-service training courses. The owner himself
completed only two short training courses in sales,
in 1990, with the FSO importer, and in 1 9 9 2 ,
with the Yue Loong importer. Both courses lasted
one day, and consisted of a combination of
lectures, a discussion on sales proposals, looking
at model letters, and exercises in introducing,
conducting and concluding sales talks. After each
training course, the importer gave the dealer a
certificate of participation. The owner's wife has
not taken any courses in the past few years.
In the past few years, the owner's son has
completed
INNOVAM's
vocational
training
courses for second and chief mechanic, which
took a total of five years. Currently he is taking the
motor vehicle business manager training course,
which is also run by I N N O V A M . This diploma
entitles its holder to establish an independent
motor vehicle business. He is doing only the
theoretical part of this course, viz., the manage-

and the in-service training courses are out of
the picture for the time being. At the end of that
course, he may follow I N N O V A M ' s BTE course,
but that will depend on his enthusiasm at the
time, and on whether this will be practicable in
view of the work coming into the business.
Since 1 9 8 7 , the owner's daughter has completed
four computer courses, including a basic computer
course lasting several months aimed at the
operation of computer systems and learning to
use computers. W h e n the new system was
installed in the office, she followed a short user
course. The supplier of this system did not provide
any training, but did provide a detailed information and instruction package which she used to
learn the new system as she was working. She
also compiled a documentation system for her
own use containing the information she gathered
from consulting the supplier by telephone when
the system ran into trouble. For a short time she
also joined a user's club in the area, which
practised using PCs and office software.
In addition, she followed a basic administrative
assistant course under the apprenticeship system
for economic and administrative jobs.
4 . 4 Costs o f c o n t i n u i n g v o c a t i o n a l
training
The owner does not know exactly what costs were
involved in the in-service training activities. For
him they are rather difficult to estimate: "In a
family business like ours, w e go about this very
differently from a large business, where everything
is arranged, planned and budgeted. We don't
have a special budget for it. We don't count man
hours here, and we don't keep a record of costs as
such. W e try to achieve a certain turnover, and
then cost it up later." However, the owner does not
consider that he was sparing with regard to study
costs, even during the years that the business was
in financial difficulties.
According to the owner's estimate, an average of
at least NLG 1,000 has been spent on training
every year over the last few years. His son's
vocational training courses cost approximately
NLG 5 0 0 a year. His daughter's computer courses
also came to at least NLG 5 0 0 a year. The training
courses provided by the importer did not involve
any costs, neither did the owner's own commercial
courses, nor his son's technical courses. Obviously
this sum does not take into account the nonproductive hours resulting from absence for
training. The son was generally absent one or
two days a week for his vocational training. The
in-service training courses for father and son took
up on average one or two days per year.
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O n the basis of the day-release arrangement for
training which has been agreed in the sector, the
owner is entitled to a reimbursement of one day's
training per year. Obviously this arrangement

does apply, but according to the owner, it actually
has little effect in a small family business: " W e
don't count man hours. For example, my son is still
owed a large number of days holiday for last
year." Days spent on importer's courses are not
eligible for reimbursement; the costs of these
courses are included in normal overheads.
5. E v a l u a t i o n of t h e t r a i n i n g concepts
5.1 Evaluation of the training activities
The people concerned - the owner and the
mechanic - consider that in the past few years
the business has been able to meet its training
requirements in an adequate fashion, and they are
reasonably satisfied with the variety of in-service
training courses which are currently available.
They expect that the provision of training by the
importer in particular will improve in the next few
years, now that commercial developments seem to
be moving in the right direction, both for FSO and
for Yue Loong.
As mentioned earlier, they do both point to
problems with regard to the application in
practice of the newly acquired knowledge of
electronics, though they consider that this is a
problem not only in their own business, but
throughout the sector. The owner states: "The
problem with electronics courses is that you hardly
ever get any faults. The electronics rarely break
down, so you don't get any work experience. In
many smaller general motor vehicle businesses,
you find that there is always just one man, the
chief mechanic, with knowledge of this field, and
ail the work is concentrated on this man. The
business starts to depend on him too much, and
problems arise when he's no longer there. A
general complaint after the BTE course is: you
know it all, but you don't get the chance to apply
it, because nothing ever breaks d o w n .
The BOVAG's regional service centre in the area
where the business is located had plans to set up a
central repair shop for all electronic faults, but
these plans never got off the ground because of a
lack of co-operation on the part of the dealer
businesses. The owner said: "It didn't work,
because every make has its own systems, and
the dealers won't always provide the information
about these makes. In this w a y the dealers try to
protect their own markets. This problem is getting
worse all the time."
5.2 G o o d practice versus n o r m a l
practice
Although he does not think his business leads the
field, the owner does think he does more about
training and in-service training than the average,
small motor vehicle business. Most of the smaller
general motor vehicle businesses in the area are
less active. O n e of the reasons for this is that they
are heavily dependent on I N N O V A M training

courses, and the I N N O V A M training centre is too
far away. The long travelling time seems to give
rise to problems for many mechanics. However,
last year I N N O V A M decided to decentralize its
training provisions, and a new Regional Practice
Centre has recently opened in the east of the
Netherlands. The owner expects that many
businesses in the area will start doing more about
training in the next few years because they will be
faced with more and more problems in connection
with gaps in knowledge.
5.3 Future d e m a n d for continuing
vocational training
According to the owner, the next few years will
see a continuing need for regular in-service
training in the technical field. The provision of
such training by importers can be expected to
expand. In terms of content, the emphasis will be
on in-service training in electronics. The owner
has no specific ideas or plans in this area at the
moment. It will depend on the courses the importer
provides and on developments as to the work
coming into the repair shop.

6 . C o n c l u s i o n s in r e l a t i o n t o g o o d
practice a n d n o r m a l practice
This first case study concerns a small motor vehicle
business that has not had an easy time in
commercial and financial terms in the last few
years. We described the role which training and
in-service training have played in the business's
attempts to keep its head above water under the
"stormy conditions, worse than gale force 12"
described by the owner. The business seems to be
aiming primarily at acquiring a broad basic
knowledge through the vocational
training
courses available in the sector. On this basis, it
is attempting, by means of in-service training
courses, to meet the specific requirements of the
business which are the result of new developments
in product and repair shop technology. Wherever
possible, the courses which are on offer or are
compulsory (importer's technical in-service training) are followed. Where necessary, the owner
looks, on his own initiative, for a course which
adequately answers the business's specific training requirement (in-service training for office
computerization). This training strategy, which is
by no means unrelated to the owner's own strong
personal involvement in training matters, is one of
the factors which has helped the business to keep
going.

2 . A SMALL CAR REPAIR SHOP, WITHOUT
DEALERSHIP
1. General description of the case
The second case study describes in-service
training practice in a small, independent, general
motor vehicle business located in the centre of the
Netherlands. For the in-service training of its
employees, this business particularly relies on the
training provided by I N N O V A M , the national
vocational training institute for the motor vehicle
sector. INNOVAM's courses are given at an
educational establishment in the area, the district
school for day-release vocational training (SBBO);
this district school also provides the theoretical
component of the specialist courses of the
apprenticeship system covered by I N N O V A M .
Therefore the case network comprises three
organizations:
• the motor vehicle business, as the client for the
in-service training courses;
• the vocational training institute, I N N O V A M ,
which develops the courses;
• the district school for day-release vocational
training which runs the courses.
The developments in the motor vehicle business
form the centre of the report. In the description of
the training activities in the business, special
attention is devoted to the training provisions of
INNOVAM and the district school. The business
has also had occasional contact with other
educational establishments in the area, but these
were concerned with very specific training
requirements. These establishments are not discussed in further detail here. However, a special
section is devoted to the training possibilities in the
business itself.

2. G e n e r a l description of the firm
2 . 1 Location of t h e f i r m
As stated above, this case study concerns a small,
independent motor vehicle business in a small
provincial town in the centre of the Netherlands.
The business is located in the town centre near a
large Opel garage, and has its business premises
on a single site. The back of the premises is a
repair shop, the front comprises the reception
area, the stores, and a small shop for motor
vehicle accessories, such as cleaning products,
lubricants, seat covers, car radios, etc. The surface
area of the repair shop is approximately 140 m ,
with an additional 100 m 2 for the shop, stores and
reception area. The repair shop has three inspection ramps, of which one is located in a part of the
repair shop organized as a "damage corner".
Originally there was a petrol pump in front of the
premises, which was used by the business, but this
was removed at the beginning of 1 9 9 2 . The space
created in this way is now used as a parking area.
Next to the repair shop, to the side of the
premises, there is another, larger parking area.

The owner's house is next to this parking area. Part
of the house is used as an office.
2 . 2 Forms of r e p a i r a n d distribution
The business is a general motor vehicle business
for the repair and sales of private cars. It is not
linked to one particular make, like a dealer
business, but in principle sells, maintains and
repairs every make of private car. A large part of
the business turnover consists of the sale of private
cars. About 8 0 % of the sales are for second-hand
cars bought privately; the other 2 0 % are new
cars, which are obtained from dealer businesses
in the area. Although all makes are sold in
principle, one make, i.e. Toyota, dominates. In
addition, a relatively large number of Opels have
been sold in the past few years. Recently there has
been a significant increase in the car sales. In
1 9 9 2 , 80 cars were sold, 75 of which were used
cars, which is 2 0 per cent more than in 1 991 . In
1 9 8 7 , only half the number of cars were sold, viz,
4 0 second-hand cars and 6 new cars.
The repair shop turnover results from the maintenance and repair of all the makes of cars which
are brought in. The ordinary servicing of (secondhand) cars bought from the business form an
important source of income; about 7 0 % of all the
customers are permanent customers whose cars
are maintained by the business. In addition, a
relatively large amount of time is devoted to
preparing second-hand cars for sale. Quite a lot
of the repair work involves older cars, i.e. cars
which are five years and older. This is also related
to the type of customers, and the business's
approach to its customers. The manager stated:
"We do a lot of work for the rather older customers
in the area. What we do is to sell these people a
good second-hand car, and then try to help them
drive the car as long as possible, to keep the car
on the road as long as possible." This approach
means that a relatively large number of repair
shop hours are spent on bodywork maintenance,
a type of maintenance work which arises particularly for older cars. In recent years, the repair shop
has also dealt with an increasing amount of repair
work for damages, often as additional work to fill
any "empty hours". Damaged cars are bought in
and repaired, and then sold on to the customer.
The Toyota make also dominates this sort of repair
work, partly because a relatively large number of
damaged Toyotas are bought in. Calculated in
terms of hourly wages, the repair shop turnover as
a proportion of the total annual business turnover
is slightly less than 10%.
The total business turnover is fairly stable, and has
been fluctuating between 1.3 and 1 .6 million
guilders for about ten years. Until this year about
half of this turnover came from the exploitation of
the petrol pump. However, the pump was removed
at the beginning of 1992. Therefore the turnover
for this year will be lower than usual, but not that
much lower, because the loss of income from
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petrol had already been compensated to a large
extent by increased car sales, even in 1 9 9 2 . With
the sale of even more cars in the next few years, it
is expected that the turnover will soon regain its
former level.
2 . 3 H u m a n resources
At the time of the case study, the business
employed six persons:
•

the owner (49 years of age); being himself a
car mechanic, he started the business in 1 9 7 2 ;
previously he worked as a mechanic and
assistant-manager in a Mercedes-repa ir shop;

•

the owners' wife (44 years); she worked in the
firm from the beginning; she assists in sales and
does the administration of the business; she
graduated from a laboratory-school;

•

one older first mechanic (49 years), already 12
years in service of the company; he followed
the training programmes of the apprenticeship
system for first mechanic and also took courses
on repair shop organization and management;
he is the informal head of the repair shop;

•

one younger mechanic (20 years); he graduated on the LTO and is following the apprenticeship training for first car mechanic at the
moment;

•

two apprentices (17 and 19 years), both less
than 2 years in service; one has an LTO
certificate, the other has 3 years further
general education; both have a work-training
contract with the company.

From 1976 to 1 9 9 0 another mechanic was
working in the company, a very experienced
man who recently specialized in car electronics.
Some years ago he left the firm for another one.
2 . 4 Structure of the f i r m
In legal terms, the firm has the status of a oneperson business. It is owned by the manager and
his wife, who are both active in the business. The
manager/owner is responsible for sales, reception, the co-ordination of the work, the supervision
of the repair shop, and some of the repair shop
administration. His wife does the general administration work and occasionally helps with sales. In
addition, she maintains the contacts with the
employers' organization (BOVAG), and is a
member of the management of the sector's
training and development fund (OOMT).
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The business currently employs 4 mechanics for
the maintenance and repair work: a very
experienced, rather older chief mechanic, who
has been working for the business for more than
12 years; a younger, slightly less experienced
second mechanic, who has been employed for
over 4 years, and two apprentice mechanics, who

were only recently employed and have a temporary contract in the form of an apprenticeship
agreement for the period of their training, in this
case for 2 years. For a long time a third mechanic
had been employed, also an experienced man
who had specialized in electrical and electronic
work. However, he left for another business two
years ago, and the two apprentices were recruited
in his place. There is a certain division of tasks
between the mechanics. The chief mechanic is
also the repair shop manager, and as such, he
supervises the work together with the owner. In
addition, he is an instructor and supervises the two
apprentices with regard to the practical components of their vocational training. As an experienced expert, he also does the more specialized
work on damages and any electrical and electronic repairs which come up. The second mechanic,
who is currently training to become a chief
mechanic, does the more difficult repairs and the
measurement and adjustment work involved in
services and engine repairs. In addition, he does
electrical and electronic repairs, together with the
chief mechanic. He has also applied himself to
working with the computer-monitored testing
equipment, which has been used for a number of
years (see section 2.2). The other employees
usually leave this to him, although the chief
mechanic does know how the equipment works
and how it can be used. Finally, the two
apprentices do the normal services, assist the
two mechanics, occasionally do some of the
smaller repairs under supervision, and work on
preparing cars so that they are ready to be sold.
Until recently, the business also had a mechanic
who had become more specialized in the electronic work involved in cars. When this employee left,
this area of specialization was lost. The loss has
been partly compensated because one of the other
mechanics has started a training course in this
field, but up to now, this training has not reached
the level that was lost (also see section 4). As
regards particular makes or models of cars, there
is no specialization in the repair shop. In this
respect, the mechanics are employed in an "allround" capacity.
The owner does little or no work in the repair shop
himself, though he does meet the customers, sees
what has to be done, schedules the work, and
divides the jobs amongst the mechanics. He also
makes the appointments. Every morning he goes
through the day's schedule with the mechanics,
and gives everyone their jobs for the day. In
dividing up the work he takes into account as far
as possible everyone's strengths and weaknesses;
when allocating work to the apprentice mechanics, he also sees what they have to do in the
context of their training. In addition, he keeps an
eye on the progress of work, and checks the cars
which are ready to be delivered. It is only in the
owner's absence that the mechanics accept work
themselves, plan appointments and divide up the
jobs amongst themselves. All the mechanics are

employed full time, i.e., 5 days a w e e k , 8 hours a
day. The t w o apprentices g o to the district school
one d a y a w e e k for the theoretical c o m p o n e n t of
their v o c a t i o n a l t r a i n i n g .
A c c o r d i n g to the o w n e r , the c a p a c i t y of the repair
shop is currently slightly too large w i t h t w o
apprentices, a n d it is b y no means certain
whether it w i l l be possible to e m p l o y both
apprentices permanently w h e n they have completed their t r a i n i n g . The t w o apprentices have
different e d u c a t i o n a l b a c k g r o u n d s . O n e of them
has a technical basic t r a i n i n g , v i z . , LTO (lower
technical education), s p e c i a l i z e d in motor vehicle
technology. He also f o l l o w e d several months of a n
M T O (intermediate technical education) b r i d g i n g
class, but g a v e up because he f o u n d it " t o o
theoretical". Nevertheless, he w a n t e d to w o r k w i t h
cars a n d a l r e a d y h a d a Saturday j o b in the
business. Then he asked if he could b e c o m e an
apprentice in the business to f o l l o w the v o c a t i o n a l
training under the a p p r e n t i c e s h i p system. The
owner a g r e e d to this. The second a p p r e n t i c e
was an early school leaver from the g e n e r a l
educational system. He h a d three years of
secondary e d u c a t i o n ( H A V O ) , d i d not wish to
stay at school, a n d w a n t e d to b e c o m e a car
mechanic. He m a n a g e d to get some w o r k
experience in the business through an advisor in
the apprenticeship system. F o l l o w i n g this w o r k
experience, he w i s h e d to d o the v o c a t i o n a l
training, a n d also a p p l i e d to be taken on as an
apprentice in the business. The o w n e r also
accepted his a p p l i c a t i o n , partly because there
was an u n d e r c a p a c i t y in the repair shop because
at the same time that one of the mechanics
resigned, one left t e m p o r a r i l y to d o his military
service.
The o w n e r feels it is not v e r y clear w h i c h of the
two basic types of e d u c a t i o n , the technical
education or the (unfinished) general e d u c a t i o n ,
forms the best b a c k g r o u n d for w o r k i n g w i t h cars:
" O f course, for someone w i t h o u t a basic technical
it's not easy at first, because they k n o w h a r d l y
anything a b o u t technology, have v e r y little knowledge of tools, e q u i p m e n t a n d materials, a n d this
is a big d i s a d v a n t a g e . But in practice, the t w o
apprentices are progressing at the same rate.
Moreover, the LTO also provides only a limited
k n o w l e d g e of materials a n d equipment. There
may be some w o n d e r f u l testing e q u i p m e n t at those
schools, but too little attention is devoted to w h i c h
materials a n d tools should be u s e d . "

premises, but in 1 9 7 7 he purchased the premises
a n d severed the ties w i t h the petrol c o m p a n y to
" h a v e more freedom in his w o r k " . In the first five
years there w a s a significant g r o w t h in the repair
shop's number of customers. In 1 9 7 2 , he
e m p l o y e d the first mechanic, a n d after four
years, this number h a d increased to 3 mechanics. In a d d i t i o n , the o w n e r still w o r k e d in the repair
shop himself. Since 1 9 8 5 , there has been a
relatively stable level of 4 mechanics, of w h o m 3
a r e currently involved in t r a i n i n g .
The business has a l w a y s been an i n d e p e n d e n t ,
g e n e r a l motor vehicle business. In the past, the
business w a s a p p r o a c h e d several times w i t h the
request to b e c o m e a (sub) dealer business, but it
has a l w a y s chosen to remain
independent.
Business is g o i n g r e a s o n a b l y w e l l , the firm has
built up a g o o d position in the region a n d has a
large circle of permanent customers. The o w n e r
does not wish his activities to be unnecessarily
restricted by a dealership contract. He attaches
g r e a t i m p o r t a n c e to his i n d e p e n d e n t position: " A
dealership restricts y o u as regards y o u r o w n
exploitation a n d e x p a n s i o n . " O n e of the business's strong points at the moment is the possibility
of p r o v i d i n g extra quality by putting more hours
into certain activities a n d b u i l d i n g up g o o d
personal relationships of trust w i t h customers, so
that these customers continue to return. In
a d d i t i o n , as an i n d e p e n d e n t business, it is
possible to be slightly selective w i t h r e g a r d to the
customers, a n d this is not so easy for a business
s p e c i a l i z i n g in a particular m a k e . The business
particularly wants to w o r k for customers w h o like
certainty a n d durability, w h o " g i v e us the space to
d o serious w o r k " , a n d w h o are p r e p a r e d to p a y
slightly more for this. These a r e usually rather
older customers. The business is clearly less
interested in "the b r a v a d o attitude" sometimes
f o u n d amongst y o u n g e r p e o p l e .
A c c o r d i n g to the o w n e r , this a p p r o a c h to keeping
a constant circle of permanent, trusted customers
w h o a p p r e c i a t e high quality w o r k , provides the
business w i t h an a d e q u a t e basis for not having to
fear the competition of the larger dealer businesses in the future. N o r is he really a f r a i d of a n y
attempts of dealer businesses to corner the market
as a result of all sorts of n e w electronic a p p l i c a tions in cars used in specific makes: "This risk
certainly exists, but y o u h o p e that y o u c a n keep up
as far as possible w i t h t r a i n i n g . However, as a
g e n e r a l motor vehicle business, y o u w i l l never
have access to the v e r y latest i n f o r m a t i o n . "

2 . 5 Brief h i s t o r y a n d r e c e n t s t r a t e g y
development

2 . 6 I m p a c t of n e w t e c h n o l o g y

The business has been o p e r a t i n g as a n i n d e p e n d ent c o m p a n y for a fairly long time. It w a s
established in 1 9 7 2 b y the present o w n e r , w h o
was previously e m p l o y e d as a repair shop
m a n a g e r for a M e r c e d e s g a r a g e in the west of
the country. For the first five years he w a s tied by
a petrol c o m p a n y from w h i c h he rented the

In recent years, micro-electronics have also been
introduced into the business. M o r e a n d more cars
w h i c h are e q u i p p e d w i t h electronic systems c o m e
into the repair shop. The business has purchased
new, c o m p u t e r - m o n i t o r e d measurement a n d testing equipment, a n d recently most of the business
administration w a s c o m p u t e r i z e d .
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Although the business is increasingly concerned
with motor vehicle electronics, the proportion of
electronic work in the repair shop turnover is still
relatively small, because it deals with a relatively
large number of older cars in which electronics
have not been used so much. On average, 1-2
per cent of the repair shop hours are devoted to
electronic repairs per month, and according to the
owner, the developments in this field can be
"reasonably" followed with the expertise available in the business. In the context of their training
or in-service training, both mechanics have
acquired the knowledge required in this field
(also see section 4). However, the owner does say
that it is a problem that it is not possible to acquire
sufficient experience in practice because the
business works a great deal with Toyotas, and
Toyota electronics seldom break down. In principle, electronic repairs are carried out by the repair
shop itself as far as possible. This applies not only
to routine jobs, but more complex repairs are also
carried out in-house as far as possible, and even
"unique" cases, for example, specific modifications to an alarm system, are not turned down. The
owner stated: "This often requires a degree of
inventiveness, sorting things out yourselves, trying
things out, and so on. We are almost always able
to do something. It often takes more hours, which
you cannot always charge to the customer, but on
the other hand, you also learn something from it."
It is only when the mechanics really cannot solve a
problem that the work is sub-contracted to a
specialist firm. There are several electronics
specialists operating in the area, in many cases
linked to Bosch sales and service points which are
also regularly consulted in the electrical field, for
example, for the rewinding of starter motors and
dynamos. According to the owner, these specialist
businesses have more experience, better testing
equipment, and more parts available for "exchanging components occasionally, as electronic
repairs are often a matter of finding approximately
where the problem lies, replacing components in
that area, and then trying out how it works."
However, as stated above, work is seldom subcontracted - at most two or three times a year. The
electronic repairs are usually carried out by the
chief mechanic.
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In 1990, the business purchased new computermonitored testing equipment, a universal engine
tester (Crypton Cudos) which can measure engine
performance for all the different makes of cars. It
comprises a diskette station, and is provided with
diskettes containing the tuning data of the different
makes and types of engine. The data are regularly
updated and entered on new diskettes, which can
be purchased. When the business bought the
tester, it ordered only the diskettes for those makes
which it works on regularly. In addition, it has a
subscription to a microfiche system with engine
and tuning data of all the makes, and to a series of
technical manuals which are also regularly
updated and supplemented. With the tester, a

number of test programmes can be run automatically. For example, there is a diagnostic programme in which the tester makes a number of
standard measurements on the engine system
(battery, ignition coil, spark plugs, cylinders,
injection, ignition, emissions etc.). The results are
compared with the indicated tolerance limits (minmax), and an error message is given if these limits
are exceeded. There is a component programme
which works through standard test programmes
for the various parts of the engine system. There is
also a diagnostic programme for which the
mechanic enters (a combination of) complaints,
and for which the tester then indicates which test
programmes must be run; in addition, it indicates
which checks the mechanic must carry out in
advance so that the tests can be carried out, and
which steps he should not carry out to make sure
that the tests are not disrupted. The system also has
a help programme which the mechanic can
consult if he does not find what he wants in the
standard menu. The test results are printed out in a
customer report, which can also include the results
of a number of manual and visual inspections of
the car. If a customer wishes, the mechanic can
also give him an additional explanation. The tester
is used regularly. A car is connected up to it,
usually by the second mechanic, who has
mastered the operation of the equipment. According to the owner, the return on the equipment is
rather disappointing: sorting out which data have
to be used is very time consuming, finding the
problem often takes a great deal of time, and
running the test programmes also takes up a lot of
time. Another problem is that sometimes the data
are not available on the latest types of engines or
on less common makes and types of engine. For
this information, one is dependent on the dealers
concerned. In most cases this information can be
obtained because good contacts have been built
up with the dealer businesses in the area.
The administration of the business was computerized at the end of 1 9 9 1 . Following some
investigation of what was available, a PC system
was purchased which was specifically designed
for general motor vehicle businesses. The system
includes the repair shop administration, the sales
administration and the financial administration.
The stores administration was left out because it is
too small. The new system has hardly had any
impact for the mechanics in the repair shop,
though if has for the manager and his wife, who is
responsible for the administration. They work with
the system most, and have had to learn to use it.
For this purpose they have followed various inservice training courses with the system supplier
(also see section 4).
3 . The provision of continuing
vocational training
What response has there been in the business to
these new developments? To what extent have
they led to a need for training, and have steps

been taken to meet these needs? W h a t role has inservice training played in this context? These are
the questions which are dealt with in the following
sections. We begin by describing the training
provisions in and around the business. The
subsequent sections then explore the specific
training activities.
3 . 1 S t r u c t u r e in t h e f i r m
Although the business does not have its own
training department or "training corner" - it is too
small for this - this does not mean that there are no
provisions for training. There are good provisions
for the vocational training of the apprentice
employees, and there are very good possibilities
for learning in the repair shop.
The business is an apprentice business recognized
by I N N O V A M , i.e., it is competent to conclude an
apprenticeship agreement with (new) employees
for vocational training in the context of the
apprenticeship system, and is responsible for the
practical part of the training, while allowing the
apprentice to go to school one day a week for the
theoretical component. It was given this recognition because it provides adequate varied work of
a sufficient level, and because it has adequate
facilities for the practical supervision of apprentices. Both the owner himself and the chief
mechanic are qualified practical instructors, and
as such they are qualified to train and supervise
apprentices. In practice, the chief mechanic is
usually responsible for the day-to-day supervision
of the apprentices, while the owner keeps an eye
on the overall progress of their training and
maintains contacts with the school and the
apprenticeship advisor. In allocating tasks to the
apprentices, he takes into account as far as
possible the progress of their training. ("This starts
with polishing cars, then small servicing jobs, full
services, getting cars ready for the road, small
repairs, assisting with large repairs, etc.") In
addition, the two apprentices who are employed
now sometimes go to other motor vehicle businesses in the area to gain experience of work
which is not carried out in this business, and "to
see how things are done elsewhere". These
businesses are members of a G O A , a regional
form of co-operation which exchanges apprentices on a regular basis, and to which this business
is also affiliated. Moreover, the apprentices
regularly go to a Regional Practical Centre
recently opened by I N N O V A M , where they can
carry out more specialized practical tasks. However, the most important part of their training is on
the job in their own repair shop.
In fact, according to the owner, the possibilities of
training or in-service training in the repair shop
are very good, and much better than in most
dealer businesses. The business is a general motor
vehicle business with every make of car, where all
sorts of repairs are carried out, so that knowledge
and experience can be acquired with many

different types and systems. The business also
has fewer overheads than dealer businesses, so
that more production hours can be provided for
the same price. This makes it possible to take more
time for certain less frequent types of work, and to
use this space for "sorting things out" and learning
something from it; this regularly happens with
more difficult repairs to electrical and electronic
systems. In addition, extensive technical documentation is available in the repair shop on virtually all
makes of cars (repair shop manuals, microfiche
system, database, testing equipment), and the
mechanics can use these to sort things out
themselves. They can also update their own level
of knowledge by consulting dealers and specialists about new or less common types of cars,
engines or parts. Finally, it is very important that
the mechanics work together a lot as a small
group, and that they can easily consult each other
when they cannot solve a problem themselves.
One should not underestimate the importance of
all these forms of training at work for maintaining
and increasing the mechanic's level of knowledge.

2.

3 . 2 Structure of trade association
centre
For official off-the-job training, the business is
necessarily dependent on the training and inservice training provisions of I N N O V A M , the
innovation and training centre of the Dutch motor
vehicle sector. As a general motor vehicle
business, it does not have access to the training
provided by importers. In addition to vocational
training courses for car mechanics in the context of
the apprenticeship system, I N N O V A M also organizes a large number of in-service training courses
for all types of jobs in the motor vehicle sector:
courses for people establishing a business,
management courses, technical courses, commercial courses and courses on specific subjects, such
as, for example, APK [MOT] inspections and
industrial
environmental
management.
The
courses are given annually on several different
dates. New courses and the dates of courses are
published for the sector in good time in the trade
journals and targeted mail shots. Employees in
motor vehicle businesses are free to sign up for
and participate in these courses on the dates
which suit them best. Most of the courses are kept
short, lasting one or at most two days to prevent
employees from being absent from the business for
too long. The vocational training courses of the
apprenticeship system conclude with a national
examination which awards the apprentice a
nationally recognized diploma. Most in-service
training courses lead to a certificate. These
certificates are also generally recognized in the
sector. The courses put on by I N N O V A M are
covered by the sector's system of day release for
training, which means that for these courses the
employer can receive a subsidy from the sector's
training fund of one day's production loss per
employee per year. For further background
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information about I N N O V A M , reference is made
to the sector study.

that was studied also made use of this possibility of
local training.

Recently I N N O V A M developed a provision for
in-service training in the field of electronics for
general motor vehicle businesses. This was a Basic
Course in Applied Electronics (BTE), consisting of
three short courses at three levels, which teach
experienced mechanics the basic principles of
modern car electronics in a short time. This
provision was specially developed to do something about the gaps in knowledge in this field
amongst many older mechanics in general motor
vehicle businesses. With these BTE courses they
can at least master the basic principles. For
mechanics who wish to go further with regard to
electrical and electronic technology, there are
some specialized and longer courses in this field.
In addition, a number of short courses have been
developed on special subjects such as electronic
ignition systems, brake systems etc. Most of the
electronics courses included in in-service training
are also included as standard courses in the
current vocational training programmes for second a n d / o r chief mechanic. Thus younger or
apprenticed mechanics receive training in this
field from the very beginning. I N N O V A M consciously chose to integrate the electronics courses
in the regular vocational training for mechanics. It
is felt that electronics should not become a
specialist area in the motor vehicle business.
Work on electronics should (continue to) form an
integral part of the range of tasks carried out by a
car specialist with a broad range of qualifications.

4 . The firm's t r a i n i n g policy

3 . 3 Structure of the public centre
INNOVAM's training centre is located in the
extreme mid-west of the Netherlands, and this is
a problem for many motor vehicle businesses
because of the geographical distance involved
(lengthy travelling time, problems with traffic jams,
etc.). I N N O V A M is trying to deal with these
objections by means of co-operation with the
regular system of vocational education. Wherever
possible, schools in the area which are much
closer to the businesses are contracted to run the
training and courses. In many cases these are
secondary or further technical schools which also
have their own programmes for motor vehicle
technology and have good practical facilities and
specialist teachers, but the courses are also
contracted out to district schools for day-release
vocational education (SBBO schools). For the
apprentices in a particular area, these schools
run the theoretical programme of the various
vocational training courses of the apprenticeship
system, including the vocational training for car
mechanic. In-service training courses are run by
these schools for I N N O V A M on a contractual
basis. By contracting out courses using this
national network of local educational establishments, I N N O V A M has considerably improved the
accessibility to training provisions. The business

4 . 1 Training plans a n d concepts a t t h e
repair shop level
It will be clear that as a small business, it does not
have detailed policy plans, aims, regulations,
procedures and facilities as regards training.
There is no separate training budget. The
participation in courses or training is a matter
which is arranged directly in consultation between
the employer and the employees on the basis of a
specific need or a specific request on the part of
an employee. When such a need or request
arises, the employer and employee discuss what
sort of course is suitable, where it can be followed,
and what organizational and financial arrangements must be made. As stated above, the
provisions of I N N O V A M are usually looked at
first and information is sent regularly about these
courses in mail shots. The owner says that he does
not wish to oblige his employees to follow certain
courses, but does wish to stimulate and facilitate
the participation in in-service training as much as
possible. Employees are virtually always completely reimbursed for the costs of in-service training
courses, and are given sufficient time off to study
and for tests and exams.
The fact that there are no specific plans does not
mean that there is no "overall concept" behind the
activities which take place in the business. Such a
concept does exist, but it is in the owner's head. In
this, there are two central features:
•

an increase in the level of qualifications by
giving newcomers the possibility to train to an
adequate level of expertise in the motor vehicle
sector through vocational training;

•

an expansion in the qualification potential by
stimulating permanent, experienced employees
to follow in-service training courses in the latest
technology; this is mainly achieved by means
of the in-service training courses in electrics
and electronics.

The owner himself states that, partly on account of
his age, he does not feel any need for special inservice training for himself in car technology, ("It's
more for younger people"). Nor does he see any
need for it. If one of the employees is trained in
electronics, this is adequate for the business,
considering the work available, "and fortunately
that's how it is in our case".
4 . 2 I n t e r l i n k a g e of t r a i n i n g concepts
and demand
Although no systematic inventories of requirements
are drawn up in the business - this is not necessary
because the owner is directly aware of any gaps
in knowledge, and employees can directly inform

him of their training requirements - the need for
training is closely related to current developments
confronting the business. This applies particularly
to the technical in-service training courses.
Although not much work has been done in
electronics up to now, the owner has for some
time recognized the need to have some "in-house"
knowledge in this field, and in the past he also
encouraged various employees to follow inservice training courses in electronics: "You can
see it coming, and obviously you have to do
something about it. Admittedly we have many
older cars, but even cars which are 4 - 5 years old
have quite a few electronic systems. You hope to
keep abreast of things as much as possible by
means of training." The mechanics have also
recognized this need for in-service training and
have also taken steps on their own initiative to
acquire a greater understanding of modern
electronics, either officially or unofficially. There
is not so much a need for specialist knowledge in
this field, for this is not necessary, but it is felt that a
basic level of knowledge is important. The owner
says: "Electronics has clearly expanded the field
of knowledge. Nowadays mechanics have to
know much more than they used to. I think it is
particularly important that they really know what
they can do as well as what they can't do, that
they know what they can do without breaking
things. For example, how do you find an electrical
current? You don't simply grab hold of a wire or
start drilling somewhere. First you see where the
wires go, and so on. This requires a certain basic
knowledge and experience." There is no need for
specialist knowledge. As stated above, when
there are more difficult electronic repairs, these
are contracted out to specialist firms in the area.

4 . 3 Training activities
Many of the in-service training activities undertaken by the business in the last few years have
taken place in the context of an acquisition of
knowledge in the latest motor vehicle technology.
To some extent this knowledge is acquired through
the vocational training for car mechanics currently
followed by the two apprentices. This training
comprises a number of standard I N N O V A M
courses in the field of electronics. In addition,
some mechanics have followed specific in-service
training courses.
The in-service training of the mechanic who left to
go to another employer in 1991 was very
important for the business. This was an experienced employee who had been employed for
almost 15 years, and had a strong personal
interest in electronics. In 1988 he started an inservice training course for chief motor vehicle
electrician, a two-year I N N O V A M course which
also is offered as part of the apprenticeship
system. For this course he went to the district
school two evenings a week. The course was
completely paid for by the business. However,

shortly after the end of the course, he left his job,
partly because he was insufficiently able to use his
new knowledge and skills in his work. Obviously
the owner felt this to be a considerable loss,
particularly as he himself had greatly encouraged
the employee concerned: "That boy was the real
technician in the business. He was clearly
interested in it. We expected that there would be
an increase in the work on electronics, and we
should know what we're talking about, so I
thought I should let one of my people do it. It
was a very broad course, perhaps slightly too
broad for our business. There isn't enough real
electronics work, and with all his knowledge, the
boy was often doing ordinary services. He left to
go to a V W business which does more in that field.
We did lose quite a bit of investment in knowhow."

2.

Once again the business faced a gap in expertise.
However, this time the owner took a more cautious
approach: "The lesson I learned is that you have to
look more closely at what suits your business in
terms of training, and the motor vehicle electrician
course is out of proportion to the work available in
our business. Meanwhile I N N O V A M had developed the BTE courses. These were shorter, less
specialized courses which we opted for." The
present chief mechanic did two BTE courses in
1990: BTE-O, which is an introduction to the
basic principles of electro-technology and faults
detection, and BTE-1, an introduction to the
principles of electronics. Each course lasted a
total of 5 afternoons and 1 0 evenings. The costs of
the course were paid by the employer. The free
afternoons were divided: half were paid, and the
other half were taken out of the mechanic's
holidays. The courses consisted of a combination
of theory lessons and practical assignments in
which electrical and electronic components were
built up or repaired in groups. The BTE-1 course
concluded with a final test and a certificate.
According to the mechanic, the course was
relevant to the business, and was worth it: "You
can use what you learned straightaway at work,
and some things seemed a lot easier. The
advantage of the course is also that you learn to
use a (multi) meter better. This is not so easy in the
repair shop." The employee was asked to do a
second follow-up course, the BTE-2, but he turned
it down because the course was run only in the·
evenings in a place rather further away. This
would have involved too much travelling time and
would have taken up too much of his free time,
and the owner understood this objection: "We'll
just wait until this course is run somewhere nearer
home."
Since 1987, the firm has been involved in other
training apart from in-service training in electrics
and electronics. In 1 9 9 1 , the chief mechanic
followed an APK inspection course, a two-day
course run by I N N O V A M , which leads to a
diploma entitling the employee to carry out APK
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tests on cars. The owner himself has this diploma,
but in practice he rarely carries out the tests
himself. With the APK diploma, the chief mechanic
can now carry out these tests completely on his
own. The owner and the chief mechanic also
regularly do a one-day APK application course
with I N N O V A M , where they are kept up to date
with the latest test regulations. Last year the owner
and the chief mechanic also attended a short
course run by I N N O V A M on environmental
problems in connection with APK tests.
In 1 9 8 9 , the owner and his wife attended a threeday course to learn to use the new computer
system in the office. The course was given on
location by the supplier, and was specifically
aimed at the system concerned. At the end of the
course, the instructor was consulted twice for
support in the business itself.
4 . 4 Costs o f c o n t i n u i n g v o c a t i o n a l
training
The costs of external training and in-service
training are not budgeted for in advance, though
obviously they are included in the administration.
The owner is well aware of these costs. N o explicit
cost/benefit analyses are drawn up. The costs
incurred up to now are considered justified,
although the benefit of the investment in the exemployee was felt for only a very short time.
The following survey of costs for in-service training
since 1 9 8 7 was provided on request:
•

the costs of the motor vehicle electrician
training for the ex-employee amounted to
NLG 4 , 0 0 0 - 5 , 0 0 0 , including the costs of the
course and the working hours lost;

•

the costs of the shorter BTE courses amounted to
a total of NLG 2 , 0 0 0 - 3 , 0 0 0 , including lost
production hours;

•

the APK training and application courses cost
approximately NLG 1,500 in total;

•

there were no costs involved in the computer
course for the owner and his wife; the costs
were included in the purchase price of the new
system; in this case, the costs of non-productive
hours are not applicable as neither the owner
nor his wife are salaried.

In total since 1987, NLG 7 , 5 0 0 - 9 , 5 0 0 has been
spent on in-service training. This does not take into
account the costs incurred in connection with the
vocational training of the two apprentices.
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On the basis of the day-release arrangement for
training, concluded under the Collective Labour
Agreement for the sector, the business can claim
as many paid days of day release for training as
there are employees every year; i.e., in this case,
two. These two days are reimbursed by the

sector's training fund. It is clear that in recent
years the business training effort has exceeded this
norm.
5. Evaluation of the t r a i n i n g concepts
5.1 Evaluation of the training activities
All in all, it may be said that the business is
reasonably successful in keeping up with current
technological developments and keeping a balance between its personnel's qualifications and
the work requirements. It is clear that a lack of
training is unsatisfactory, but that a "surfeit" of
training is not so good either (viz., the departure
of the over-qualified employee). The owner
himself seems reasonably satisfied with the
current in-service training provisions in the business: "Obviously there could always be more, but
as the owner, I am dependent on my employees
and what they want. Up to now, they have been
quite willing to follow in-service training. And the
apprentices are undergoing vocational training at
the moment - that's one day a week as it is - they
can't do all sorts of other courses." The need for
in-service training is expected to continue in the
future, which means that the apprentices will
actually have to go on doing courses as soon as
they finish their vocational training. Certainly the
employer will encourage them to do so: " W e put
pressure on those boys when they have finished
their training. We'll certainly encourage them to
continue their training. Follow-up courses are
paid, they're given study leave, etc. O n the other
hand, we'll also ask for results . .. otherwise, w e
could, for example, reimburse only part of the
costs."
5 . 2 G o o d practice versus n o r m a l
practice
When he was asked, the owner said that he found
it difficult to assess whether or not his business was
a leader in training, but one does get the idea that
he puts more into training than other general
motor vehicle businesses: "In many general
businesses, training is considered to be a minor
item, and that certainly doesn't apply to us." The
business clearly recognizes the need for in-service
training, as do the employees. In-service training
is specifically encouraged, the employer does not
stint on facilities, the employees themselves are
prepared to invest in in-service training, and the
business offers good opportunities for learning
new things on the job in the repair shop.
5 . 3 Future d e m a n d for continuing
vocational training
The owner has apparently modified his initial
ideas on in-service training from "thorough inservice training in electronics" to a more limited
idea of "in-service training in the basic principles", following the experience with his exmechanic. This is more suitable in view of the
present limited amount of electronic work which
comes into the repair shop. The business's needs

are adequately met by the provision of basic
courses currently available by I N N O V A M , and it
is estimated that this provision will continue to be
sufficient for the next few years: "INNOVAM's
provisions satisfactorily meet the training needs of
a general motor vehicle business like ours." The
owner sees no need to add to these provisions,
either in terms of content or methodology.
However, the follow-up to training in the business
is a problem. In particular, there are problems with
the application of newly acquired knowledge and
skills in electronics because there is still too little
work involving electronics. Therefore the mechanics do not have enough opportunity to gain
practical experience of what they learned on the
course. However, it is expected that this problem
will be partly resolved in the next few years, as
newer types of cars containing more electronics
come into the repair shop ("also other makes
which break down more often"). However, for the
time being, this remains a problem area.

6 . C o n c l u s i o n s in r e l a t i o n t o g o o d

practice and normal practice

This case study describes the training practice in a
small general motor vehicle business which serves
as a model for the situation in this branch of
industry in two ways. Many of the developments
and problems which were described are typical of
what happens in smaller motor vehicle businesses
which operate independently of a particular make
and wish to continue operating independently. On
the other hand, it also serves as a model for other
general motor vehicle businesses. The case study
shows that these businesses still have good
prospects in the motor vehicle sector, despite the
rapid technological developments and increasing
competition from dealer businesses. In making use
of these opportunities, it was shown that in-service
training played an important role, though it is not
the only key to success. A keen business sense and
good and trusting relationships with customers
and fellow entrepreneurs are clearly important
preconditions.

2.
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3. A MEDI UM-SI ZED FORD DEALER
1. General introduction
This third case study looks at the training practice
of a Ford main dealer company. This company
employs about 3 0 people. Examining training
policy and training practice for all the employees
or all the departments would have taken up too
much of the company's time, and therefore it was
agreed with the company to focus this case study
on the repair shop. In the past few years, training
activities have been aimed particularly at this
department.
For the inservice training of its personnel, this
dealer business is involved with several other
organizations, in particular, with:
•

•

Ford Nederland BV, the importer's organiza
tion, which is responsible for the provision of
inservice training for Ford. This organization
provides not only courses, but also all sorts of
instruction material, such as manuals, service
documents etc. which are made available to
the dealer businesses.
I N N O V A M , the national vocational training
institute for the motor vehicle sector. The dealer
business in this study has a variety of links with
INNOVAM:

• There are contacts with I N N O V A M in connec
tion with the vocational training followed by
some of the employees as part of their
apprenticeship.
•

In addition, the dealer business in this study
makes use of INNOVAM's own inservice
training provision.

•

Furthermore, Ford Nederland BV has subcon
tracted its technical inservice training courses
to I N N O V A M .

•

Finally, the organization and execution of so
called indealer training courses are now also
carried out by I N N O V A M .

• The sector study states that nowadays I N N O 
VAM's main function is the preparation and
execution of policy. This means, amongst other
things, that the institute has above all a co
ordinating task in the training programmes,
and often contracts out these programmes to
other institutes. For this reason, the dealer
business in the study also has links with various
schools/vocational training institutes which if
uses for inservice training. These include, in
particular, a regional practical centre (RPC )
and a district school for inservice vocational
training (BBO), where, for example, the theo
retical component of the training courses is
taught as part of the apprenticeship system. In
addition, the Pedagogisch Technische Hoge
school (Technical Teacher Training C ollege 
PTH) has an important role to play. Until

recently planning, organizing and carrying
out indealer training was one of the contract
activities provided by this school. The PTH
provides fulltime training for teachers in
technical subjects at LBO (lower vocational)
and M B O (intermediate vocational) schools,
including motor vehicle technology. As a
subcontractor, the PTH runs courses for I N N O 
VAM, including indealer training courses.
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In addition, the company in this study also has
contacts with other training institutes. However,
these contacts are either unrelated to the inservice
training of the repair shop personnel, the category
on which this case study is focused, or they are
nonrecurrent contacts relating to very specific
training requirements.

2 . G e n e r a l description of the c o m p a n y
2 . 1 Type of business
The dealer business in this study is one of Ford's
approximately 135 official main dealers in the
Netherlands.
The company sells Ford cars and light vans. For
this purpose it has a showroom where both new
and secondhand Fords are displayed.
In addition, the company does maintenance and
repair work on a variety of Ford vehicles. The
company carries out virtually all the repair work
itself, and only a limited number of jobs are
subcontracted. These are specialist activities, such
as reboring cylinders, regrinding crankshafts, and
repairing cylinder heads, which require fairly
large investments in equipment a n d / o r which
occur fairly rarely, so that the personnel gets
insufficient routine/practical experience of these
tasks. The maintenance and repairs largely take
place in the company's repair shop. This repair
shop has seven inspection ramps. For bodywork
maintenance and spraying, the company has a
subbranch elsewhere in the city.
In addition, the company has a parts department.
This facility is also used by some of the Ford
service dealers in the area.
All the most important categories of the company's
turnover are mentioned above. In addition, there
are a number of other sources of income, such as
the sale of motor vehicle accessories and petrol.
These activities are confined to the main facility.
The company is situated on the edge of a medium
sized city (population approx. 150,000) in the
east of the Netherlands. Other motor vehicle
businesses are also located in the vicinity.
The company employs approximately 3 0 persons,
2 7 of whom work in the main facility.

............................
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convertor to comply with the environmental
requirements, and in addition, it was economical. However, things took a different course. It
was many years before Ford responded
appropriately to technological developments
and environmental requirements. All that
ended in 1992. The expectation is that with
the new Zeta four cylinder engine, Ford is once
again prepared to enter into the competitive
arena with the most modern technology. In
engine efficiency, the Mondeo is also expected
to measure up to the competition. Finally, Ford
has made a start on chassis innovation in the
Mondeo by fitting the four shock absorbers
with electronically operated magnetic valves,
so that the system adapts constantly to driving
conditions and driving behaviour.

2 . 2 D e v e l o p m e n t of the c o m p a n y
The company was established about 6 0 years
ago. During the early years, the Model-T Fords
were still imported in crates and assembled on the
business premises.
The company was taken over by the present
director in 1965. At that time it employed about
9 0 employees distributed over a number of
facilities in and around the city. Most of these
were petrol stations with small repair shops
employing 2 - 5 people. In addition to cars, the
company also sold and repaired Ford trucks.
Since 1965, the company has shrunk considerably. At the moment if still employs about 3 0
people. This number has been fairly stable for
several years. There are several reasons for this
fairly marked reduction in size.
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•

Over the years the petrol stations closed down.
Petrol is now sold only at the main facility.

•

The truck department has disappeared. In the
early 1970s this category still accounted for
approximately one-third of the turnover. In fact,
the truck department was very important for the
company during the years of the oil crisis, as
there were restrictions imposed on driving cars
during that period. The turnover was virtually
completely lost when clients, i.e., transport
companies, changed to other more competitive
makes of trucks. Nowadays, the trucks account
for less than one per cent of the turnover.

•

The sale of new cars has fallen significantly,
particularly in recent years. Annual sales have
fallen from approximately 5 0 0 to 3 0 0 , with the
result that the repair shop has become more
important for the business turnover. The reduction in the company's car sales is largely due to
the fact that Ford has lost a share of the market
to competitors. This is attributable both to the
rather problematic character of some models
and to the fact that important Ford models such
as the Sierra are currently being phased out.
However, the consumer too plays a role in the
declining turnover in new cars. In the past,
many clients bought a new car every two
years; nowadays the trend is towards acquiring a new car every four years. This trend is
further increased for Ford drivers by the fact
that Ford is launching a new model on the
market: the Mondeo. High expectations have
been placed on this new Ford model, which is
fitted with a four cylinder Zeta engine.
According to insiders, this will help Ford
recover its market position which Ford had
lost to Japanese car manufacturers. On
account of confusion over environmental
requirements, Ford assumed for (too long) a
time that there was a future for an engine
which runs on a lean mixture. This engine
needed only an unregulated oxidation catalytic

•

At the moment, 1 0 - 1 5 per cent of the repair
shop turnover still comes from the sale of new
cars. Previously this percentage was higher.
Another change in the repair shop is that
hardly any trucks come in for maintenance/
repairs any more. Moreover, there has also
been a change in the maintenance of cars. The
new models are actually less demanding as
regards maintenance, and electronics are
starting to play a larger role in this. At the
moment the ratio of work in the repair shop
involving mechanical and electronic tasks is
approximately 8 0 : 2 0 , but the proportion of
electronics work is rising in relation to the
mechanical work. In fact, the amount of work is
not only declining because the new models
require less maintenance (product technology),
but also as a result of developments in repair
shop technology. For example, at Ford the
introduction of the new Mondeo model is
accompanied by a new generation of diagnostic equipment. A single piece of equipment
is now used for measuring and storing service
data: the Ford Diagnostic System 2 0 0 0 . This
means that all the information on all the
electronic systems is now stored on a CD and
read by means of a CD ROM. The great
advantage of this system is that the service
data are - and continue to be — readily
available and accurate. The FDS 2 0 0 0 takes
only a fraction of the time needed for reading
out error codes using the STAR tester and a
BOB tester. The more "traditional" testing
equipment is also available in the company,
alongside the latest diagnostic equipment (the
FDS 2000).

As stated above, the repair shop has become
more important in relative terms for total business
turnover. There is a problem with regard to
warranty work. At the moment, this constitutes
almost one-third of all the work in the repair shop.
For this work, the Ford organization reimburses
only the costs actually incurred. N o profit is made
on this work.

Despite the problems which have arisen in the past
few years, the company is still succeeding in
making a modest profit. This is quite an achieve
ment in itself, as the company claims that many
Ford dealers are in debt.
Some of the trends outlined above will continue to
affect the company's turnover in the new few
years. For example, the amount of work in the
company is expected to decrease by a further 15
per cent as a result of cars requiring even less
maintenance. The company hopes that it will be
possible to reverse the trend in falling car sales
and, as stated above, there are high expectations
of the new Ford model, the Mondeo.
There is an awareness that it will be important to
act in order to maintain turnover at least at the
current level, and if possible, to increase it. For this
reason the company is actively searching for new
clients, including clients with large fleets of cars,
such as leasing companies. In the current
competitive climate, a client-oriented approach
is becoming increasingly important. This applies
to both large and small clients. For large clients not only leasing companies, but also insurance
companies - it is very important that the company
has a recognized standard of quality. This is why
the company is in the process of obtaining ISO9002 recognition. The company personnel are
discussing how this should be achieved, and one
of the employees has been appointed quality
controller. The starting point is that responsibility
should start at the lowest level of the organization
- everyone is individually responsible for the car
which he or she has worked on - and that the
personnel must be qualified or obtain qualifica
tions in order to achieve this.
2.3 Structure of the c o m p a n y
The company has the legal status of a private
company (besloten vennootschap), with the pres
ent director as the main shareholder. He spends
most of his time on policy and financial/adminis
trative matters. He is supported in this by an
"office" department, consisting of one chief
administrator, one administrator and two adminis
trative assistants.
A business manager, reporting to the director, is
responsible for the "repair shop", "sales", "ware
house" and "bodywork" departments. Each of
these departments consists of a manager and one
or more employees. The number of employees in
these departments is nine, four, three and two
respectively. In addition, there are two employees
responsible for the petrol station, and also two
people who work in reception.
The repair shop is obviously the largest depart
ment. In addition to the manager, there are four
chief mechanics, two second mechanics, two
apprentice mechanics, and one person for a
variety of support activities.

The clients present themselves at reception, either
by telephone or in person. The reception is
centrally situated in the premises, with direct
access to the sales, stores and repair shop
departments. The receptionist is an employee
who has been working for the business for more
than 25 years. Before taking up this post, he
worked as a mechanic for many years.
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He has the knowledge and experience to assess
what is involved, both in terms of time and content
in the customer's requests. If necessary, he calls on
the assistance of the repair shop manager or one
of the mechanics for a better assessment of the
nature of the problems, or in the case of small
problems, so that they can be remedied immedi
ately. The receptionist has a planning schedule on
which he can plan the supply of work for each
mechanic on a daily basis. For the provisional
planning of tasks, the receptionist takes the
individual mechanics' knowledge and skills into
account as far as possible. However, the definitive
assignment of tasks takes place at the start of each
working day, usually after consultation between
the business manager and the repair shop
manager, who generally arrive at the company
before the others.
Towards the end of the working day, the out
standing work may be redistributed so that all the
tasks planned for that day are finished in time.
The planning and, where this is necessary, the
redistribution of tasks hardly ever give rise to any
problems. The reason is that although there is
some specialization amongst the mechanics, this
has deliberately not been carried too far. Of the 6
permanent mechanics, 4 can be used on a very
broad range of tasks. They are able to deal with
all the problems which arise, including those in
electronics. The other 2 mechanics are assigned
particularly to mechanical tasks. One of the
permanent mechanics is a woman. There are
physical limitations on the tasks which can be
assigned to her. One of the other permanent
mechanics is an immigrant. He cannot always be
assigned to all the work that comes in, particularly
because of his incomplete knowledge of the Dutch
language. The fact that every mechanic cannot
always be assigned to every task occasionally
leads to minor friction in the group. However, the
management feels that the present constellation of
permanent mechanics offers sufficient quality and
flexibility to cope with the work coming in without
any problems.
As mentioned above, the company deliberately
does not pursue a far-reaching degree of
specialization amongst the mechanics. One
reason for this is that it reduces the flexibility of
the repair shop. Another reason, which is at least
as important, is that there are reservations about
the reverse side of the specialization of employ
ees, viz., the company's dependence on individ
ual mechanics. In the case of very far-reaching
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open from 8.00 in the morning until noon. Thus
the company is open about 5 0 hours per week.
Every employee has one weekday (Monday to
Friday) free.

specialization, this often leads to acute problems
when mechanics leave. In addition, mechanics in
this situation are in a position of power, which they
can exploit at any time.

Holiday provisions are covered by the Collective
Labour Agreement (CLA). Usually this amounts to
24 days per year, but employees over 5 0 have an
extra three days' holiday.

2 . 4 Characteristics of the h u m a n
resources
During the years 1 9 6 5 - 1 9 9 2 , the number of
employees working in this company fell from 9 0 to
30. The reasons for this have been examined
above. In recent years the number of personnel
has been fairly stable and the company expects
that this will continue to be the case for some time
to come.

The salaries are also set by the C A O . There is a
basic salary which may be increased by supplementary payments, for example, for diplomas
which have been gained.
In our discussions within the company, attention
focused on job requirements and the way in
which these affect company recruitment and
training policy. The findings are incorporated in
section 3.0.

Of the 30 employees, eight are under 35 years
old. Slightly more than half are between 35 and
50. Those who are over 5 0 are, above all, in
management (director, business manager, repair
shop manager, head of administration).

3 . Those i n v o l v e d in t h e i n - s e r v i c e
training network
The remainder of this Ford dealer report focuses
on the in-service training, policy and practice
since 1 9 8 7 . However, for a proper understanding
of this fairly recent period, it is necessary to begin
by looking slightly further back.

More than half of the employees have been
working for the company for over 10 years. In
the repair shop, there is roughly an equal number
of employees who have worked there for only a
short time (less than 5 years) and of those who
have worked there for over 2 0 years.
With one exception, a mechanic of Indonesian
origin, who has been working in the company for
approximately 7 years, everyone in the company
has Dutch nationality. Of the 3 0 people working in
the company, 5 are women. 4 have an administrative function, and the fifth woman has been
employed as a mechanic for about 2 years.

3.1 From training s t r a t e g y to
continuing training strategy via
recruitment strategy
Training strategy up to approximately
1970.
Up to about 1970, this dealer business had its
own school, where 4 or 5 apprentices were
always being trained as car mechanics by an incompany instructor. This school was situated in the
repair shop around one of the inspection ramps.
This strategy permitted the company to meet its
need for new personnel with specifically trained
employees, in terms of both technical, and social

Everyone is employed full-time. "Full-time" means
38 hours per week. The company works 6 days a
week. From Monday to Friday, it is open from
8.00 in the morning to 17.45. On these days
there are two breaks, from 10 - 10.15, and from
12.30 - 13.00. On Saturday, the company is

Table 1 - Number of employees by department, age and years of service (as of 3 1 -1 2 - 1 9 9 2 )
Repair shop

Reception

Sa es

Spare parts

Office mgmt.

Bodywork

Petro station

Total

Age
< 3 5 yrs
3 5 - 5 0 yrs
> 5 0 yrs

2
ó

Total

9

1
1

3
2

1
3

1
2

2

1

1
2

5

4

4

3

1
1
1
1

1
3

4

4

2

1

8
17

1

3

2

30

Ì

Years of service
< 5 years
6 - 1 0 years
11 — 2 0 years
> 2 0 years

3
1
1
4

Total

9

1
2
1
2

5

2

1

8
5
8
9

2

2

30

skills. At that time, it was mainly a matter of
training apprentices to become qualified mechanics. After this, training or in-service training no
longer played a major role.
Transition to recruitment strategy after 7 970.
It was mentioned above that the number of
personnel in the company has fallen dramatically
since the mid-1960s. This has meant a sharp
decline in the need for new personnel, so that the
training strategy in the company's own school
which had been used up to that time actually
became a rather expensive investment. When the
company's instructor left, the school was run by
one of the other employees for a while, on a
smaller scale. When this employee was promoted
to the position of receptionist, this meant the end of
the school.
In so far as new employees are still needed, they
are now recruited from the labour market.
The transition from the training strategy to the
recruitment strategy did not give rise to any real
problems for the company. Not only was there a
fairly small demand for new personnel, but in
addition, the requirements for any newcomers
were at a fairly low level for a long time - certainly
in comparison with the present situation. For a
long time, the most important requirement was that
the employee was prepared to work. It was a
matter of attracting people "who were happy to
get their hands dirty and liked mechanical tasks".
There was no strict need for a mechanic's
diploma, and certainly not for a chief mechanic's

diploma.

The importer also points to the fact that from the
1970s to the mid-1980s, there were no great
changes in the mechanics' work. "The really good
mechanics left the sector. This was not a problem
at the time, because they were actually too
expensive for the work in dealer businesses . . .
Moreover, they were usually in small businesses
with very limited career prospects . . . They could
earn more elsewhere."
The in-service training provided by the importer at
that time was particularly concerned with new
models and a few component courses. The dealer
businesses could enrol their employees for these
courses which were announced by general
mailings from Ford-Nederland to all 1 35 dealer
businesses. The only criterion for registration was
that the person doing the course was employed in
one of the dealer businesses. This meant that the
people on the courses often had very divergent
levels of skill and knowledge. This was not to the
advantage of the quality of the courses. Not
everyone found this a problem. Going on a course
often also had a greater or lesser social and
recreational aspect. No diplomas or certificates
were awarded. At the time, the importer was still
responsible himself for the organization and

execution of the course. In most cases, no more
than one trainer was needed for this. This applied
to both technical and commercial training courses.
At the end of the 7980s : the need for a continuing
vocational training strategy.
However, at the end of the 1 980s, things were
changing rapidly in the dealer businesses, especially as a result of the above-mentioned changes
in product and repair shop technology. A knowledge of electronics has now become an important
requirement for mechanics: " N o w , they first have
to think, measure and analyze, and they certainly
should not get down to the mechanical work
straightaway." This implies that a different attitude
is needed to the work. In the dealer business which
was studied, a professional diploma is now a
requirement, and this must be at least a mechanic's diploma. A mere certificate of attendance from
secondary vocational training college is no longer
sufficient. In addition, a different and more clientoriented approach is needed. This involves not
only a polite attitude to the client, but also a clientoriented way of working even when the client is
not present. "The mechanics must do their work
well, they don't have to tell the client, but the client
should notice it." Obviously, faults and other
problems with the car have to be remedied
adequately and satisfactorily, but there is more.
"The car should also be delivered back in a clientfriendly condition . . . neatly, and with the seats
and mirrors back in the client's own position . . .
that sort of thing."
The dealer business mentioned that at the moment
the labour market is larger than it has been for
several years. However, this only partly solves the
problems which have arisen, i.e. the discrepancies between the required qualifications and those
which are available. In the repair shop, there have
been very few vacancies in the past few years. In
these cases the company did succeed in recruiting
mechanics who met the increased requirements.
For example, a few years ago an employee was
taken on who was already following the training
for chief mechanic. However, it remains a problem
that the new requirements, such as those in
electronics, are still insufficiently incorporated in
the training programmes of regular vocational
education. This means that school-leavers are
entering the labour market with insufficient
qualifications in this field. Finally, there are quite
a lot of employees with long years of service
working in the repair shop, who still have to gain
the qualifications for the new requirements, and
therefore need in-service training.
As stated above, the discrepancy between the
qualifications available and those required arose
particularly in the second half of the 1980s.
Particularly in the years 1 9 8 7 - 1 9 8 8 , there arose
an increasing awareness of this discrepancy, and
of the need to take action.
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According to representatives of both I N N O V A M
and Ford Nederland, this situation is certainly not
unique for the dealer business studied here. They
believe that all motor vehicle businesses, including
those of other makes of cars even outside the
Netherlands, have been confronted with this
problem in the course of the last decade.
3 . 2 The t r a i n i n g s t r u c t u r e w i t h i n t h e
company
As stated above, the company's own school
disappeared quite some time ago. However, this
does not mean that nothing is done nowadays for
in-service training. In fact, there are several
different kinds of in-service training available to
the repair shop employees. The responsibility lies
with the repair shop manager and the business
manager.
Training courses in the context of the apprenticeship system.
The company is recognized by I N N O V A M as an
apprenticeship company, which entitles it to
conclude an apprenticeship employment agreement with (new) employees for vocational training
within the framework of the apprenticeship system,
so that the company itself is responsible for the
practical part of the training. The repair shop
manager is qualified to instruct and supervise
apprentices.
On-the-job training.
In fact, this supervision is not restricted to the
people who are being trained under the apprenticeship system. At present, more or less continuous on-the-job in-service training is available to
everyone in the repair shop. When the employees
come across problems that they are unable to
deal with, there are different ways of tackling
these. The repair shop manager, or one of his
other colleagues, can explain the problem to the
employee concerned, and teach him to deal with
it, a n d / o r the employee can study the instruction
material available in the repair shop, which may
be referred to by the manager or a colleague.
This is the instruction material made available by
Ford Nederland BV in the form of manuals and
technical service documents. They are stored in an
easily accessible way in two cupboards in the
repair shop, and are available at any time to all
employees.
Off-the-job training.
However, in the period since 1987, the abovementioned on-the-job in-service training opportunities have obviously been inadequate to
achieve and maintain a good balance between
the qualifications available and those required.
Off-the-job in-service training is also provided,
particularly in the form of training courses.
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To a large extent, these are courses made
available by Ford Nederland BV, held outside
the company. The courses are run during working

hours. Employees are paid for the time they are on
the course, and their expenses are also reimbursed. In addition, they also follow other training
courses, particularly courses provided by I N N O VAM itself. For these courses, the dealer business
makes the same facilities available as it does for
the specific Ford in-service training courses. The
repair shop manager and the business manager
consult to decide who is eligible for the various
courses. Depending on the course, this can vary
from almost everyone to just one employee.
In addition, another form of training also takes
place off the job, though in the company itself. It
consists of 1 0 sessions a year, held once a month.
The training starts at the end of the working day,
and lasts to approximately 10 o'clock in the
evening. The time spent on the course is unpaid,
but the company does pay for all the other
expenses (materials, costs of the course, catering
etc.). This in-dealer training is open to all the main
dealer's repair shop employees and to the repair
shop technicians of some of the sub-dealers in the
same area. This means that approximately 15
people attend the course, a group size for which
the training can still be very effective, while the
costs are relatively low per person.
Half of the ten training sessions are provided by
an external trainer. The other sessions are
preparatory and are run by the repair shop
manager.
Finally, there is also off-the-job in-service training
which is not given as a course. A good example of
this in the dealer business under review is the
magazine "Autoteam, the magazine for the Ford
dealer service team". The dealer businesses can
subscribe to this quarterly magazine, which
contains information on all sorts of new developments in Ford models and their components, as
well as on new developments in repair shop
technology.
For the last 3 years there has been an "Autoteam
competition". Depending on the content of the
magazine, each issue contains a number of
questions, subdivided into the following subjects:
the general section (to be answered by all participants), a repair shop section (for the mechanics), a
bodywork and spray section (for bodyworkers and
sprayers) and a reception section (for receptionists). By giving quarterly and annual prizes for this
competition, Ford Nederland BV tries to stimulate
the different categories of employees in the dealer
businesses to become thoroughly acquainted with
relevant information.
3 . 3 T h e t r a i n i n g s t r u c t u r e of F o r d
N e d e r l a n d BV's
The responsibility for in-service training lies with
the dealer businesses.
The Ford organization has traditionally given
priority to independent entrepreneurship in the

dealer businesses. Staff policy is viewed as a
matter for the dealer businesses themselves. No
agreements about the (in-service) training of the
personnel are incorporated in the contract
between Ford Nederland BV and the dealer
business (which was studied here).
77iere is a trend towards less informality.
This section has already referred to the rather
limited provision of courses, as well as the limited
capacity for technical training courses (usually
with one trainer) at Ford Nederland BV during the
second half of the 1980s.
It became clear to Ford Nederland BV at that time,
that more needed to be done with regard to the inservice training of repair shop employees, both in
a qualitative and a quantitative sense, particularly
because the dealer businesses were increasingly
voicing their dissatisfaction vis-a-vis the importer's
organization. Ford Nederland BV acted on this.
However, according to a number of dealer
businesses, including the one which is the subject
of this study, action was not taken quickly enough.
(For this reason they took initiatives themselves
including the in-dealer training course.)
However, not all the dealer businesses are equally
aware of, or convinced of the need for in-service
training for their employees. As soon as low inservice training efforts are noted concurrently with
lower profits, the importer links one to the other in
the quarterly reports a n d / o r via the external
department, and sends the dealer business concerned a clear message that more attention should
be devoted to the in-service training of its
employees.
Measurement is knowledge.
Ford Nederland BV is able .to adopt this approach
because various trends in the dealer businesses
are carefully monitored. One of these is the sale of
new cars. Another aspect which is carefully
recorded is what the customers think of the new
cars and of the purchasing process, as well as
what they think of the after-sales service of the
dealer concerned. Every purchaser receives a
fairly detailed evaluation form approximately two
months after the purchase. The results of this
Client Satisfaction Measurement (CSM) are not
only evaluated for every company but are also
compared with the average results in the subgroup of dealer businesses of a comparable size.
Obviously Ford Nederland BV attaches a great
deal of importance to these clients' remarks. They
are clearly becoming very important in the present
competitive climate in which Ford's market share is
obviously under pressure. In fact this also forms the
background to Ford Nederland BV's taking on a
stimulating and supportive role towards the dealer
businesses for the implementation of the ISO9002 directives and measures. Finally, a precise
record is kept of which employees from which
dealer businesses participate in which courses.

This computerized data file is known as the Ford
Training Passport.
The in-service training needs are also measured.
In 1 9 9 1 , I N N O V A M was commissioned by Ford
Nederland's importer to draw up and carry out an
enquiry into the training levels and training needs
of the repair shop personnel of Ford Nederland's
approximately 2 2 0 dealer businesses (135 main
dealers and 85 service dealers). The dealer
businesses were requested, where necessary with
the support of INNOVAM'S external service, to fill
in for each repair shop employee:
a. What school education/vocational education
he had followed.
b. Which were the last 4 Ford courses he had
taken.
c. Which in-service training need could
identified for this employee.

be

In total, this information was obtained for over
1,800 repair shop employees. Table 2 gives the
results of this study.
Table 2 - The courses followed by and needed for the repair
shop employees of Ford dealer businesses ( 1 9 9 1 survey)
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Special topics
Brakes, steering and suspension
M a n u a l transmission and final drive
Automatic transmission
Petrol engines/diesel engines
Engine management (petrol/diesel)
Electrical systems
Body a n d paint
PDI and routine maintenance
10: Client contact, etc.

In fact, the results are a clear illustration of the
discrepancies which are found in the dealer
businesses between the qualifications which the
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repair shop personnel have and the qualifications
required for the work.
The in-service training provision consisting of 40
courses.
At the moment, the in-service training provision for
the repair shop employees consists of about 4 0
different courses. A small number of these courses
are still being developed. Appendix 1 provides a
picture of the 4 0 Ford in-service training courses
for repair shop employees, broken down into 9
different categories in Table 2. In fact, as part of
the above-mentioned needs evaluation, each of
these 4 0 courses was assessed to see to what
extent there was a need for it in the dealer
businesses.
End of 1991 : Organization
and execution of
courses contracted out to INNOVAM.
The great need for in-service training among the
repair shop personnel could not by any means be
adequately met by Ford Nederland BV's existing
training capacity. This was one of the arguments
for contracting out the in-service training courses
to I N N O V A M . The choice of I N N O V A M is an
obvious one, in view of this institute's central
position in the motor vehicle sector in the Netherlands. In addition, one of the advantages of
I N N O V A M is that it has a number of different
training locations, so that the in-service training
could take place closer to the dealer businesses.
Ford Nederland BV itself has only one trainer and
one training location, in Amsterdam.
The powers of decision and policy development
remain with Ford itself.
However, the responsibility for in-service training
remains in the hands of the Ford organization
itself, which determines which courses are placed
on the in-service training agenda at which time.
Ford also decides on the content of the courses
and the development of the course material. The
course development in particular is increasingly
contracted out to specialists. Ford Nederland BV is
usually supplied with ready-made courses by Ford
Germany. Ford Nederland BV simply has to
ensure that adequate Dutch language versions of
these courses are produced. In addition, the inservice training participation of the dealer businesses is analyzed against the background of their
sales performance and the client evaluations
(Client Satisfaction Measurement). The results
can be linked back to the dealer businesses via
the external department of Ford Nederland BV
a n d / o r via the quarterly reports. The tasks
described here, at least in so far as they are
carried out at Ford Nederland BV, form part of the
package of tasks of the head of technical service
and training. This person is also responsible for
the organization and administration of the abovementioned Autoteam competition.
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3 . 4 I N N O V A M ' S training structure
Section 1 stated that the dealer business studied
here has various contacts with I N N O V A M for the
in-service training of its employees. We will not
discuss INNOVAM's role in the apprenticeship
system in greater detail here. Adequate information on this can be found in the sectoral report. We
will also give only a brief outline of INNOVAM's
own in-service training provision. Every six
months, the dealer business receives a brochure
from I N N O V A M containing available in-training
service courses. The dealer business also makes
use of this provision (also see Section 4). In this
sub-section, we will describe in particular the role
which I N N O V A M plays as the main contractual
provider of Ford's in-service training courses.
The advantages of INNOVAM's

co-operation

with

Ford.
Under the terms of an agreement contract signed
between Ford Nederland BV and I N N O V A M ,
I N N O V A M has contracted to provide Ford Nederland's complete technical in-service training. One
of the important advantages of this five-year
contract, is that it provides I N N O V A M with
employment/continuity. However, an equally
important advantage for I N N O V A M is that it
enables if to keep up with the most modern
developments, allowing it to continue to stay
ahead in training for this sector. It is expected
that this co-operation will provide opportunities for
quickly incorporating general technological developments, i.e., technological developments which
are not related to specific makes of cars, in the
training system for the sector - obviously in
consultation with Ford, and probably also with
other importers in the future.
Regional training centres and 4 permanent Ford
trainers.
I N N O V A M has 3 training centres for the Ford
courses, in Eindhoven (PTH location), Zwolle (RPC
location) and Voorschoten. The last of these is in
the I N N O V A M premises itself. However, the Ford
training centres can be clearly identified as such
because Ford's blue colour dominates, rather than
INNOVAM's yellow.
Currently, I N N O V A M employs four trainers who
work exclusively full time on the Ford training
courses. This means that right now sufficient
technical training capacity is available to provide
three or four days of in-service training per
mechanic per year. Previously approximately
one day per year was available. Moreover, these
four trainers are trained on courses in Germany,
England, or wherever they need to go in order to
acquire the requisite know-how. This gives them a
genuinely up-to-date knowledge of new developments.

There is also an increase in quality.
Thus the Ford dealer business's capacity for inservice training has significantly increased as a
result of its collaboration with I N N O V A M . In
addition, the quality has also improved in various
ways.
•

I N N O V A M classifies repair shop employees
into three levels, the maintenance level, the
repair level and the diagnostic level. This
classification fits in well with the three levels
which are distinguished in the Ford in-service
training programme (see Appendix 1). In
practice, not everyone can enrol for every
course. It is only for the basic courses that there
is no entry requirement. In this way the course
groups have acquired a much more even
character as regards their level of prior
knowledge a n d / o r experience.

•

Every course day finishes with a test. This
means that the people on the course become
aware that the course is actually aimed at
learning and not, or at least not primarily, at the
social and recreational aspects.

• The people on the course who successfully
complete the tests receive a certificate. This is
aimed in particular at stimulating them to
participate in the course in a motivated way.
•

Every person on the course is asked to evaluate
it at the end by filling in a short questionnaire.
This is not a specific feature of Ford courses, but
is a general I N N O V A M practice. The forms are
processed by an independent market research
bureau, and the results are reported to Ford
Nederland B.V. once a month.

The systematic inventory of in-service
training
needs.
INNOVAM's external department comprises
about 80 consultants who actually put on the
complete I N N O V A M package. They visit the
companies every day to talk about both the
apprenticeship courses and about the commercial
package. Nowadays, I N N O V A M prefers to use
the term "training advisor" rather than "consultant". The contract with Ford Nederland B.V.
includes the specification that one of the training
advisors visit each dealer business every year. At
this meeting, both sides systematically review the
past year's training activities and examine and
define the company's additional in-service training needs.
The current position.
The four trainers started on the Ford in-service
training courses in April 1992. In the dealer
businesses there appeared to be a very great need
for in-service training in electronics (also see
Table 2). Knowledge of this is in fact an entry
requirement for a large proportion of the Ford inservice training provision (see Appendix 1 ). This is

why two of the four trainers have been exclusively
occupied with the Basic Course in Applied
Electronics (course 3 0 / 1 1 in Appendix 1) since
the beginning (April 1 992). This course is actually
a combination of the former Ford course in Basic
Electronics, and the I N N O V A M Basic Course in
Applied Electronics. The I N N O V A M course consists of three levels. In consultation with Ford
Nederland, it was decided to opt for a new course
structure consisting of the first two levels, which
are well adapted to the Ford situation. This new
course lasts 6 days. According to the planning
schedule, all the mechanics who have applied will
have completed the Basic Course in Applied
Electronics by mid-1993. The other 2 trainers
have up to now been almost entirely concerned
with the courses from the category "Special
topics" (see Appendix 1), viz., particularly the
courses for new or redesigned models (Scorpio,
Mondeo etc.), and the new Zeta engine.
Advantages for employees.
The new form of cooperation is to the advantage
of both Ford Nederland B.V. and I N N O V A M . The
employees from the dealer businesses also benefit.
It is clear that there are more in-service training
possibilities for them now than there were
previously. In addition, their increasing level of
qualifications is illustrated by certificates in the
Ford Training Passport. Furthermore, it is important
that they receive not only the Ford certificate when
they successfully conclude the basic course in
applied electronics, but also two I N N O V A M
certificates (for the first two levels of the I N N O VAM Applied Electronics course), which are
generally recognized in the sector. Moreover, this
means that Ford Nederland B.V. is eligible for a
financial subsidy for this course from the O O M T
(the tasks and position of this body are described
in the sectoral report).

4 . Training policy a n d training practice
in this c o m p a n y
4 . 1 The training p l a n for the repair
shop
The dealer business in this study is actually one of
the larger businesses in the sector. But nevertheless, with 3 0 employees, it can be classified as
a fairly small company. In general, this sort of
company tends to work in a rather informal way.
There is very little management, and certainly
there are no managers with the specific task of
policy development and of formulating policy
memoranda.
A carefully considered approach.
However, it was indicated in previous sections that
the management of this dealer business is well
aware of the importance of having adequately
qualified mechanics, and this is certainly part of
the business policy, "even though little is put down
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on paper in this respect". We will begin with an
illustration, and then try to elucidate the essential
elements of the in-service training plan adopted in
this company.
Normally, a staff meeting is held once a month,
attended not only by the director and management. The company has a small company's
flexibility to increase the frequency of these
meetings whenever this is considered necessary.
For example, at the moment, there are meetings
every two weeks because the company is working
on developing the most appropriate way of
applying Client Satisfaction Measurement, for
example, on the basis of ISO-9002. Meanwhile,
a quality controller has been appointed within the
company. In addition, two people, including the
quality controller, will follow a new I N N O V A M
course relating to ISO-9002, so that there will be
more expertise in this field available in the
company and in the internal dialogue on Client
Satisfaction Measurement. The starting point for a
satisfactory approach to this is that everyone, from
the top to the bottom of the company, is
responsible for their own 'work. However, this
implies that everyone must be qualified for this.
One of the important points of discussion in the
company is what is needed to achieve this.
Section 3.1 described how the developments
which have taken place in this dealer business in
the past few decades can be characterized as a
development from a training strategy to an inservice training strategy, via a recruitment strategy. In the various discussions with the business
manager, the repair shop manager and a
mechanic, we have tried to outline this in-service
training strategy.
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The plan is broader than merely catching up on
lost ground.
Section 3.1 also described how a number of
changes in product and repair shop technology,
as well as the changing requirements and wishes
of clients with regard to quality and service, have
led to a shortage of qualifications in the repair
shop personnel, in terms of knowledge, attitude
and skills. The company concerned here became
aware at an early stage that it was necessary to
make up this lost ground. It was one of the first
dealer businesses to appeal to the importer to
make greater provision for in-service training. As
these businesses, which meet fairly regularly at the
regional dealer meetings, considered that Ford
Nederland BV was not responding quickly or
adequately enough, they decided to take the
initiative themselves. The in-dealer training developed from this initiative. However, for the
company studied here, there are indications that
other arguments also played a role in its decision
to support this initiative apart from Ford Nederland BV's response (which was considered
inadequate).

Ford Nederland's approach is not suitable for
everyone.
The in-service training provided by Ford Nederland BV takes place during the day. This implies
that the dealer business studied here can, at most,
send only one or a few employees to the Ford inservice training courses. Not all the mechanics
respond equally well to this system. Some do not
feel sufficiently at home in such an "unfamiliar"
training situation, and consequently learn very
little from the course. "This is certainly the case for
courses which include articulate participants from
the really large dealer businesses in the big cities.
Some of our mechanics don't get a look in at all,
and hardly get anything out of the course." This
actually implies that not all the mechanics in the
company that was studied are equally suitable for
the importer's in-service training provision.
Individual in-service training is only one aspect of
the desired solution.
The in-service training provision of Ford and other
institutes such as I N N O V A M are used, but this is
by no means all. If these were all that were used,
the difference in the levels of qualification of the
repair shop personnel would constantly increase.
This does not fit in with the way in which the work
is organized in this company. The aim is for all the
mechanics to be used on a broad range of tasks.
Some degree of specialization is not considered a
problem, and may even be considered desirable.
For example, if is not necessary for all the
mechanics to have qualifications in the field of
LPG systems, or air-conditioning a n d / o r cooling
systems. A knowledge of and skills in these fields is
not needed very often, though it may be desirable
or even necessary for one of the mechanics to
have a diploma in them. Furthermore, it is
considered desirable rather than problematic that
there be some differences in expertise amongst the
mechanics for tasks which occur frequently, as the
presence of troubleshooters in the various different
areas has clear advantages. Nevertheless, it is
assumed that the mechanics should be able to
deal with a wide range of tasks. In order to
achieve this wide range of skills, in-service
training is necessary nowadays. This takes
place, and to some extent it can be achieved in
the form of individual in-service training, as
provided, for example, by Ford Nederland BV
and I N N O V A M . For every in-service training
provision made available to the company, the
business manager and the repair shop manager
consult to decide whether anyone, and if so, who,
will be eligible for the course concerned.
In-service training in a team context is also
essential.
One of the reasons that the dealer business studied
here started with in-dealer training, and has
continued with it, is that in this way, everyone in
the repair shop is provided with a certain amount
of in-service training, including the people for
whom external courses are not a solution. It is

precisely for these people that in-service training
is most necessary. Without the in-dealer training,
the differences in the mechanics' qualifications
would constantly increase and, in the company's
view, become unacceptably large. This brings us
to another argument put forward by the company.
In the organization of the work, the principle of a
wide range of skills is adopted, but it is actually
impossible to ignore the differences in qualifications which exist. However, as stated in section
2.3, the current team of mechanics should be
sufficiently skilled and flexible to cope with the
incoming work without any problems. There is a
determined intention to maintain this state of
affairs. Therefore the mechanics should have and should continue to have — an awareness of
team responsibility, in addition to individual
responsibility for their own work. Thus an
important element of the in-dealer training is to
ensure that the repair shop mechanics continue to
work as a team, while their qualifications are
changing to a greater or lesser extent at an
individual level. Thus, in the in-dealer training
courses, it is a question of mechanics learning to
accept each other's strong and weak points, as
well as learning to interact adequately as a team.
The management emphasizes that this sort of thing
can be taught better by an external trainer than by
the company itself.
4 . 2 The relationship b e t w e e n the t r a i n ing p l a n a n d the t r a i n i n g r e q u i r e m e n t s
A combination of 4 elements.
Thus the content and the structure of the in-service
training in this company are clearly related to:
1. Changes in product and repair shop technology
2. Changes in the Client Satisfaction Measurement process and the implementation in this
context of ISO-9002

The evident need for catching up in the technical

field.

Right now no systematic listing exists of the results
which the changes in product and repair shop
technology (should) have for mechanics. Even
without such an inventory, it became quite clear
during the second half of the 1 980s that there was
a growing shortage of qualified mechanics,
especially in the field of electronics. Individual
and collective warnings were sent to the importer
regarding this problem, via the regional dealer
meetings. As, according to a number of dealer
businesses, Ford Nederland BV did not respond to
these warnings quickly enough, they took the
initiative themselves. This initiative, which was
supported by the importer, both financially and as
regards content, resulted in 1990 in in-dealer
training courses at approximately 7 0 dealer
businesses, including the company under review.
The businesses which took the initiative also made
their own clear contribution to the content and
structure of the in-dealer training.
By 1992, Ford Nederland BV had subcontracted
the execution of technical in-service training to
I N N O V A M , creating a significantly larger inservice training capacity. The company studied
here made full use of the provision developed by
the importer. This means that the technical inservice training activities increased considerably
in the early 1 990s. The company itself sees this as
a way of catching up.
At the moment Client Satisfaction Measurement and in this context, the ISO-9002 - are priority
matters. The company is in the process of
assessing what this involves with regard to new
or additional requirements for personnel, and how
these requirements can be met.

4. The mechanics' individual learning capacities.

4 . 3 The t a r g e t group for training
Section 1 of this report stated that this case study
focused on the repair shop personnel, inter alia,
because in-service training activities have been
aimed especially at this group of employees
during recent years.

With regard to point 3, the company has made a
clear choice: it has opted for mechanics who are
versatile, and who carry out the work as a team,
making adequate use of each other's strong and
weak points. These, i.e. the mechanic's qualifications, change to a greater or lesser extent, on the
one hand, under the influence of the changes
mentioned in points 1 and 2, and on the other
hand, as a result of individual learning capacities.
The variation which exists in in-service training
activities is the result, amongst other things, of the
company's attempt to take into account these
divergent learning capacities. In addition, it is the
result of the company's attempt to balance
individual in-service training with working as a
team.

During the 1970s - and to a large extent, even in
the 1 980s - there was actually no great need for
in-service training activities for mechanics. In so
far as in-service training was necessary, this was
related in particular to the introduction of new
models. However, during the second half of the
1 980s, product and repair shop technology were
changing at an ever-faster rate, especially on
account of the increasing application of electronics. Although the need for in-service training had
already been very clearly indicated in 1988 and
1989, it was not until 1990 that in-service
training activities were actually carried out. The
reason for this was that the in-service training
capacity for special Ford products and Ford
technology was not adequately available.

3. The principles adopted by the company for the
organization of labour
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In principle, all the mechanics can and may follow
inservice training courses. However, this does not
mean that every mechanic can go on every
course. In a number of fields it is enough for the
company to have one or a few mechanics who
keep up to date by means of inservice training
courses. This applies, for example, for inservice
training in the field of STEK qualifications (air
conditioning and cooling) and the course for
detecting defects in LPG systems. Other courses,
such as those for the new model, the Mondeo (a
twoday course), the course on the new four
cylinder Zeta engine (a oneday course) and the
Basic C ourse in Applied Electronics, are open to
all mechanics. As a number of courses in the Ford
inservice training programme (see Appendix 1)
only admit mechanics who have completed the
Basic C ourse in Applied Electronics, the company
studied here encourages its mechanics to take this
course, even though it lasts no fewer than 6 days.
Most of the mechanics are following it at the
moment.
The company does not consider that these external
courses are a suitable inservice training provision
for all mechanics. The company therefore also
participates in the indealer training courses. In
1 9 9 0 , there were 10 sessions, which each lasted
approximately 4 hours. All the repair shop
personnel participate in these sessions, even
though the meetings virtually always take place
in their own time. A new series of indealer
sessions is starting shortly.
All in all, intensive efforts have been made with
regard to the inservice training of mechanics
since 1990. For this year it is estimated that the
mechanics will spend approximately 10 days on
inservice training. The term "catching up" is
certainly appropriate.

4 . 4 The structure a n d purpose of the
training
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The aim of catching up by means of inservice
training is related particularly to the acquisition of
knowledge about the latest motor vehicle technol
ogy and the new diagnostic technology. This
applies both to external inservice training
courses for mechanics and to indealer training.
In addition, indealer training is expressly
intended to bring individual qualifications into
line with those for the group as a whole, i.e. to
enable the mechanics to function as a team.
Table 2 shows that the Ford dealer businesses
have also discovered a great need for inservice
training courses in clientoriented behaviour
directed at mechanics. Up to now, Ford has not
provided this sort of course for mechanics. This
was a reason for dealers to devote attention to
Client Satisfaction Measurement, as well as to
technology, in their ¡ηdealer training.
As stated above, this move to catch up by means
of inservice training is a fairly recent phenom

enon and the objectives have not yet changed
much.
This small company has fairly few people in
management positions. Therefore, inservice train
ing activities for the mechanics do not usually lead
to promotion in the company, although this does
happen occasionally. For example, the current
receptionist started work in the company as a
mechanic. However, it is possible to reach the
level of chief mechanic, which commands a higher
salary than the level of mechanic, under the terms
of the collective labour agreement arrangements
(CAO) for the sector.
In principle, newcomers start on the minimum
salary. Depending on the mechanic's perfor
mance, the company adapts the salary. In this
respect, the C A O agreements are sometimes seen
rather as a straightjacket. Inservice training can
remedy the problem to some extent, because the
C A O does provide for additional payment for
diplomas. A recent example is the increased
salary of one of the chief mechanics after he
gained the "C hief Motor Vehicle Electrician"
diploma (an I N N O V A M course which is part of
the apprenticeship system, but which can also be
followed  as in this case  as an inservice
training course).
Section 3.2 described how the inservice training
in this company is available in two forms both on
and off the job, in addition to the inservice
training which is part of the apprenticeship
system. It also described the different versions of
these types of training which are found in this
company.
Appendix 1 contains a survey of the technical in
service training provided by Ford for dealer
businesses. This provision consists of approxi
mately 4 0 courses divided into nine categories
(mainly corresponding to the different product
lines) and 3 levels (basic, intermediate and
advanced).
A similar distinction of (three) levels of (inservice)
training is made in the training provision of most
manufacturers/importers. Some manufacturers/
importers go a long way in prescribing how the
mechanics should be classified in these levels in
their dealer businesses. However, Ford works on
the principle that the dealers are independent
entrepreneurs and are responsible for their own
business and personnel.
The educational structure of these courses is more
or less identical, comprising a theoretical and
practical component. Written materials are avail
able for all courses, usually in the form of course
books. A number of courses also use videos.
These courses have been organized and run by
I N N O V A M since 1 9 9 2 . The institute employs four

capacity
courses.

trainers who work exclusively on providing inservice training courses for Ford.
Up to now, virtually the whole training capacity
has been taken up by the Basic Course in Applied
Electronics (course 3 0 / 1 1 in Appendix 1), and
courses in the "special topics" category. It is
expected that, from mid-1993, the four trainers
will be able to find time for the other courses in the
programme. It is expected that the capacity which
will become available will be used initially for
follow-up courses with clear electronics elements.
These would be in-service training courses on
engine management (courses 2 9 / 2 1 - 2 3 in
Appendix 1) and certain component courses
(courses 1 0 / 2 1 - 2 3 , 1 7 / 2 1 and 1 7 / 1 3 in
Appendix 1).
In addition, in-dealer training plays an essential
role in the development of qualifications for this
Ford (and other) dealer businesses.
In-dealer training started in a limited number of
businesses in 1 9 8 9 . In the course of that year, it
became clear that there was a great deal of
interest in the course on the part of dealers. More
than 70 dealer businesses subscribed to the indealer training in 1990.

•

(four trainers) to carry out these

Ford Nederland BV considers that good inservice training requires a great deal of energy
on the part of the participants, and for this
reason it does not encourage the in-service
training taking place outside working hours,
i.e., after work.

However, as we have seen, the dealer businesses
have other arguments for wanting to continue
running this form of in-service training.
Eventually Ford Nederland BV agreed. However,
the new in-dealer training has also been contracted out to INNOVAM. This organization has
concluded an agreement with the PTH, the
educational establishment which organized and
carried out the in-dealer training in 1 9 9 0 / 1 9 9 1 .
The content of the new in-dealer training was
established on the basis of:
•

a directive from Ford Nederland BV that there
should be no overlapping with the courses
which take place in the context of Ford
Technical Service Training;

The in-dealer training was specially developed for
Ford cars, and is aimed at increasing the understanding of various electronic regulating systemsfor example, in the field of motor management and in this way making sure that defects can be
traced more quickly and efficiently.

•

consultation with the Ford trainers of INNOVAM;

•

consultation by I N N O V A M with a number of
businesses which can be seen as leading the
field in this form of in-service training; and

The in-dealer training was carried out by the PTH.
The content of the training was established in
consultation with a number of dealer businesses
and with Ford Nederland BV. The latter also made
a great deal of training materials available. The
content of the in-dealer training consists of various
elements of Ford's technical in-service training
provision (cf. Appendix 1 and Appendix 2). Every
training session consists of a theoretical component, followed by a practical session (particularly
measurements) with the car.

•

consultation with the PTH.

No in-dealer training was provided in 1 9 9 2 . One
of the reasons for this is that during this period
Ford Nederland BV was contracting out the
organization and execution of the technical inservice training provision to I N N O V A M . In
addition, Ford Nederland BV considers that there
are no real arguments for continuing the in-dealer
training because:
• The catching up needed was achieved with the
1 9 9 0 / 9 1 in-dealer training.
•

Since 1992, there has been sufficient provision
of Ford in-service training courses (see Appendix 1) and a sufficient in-service training

This results in an in-dealer training
consisting of 5 courses, viz.

package

1.
2.
3.
4.

ABS, old and new.
Reading tables, new.
Reading error codes.
Diesel (turbo-diesel; catalytic converter
diesel).
5. Central injection and DIS ignition.

The in-dealer training will continue to be run by
the PTH. The structure is the same as it was in
1 9 9 0 / 1 9 9 1 , though the training sessions will
now take place once every two months.
More than 30 dealer businesses have applied for
this in-dealer training, including the company
studied here. The participating businesses can
determine themselves whether they wish to carry
out the training sessions in working hours or
afterwards. The dealer business studied here
opted for the latter. In 1990, the costs of the
course amounted to approximately 6 5 0 guilders
per evening. Meanwhile, this cost has doubled, in
particular because Ford Nederland BV has
significantly reduced its financial contribution.

INNOVAM's four Ford trainers have up to now
concentrated particularly on filling the gaps in the
knowledge of electronics (course 3 0 / 1 1 in
Appendix 1) and on familiarizing the mechanics
with new models and their parts. For example, in
recent years a great deal of attention has been
devoted to the new four cylinder Zeta engine. This
course, which focuses on the engine's construction
and operation, was followed by most of the
mechanics in the dealer business studied here.
At the moment, a significant part of the available
course capacity is being used for the introduction
of the latest Ford model: the Mondeo. Two courses
exist to inform the technical personnel of the ins
and outs of this model, a one-day course for
management, and a two-day course for service
personnel. The management course focuses on
the delivery of the car. Two employees of the
dealer business studied here participated. The
service personnel course is focused on the running
and maintenance of the Mondeo. Most of the
mechanics in the dealer business studied here
applied to do this course.
The development of new product and repair shop
technology has various consequences for inservice training.
•

There has been a clear increase in the need
and necessity for in-service training. Until a few
years ago, mechanics at Ford dealer businesses spent an average of one day a year on inservice training. This figure is now approximately 3 . 5 — 4 days a year.

•

The in-service training provision is more
structured now. In the past, dealer businesses
could enrol their mechanics for every course.
N o w an attempt is made to put together course
groups of approximately the same level, for
example, by dividing the courses into three
levels (see Appendix 1), so that there are
courses for beginners and for more advanced
mechanics. In addition, the Basic Course in
Applied Electronics (course 3 0 / 1 1 in Appendix 1) is now an entry requirement for a
significant number of the courses on offer.

•

•
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A new element is the clear
interrelationship
between the purchase of the latest Ford
diagnostic technology and in-service training.
Ford dealers may or may not purchase the
FDS-2000 diagnostic system. However, if he
purchases this system, the dealer is obliged to
have the users of the system specifically trained
for it. The company studied here purchased the
FDS 2 0 0 0 , and several mechanics have now
followed the obligatory in-service training.
This latest diagnostic equipment is programmed
in such a way that it accurately records the
activities carried out so that nothing can
actually go wrong with the connection and
read-out or measurement. Although error

codes can still be read out using the Star tester
and measurements made using a calibration
cable and a BOB tester, according to outsiders,
the Ford Diagnostic System 2 0 0 0 is the
equipment of the future, and not just because
it is possible to save a great deal of time with it.
The qualifications of mechanics also play a
role. The read-out for Zeta engines using an
EEC IV computer requires a thorough expertise
and a high degree of experience. Anyone who
has this will not gain better results with the FDS
2 0 0 0 , but less experienced mechanics will. At
present, the FDS 2 0 0 0 can be used only for the
diagnosis of faults in engine management.
However, at a later stage the FDS 2 0 0 0 system
will also be applied for the diagnosis of faults in
the ABS, the central locking system and alarm
systems.
Thus, in the design of product and repair shop
technology, the Ford group has had a great
influence on the level and nature of the qualifications needed by mechanics in dealer businesses.
Furthermore, with the in-service training provision,
the Technical Service Training Curriculum (see
Appendix 1), the Ford organization also has a
great influence on the development of the
qualifications of mechanics in dealer businesses.
These matters are entirely beyond the influence of
the trade unions and employers' organizations in
the Netherlands. Ford Nederland BV has hardly
any influence on this either, though the organization is very influential with regard to making the
in-service training provision available to the
dealer businesses. A clear illustration of this is
the decision to contract out in-service training to
I N N O V A M . This decision not only resulted in an
increase in the course capacity, but in addition,
the courses were also brought closer to the
businesses as I N N O V A M has several course
locations.
However, in this sector there are also training
activities other than those of the manufacturers/
importers. Unions and management in the Netherlands do exert an influence on those activities, as
indicated in the sectoral report, which also
describes how their influence has increased in
the past few years.
The dealer businesses do not actually have an
influence on the content of the importer's inservice training provision. However, at their
insistence, the capacity for in-service training
has increased and been brought closer to the
businesses. On the other hand, the dealer
businesses certainly do have a clear influence on
the content of the in-dealer training. They
proposed the subjects for this training themselves.
The decisions on the participation in the course by
repair shop personnel in the dealer business
studied here was made in particular by the
business manager and the repair shop manager.

The employees can voice their wishes, but the
decision is made at a higher level. The company
does not have a works council, and is not obliged
to have one. Consultation between the management and the personnel is informal. There is
absolutely no trace of any trade union influence
at company level. Obviously the agreements
which have been reached at sectoral level
between management and unions also apply in
this company. Thus the company can claim for as
many days of paid leave for training as there are
employees.
4 . 5 T h e costs a n d b e n e f i t s o f i n - s e r v i c e
training
A few years ago the dealer businesses clearly
made less use of Ford Nederland BV's in-service
training provision than they do now. In a relatively
short period of a few years, participation in the
courses rose from an average of 1 day per year
per mechanic to 3 . 5 - 4 days. This resulted in a
sharp rise in in-service training costs for Ford
Nederland BV in a short time. The dealer
businesses pay the sum of 50 guilders per person
per day for the in-service training courses
provided (see Appendix 1), which includes the
costs of providing lunch etc. The other costs are
borne by Ford Nederland BV
Despite the relatively low contribution to the
course of 5 0 guilders per person per day, the inservice training costs for dealer businesses have
also increased dramatically in the past few years.
In 1987, in the dealer business studied here, the
in-service training costs amounted to 3,500
guilders. Since then, the sum has clearly increased. For 1993, the budget amounts to over
30,000 guilders. This sum excludes the costs of
lost working hours. The training days reimbursed
by the training fund are clearly no longer sufficient
at the moment. This is one of the reasons why the
company wishes to continue with the in-dealer
training. It is true that the importer's contribution to
this sort of training is greatly reduced, but this is set
against the fact that about 9 0 % of this in-service
training takes place outside working hours, i.e., in
the employees' own free time.
For the company studied here, it was quite evident
that employees had fallen behind in their training.
Considerable investments have been made in the
past few years to remedy this. The sums involved
have clearly increased in recent years to such an
extent that a budget expressly for in-service
training is now allocated at the beginning of the
year.
For the company itself, the need for investment in
in-service training is self-evident. Therefore, a
systematic analysis of costs and benefits is not
considered essential. The knowledge and skills
which are taught in the importer's in-service
training courses are needed in the company. The
certificates provide a reasonable guarantee that

the participants have acquired the knowledge
a n d / o r skills. Nor is there any systematic analysis
of costs and benefits for the in-dealer training. The
business manager a n d / o r repair shop manager
fake part in this training themselves, and their
reason for wishing to continue with it is based on
their experience. It was pointed out above that the
in-dealer training is aimed not only at increasing
the mechanic's technical knowledge a n d / o r skills,
but also at achieving a (re)distribution of tasks and
teamwork in such a way that both the strong and
weak points of repair shop staff are used to the
best advantage. Because of the differences in
learning capacities, the rate and extent of the
development of qualifications varies from mechanic to mechanic. In order to achieve the best
possible return, the company will have to take this
into account from time to time in the organization
of the work in the repair shop. The in-dealer
training is very important for the involvement of
individual team members in this process of work
structuring. The commitment and motivation obtained in this way are undoubtedly essential for
the repair shop to operate smoothly, but it is
difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate these
advantages in terms of guilders.

Mm·

5. Evaluation of the training plan
5.1 The e m p l o y e e q u e s t i o n n a i r e
Four of the employees in the repair shop filled in
the questionnaire (see Appendix 3).
The information given by these four people
confirms that during the 1 9 9 0 - 1 9 9 2 period,
there was much more in-service training than in
the preceding years. During these years, all four
people followed in-service training, while only
two out of the four had followed any in 1 9 8 7 and
1988. For one of these two, the training actually
took place in the context of the apprenticeship
system. This mechanic concluded his LTS education (technical school) in 1973, and then immediately began working full-time in a garage. After a
few years he realized that he had few opportunities in the labour market compared with younger
mechanics who did have a professional diploma.
For this reason he started on the training in 1985
within the apprenticeship system. In 1988, when
he was training for chief mechanic, he entered the
employment of the company, and he concluded
this training in 1989. Since then, he has also
followed the training for chief motor vehicle
electrician. He followed the whole training
course, or at least the theoretical part, outside
working hours.
This means that only one of the four people
followed in-service training during working hours
in the period 1 9 8 7 - 1 9 8 8 . This took the form
mainly of one-day courses in the importer's inservice training provision.
In 1 9 8 8 - 1 9 9 0 Ford's provision for in-service
training was used only to a limited extent. As
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Table 3 - Participation in the importer's technical in-service
training provision, M a y - N o v e m b e r 1 9 9 2
N o . of
persons
w h o took
part

Total no.
of course
days

1 . Launch training Ford Scorpio
3

3

2 . Zeta engine

model 1 9 9 2 (one-day course)

5

5

3. Ford Basic Course in A p p l i e d
Electronics (6-day course)

5

15

4 . F D S - 2 0 0 0 (2-day course)

2

4

Total

1 6 persons 3 7 days

1
This course is divided up into blocks of 2 , 1 , 2
day(s). 5 people took the first two blocks in 1 9 9 2 .

and 1

described above, it was during this period that the
great need for in-service training became apparent in dealer businesses. However, the importer's
in-service training capacity was not (yet) prepared
for this. For this reason, in-dealer training started
in 1990 and continued for part of 1 9 9 1 . During
this period Ford Nederland BV was contracting
out the in-service courses to I N N O V A M .
The process of contracting out the courses was
completed by the beginning of 1992. One of the
effects was that there was now a larger course
capacity available. The company made use of
this, as can be seen from the questionnaires that
were filled in. However, we also have a complete
survey of the extent to which the company made
use of the importer's technical in-service training
provision during the period May-November 1992
(see Table 3).
These figures, as well as those in Appendix 3,
confirm that in recent years there has been a
great increase in in-service training and, on the
other hand, that this in-service training has up to
now been virtually exclusively related to teaching
the basic principles in the field of electronics and
to the familiarization with new products (new
models, new components and new repair shop
technology).

5.2 An example
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The average number of days of in-service training
in Ford dealer businesses has increased in the past
few years from an average of one day per year to
3 . 5 - 4 days. The average for the company under
review is clearly above this figure. However, it
probably serves as an example more because of
the fact that this case study shows that even fairly
small businesses, if "they put their heads
together", are able to find solutions and implement them when there is a knowledge or skills
deficit among staff. In addition, this company is a
good illustration of the fact that even a relatively

small company can develop an in-service training
plan which does justice both to the principles of
the organization (employees who can be used on
a wide range of tasks) and to the learning
capacities of individual employees.

5 . 3 Future training requirements
The dealer business studied here wishes to
continue working in future with employees who
can be used on a wide range of tasks. At the
moment, mechanics can only be used in this w a y if
they have sufficient knowledge of electronics.
Most of the mechanics have been working for
the company for many years. When they entered
employment, this requirement did not apply.
Therefore the company accepts that it will have
to teach the mechanics itself (or have them taught).
However, it definitely views this as a one-off
exercise to catch up on training, which should not
take too long. In fact, it believes that it is really up
to the normal education system to train newcomers
for the labour market adequately, and nowadays
this includes a sufficient knowledge of electronics.
However, the company does not feel confident
that the normal education system will meet this
requirement. This probably also plays a role in the
company's continued positive attitude to in-dealer
training. In addition to the advantages described
above relating to the principles of organization
which are adopted, and the diverse learning
capacities of the employees, this form of in-service
training also has a financial advantage. The indealer training takes place virtually entirely in the
employee's own time. The company's approach is
that it is quite prepared to invest in the development of the employees' qualifications, as long as
they are prepared themselves to invest in this by
making their own time available for this purpose.
In this context, the business manager also tries to
find ways of stimulating the employees to read the
magazine "Autoteam", and to participate in the
magazine's competition. At the company staff
meeting he intends to propose encouraging this
form of self-study with financial incentives.
To summarize, the company considers that in the
past few years it has made big investments in inservice training and that this was actually
necessary. However, it has now reached a point
where there is a good qualifications base. It is
now mainly a matter of keeping up to date, and
that is partly the responsibility of the employees
themselves.
The importer also recognizes that the present
wave of in-service training is temporary. This is
one of the arguments for contracting out the inservice training activities to I N N O V A M , rather
than developing greater capacity and infrastructure for the training in the company itself. This
strategy makes it easier to reduce the scope of
activities, in particular if the subject areas involved
are covered by the normal educational system. In

addition, the importer expects that the continued
development of advanced repair shop technology
will be accompanied by lower requirements and a
reduced need for in-service training for the
mechanics.
However, this point has not yet been reached. Up
to now, the in-service training capacity has been
used particularly for filling the gaps in knowledge
in electronics. Only in 1 9 9 3 , is sufficient capacity
likely to be available to offer intermediate and
advanced level courses (see Appendix 1).
6 . G e n e r a l conclusions w h i c h c a n b e
d r a w n from the c o m p a n y
In a variety of ways, the in-service training
practice examined in this case study serves as a
general example for the industry.
From training courses aimed at specific makes to
general training courses in the sector.
The sectoral report stated that I N N O V A M has
developed a system defining the positions and
tasks of the various training establishments
(importers, I N N O V A M , LTO schools) in relation
to innovation in the sector. With the aim of
maintaining a broadly qualified expertise for the
sector, agreements have been formulated to adapt
the in-service training provision of the importer's
training centres, I N N O V A M , the apprenticeship
system, and standard LTO (lower technical) and
MTO (intermediate technical) education. Training
courses on the new technology of particular makes
is obviously the responsibility of the importers
themselves during the introductory stage of such
innovations. However, when an innovation is
introduced at a wider level, it should gradually
be incorporated in the vocational training provision of the sector, starting with the (in-service)
training provided by I N N O V A M , and should
eventually be included in standard technical
education when the new technology has become
part of basic motor vehicle technology.
Forms of cooperation such as those described in
this case study between I N N O V A M and Ford

Nederland BV undoubtedly increase the likelihood
of innovations in specific makes being eventually
incorporated in the vocational training provision
of the sector. This is in the interests of both parties,
i.e. also the importer, as training aimed at specific
makes is not eligible for subsidies from the OOMT
fund.
A united front is a strong front.
When a much larger need for in-service training
arose fairly rapidly in the dealer businesses during
the second half of the 1980s, particularly due to
the increasing application of electronics, Ford
Nederland BV was not able to provide immediate
and adequate in-service training nor had it
sufficient capacity for in-service training. However, this case study illustrates how relatively small
companies are quite able - if they are aware of
their common problems and interests - to seek and
find solutions for the gaps in employees' knowledge a n d / o r skills.
Learning to cope with differences in learning
capacity.
Most companies have to cope to a greater or
lesser extent with what they have inherited from
the past. Ten years ago, the requirements for
newcomers to motor vehicle businesses were very
different from what they are now. Some mechanics
are better able to adapt to today's requirements
than others. This company is well aware of these
differences and this is taken into account in the inservice training plan. In this way the company is a
good illustration of the fact that even a relatively
small company can consciously develop an inservice training plan which does justice both to the
principles of its organization (employees can be
used on a wide range of tasks), and to the
individual employees' learning capacities. This
means that it does use the importer's external inservice training provision, but only for suitable
employees. However, by organizing in-dealer
training in the company itself, everyone gets
some in-service training in the latest technology
and also in the familiar setting of working
(together).
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APPENDIX 1

2.

Technical service training curriculum Ford
Special topics

Brakes, steering
and suspension

Manual
transmission and
final drive

00

10

16

oo

ó8

Course group

Automatic
transmission

Diesel
engines

Petrol
engines

Engine management
Petrol
Diesel

Electrical
systems

Body and paint

PDI and
routine
maintenance

29

30

40

54

21

C¡. ourse

Course level and n u m b e r | c o ° e

10/21

Course duration (days)
 Course title

SCS/ABS"

Prerequisite: C ourse 3 0 / 1 1
Training entrance point

00/32

2

29/32

Diagnosis and
testing update

00/31
-o

<

Weber/Marsh
(Cosworth 2.0)

5

17/31

Diagnosis and
testing

29/31

44/31
Repair of moderate
a n d severe
accident d a m a g e

EECN
EFI + C R

CD4E

10/23

30/23
lncar enter
tainment and
communication.

Future
suspension

A

t
10/22

00/270
g
0)

ε

Model
specific
courses

16/22

Future
steering

MTX 75 and
MTX 75 4 x 4

17/22

29/22

3

30/22

K/KE Jetronic
and electronic
ignition
>

CTX

A

Air
conditioning

t

0)

00/201

12

N e w product
introduction

10/21

3

SCS/ABS

16/21
MT 75 and
MT 75 4 x 4

17/21
MLD/MLDE

21/21

21/22

Petrol engine

Diesel engine

29/21

2

W e b e r a n d Pierburg
I V a n d 2 V car
burettors, electronic
ignition system A

29/23
Diesel engine
manage
ment

30/21

44/21

Instrumentation
and comfort/
safety electronics

Sectional
repairs

44/13
Body
mechanics
and trim
00/101
Market specific
topics (R3 fleet
carriers etc.)
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10/1
Basic brakes,
steering and
suspension

16/1
Brake  manual
transmission
and final drive

17/1
Basic
automatic
transmission

21/1
Basic engines
Petrol/diesel

29/Γ
Ford IV a n d W
carburettor, coil
a n d transistor
ignition

29/12
Basic diesel
injection

30/11
Basic electrics
and electronics

44/1
Panel ι span

2

45/21
Finish paint
application
techniques

44/14

54/12

Repair of
plastic
components

44/12
Panel joining
techniques

5

Routine
maintenance

45/11
Preparation for
the application
of finishing paint

54/11
Predelivery
preparation

APPENDIX 2

Α.

I n - d e a l e r training Ford/PTH
O v e r v i e w courses: 1 9 9 0 / 1 9 9 1
• Course 1
Exhaust emission in KE-Jetronic
Theory:

various systems for exhaust emission
knowledge of KE-Jetronic system
Practice: measurements using lambda-sensor and
circuit pressure regulator

• Course 2
KE-Jetronic
Theory: knowledge of KE-Jetronic system
Practice: measurements using "LED-tester"
measurements using "BOB-kast"
• Course 3
2.0 EFI O H C engine (with catalytic convertor)
Theory:

knowledge of the EFI system and the EEC
IV computer
Practice: measurements using the "STAR-tester"
measurements using "BOB-kast"

• Course 4
2.0 EFI DOHC engine (with catalytic convertor)
Theory:

mechanical knowledge of the DOHC
engine
knowledge of the EFI system (with EEC
IV-computer)
Practice: measurements using the "STAR-tester"
measurements using the "BOB-kast" with

Y cable
(dynamic measurements)
• Course 5
Reading charts of the 2.0 O H C engine with
carburettor and hydraulic stepping motor
Theory:

knowledge of the carburettor system
knowledge of the ESC II ignition com
puter
reading electrical wiring charts
(section 36)
Practice: measurements using "BOB-kast"
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• Course 6
Anti Blocking System ABS
Practice: measurements using "BOB-kast"
integrated fault diagnosis

with

• Course 7
Reading charts on the central locking systems
Theory:

knowledge of Sierra/Scorpio central
locking systems
reading electrical wiring charts
Practice: identifying faults using electrical charts

• Course 8
Central injection system
Theory:

knowledge of the CFI system using the
EEC IV computer
Practice: measurements using "BOB-kast" with the
help of dynamic cable

• Course 9
Car electronics
Theory:

knowledge of basic electrics
knowledge of the CFI system using the
EEC IV computer
Practice: making measurements in the ignition
system, engine and dynamo

• Course 10
2.9 EFI engine (with catalytic convertor and 2x
lambda sensor)
Theory: knowledge of the EFI system
Practice: measurements using the "START-tester"
measurements using the "BOB-kast"

4. A LARGE GM-OPEL, BMW AND
MITSUBISHI DEALER
1. General description of the case
The fourth case study focuses on the in-service
training practice of a large motor vehicle business
which is a dealer for three different makes of car:
Opel, B M W and Mitsubishi. The business has its
own training school where new employees are
trained, and where in-service training is also
provided for other employees. For the training of
its apprentices, it works in close collaboration with
I N N O V A M , the vocational training institute for the
sector. For the in-service training of personnel
already employed by the business, considerable
use is made of the facilities made available by
importers for their dealers. In particular, the
business has worked closely with GM-Opel and
BMW for many years. As regards in-service
training, contacts with Mitsubishi have not crystallized to the same extent. This case study focuses on
three organizations:
•

the company itself, as the user of importers'
courses and as an independent training
institute;

• the GM-Opel importer's organization, and in
particular the G M training institute which
develops and provides G M in-service training
courses;
•

the BMW importer's organization, and in
particular the BMW training centre which
develops and provides the B M W in-service
training courses.

The developments in the company itself form the
starting point for this report. In the description of
the training activities in the company, particular
attention will be devoted to the provision of the
two above-mentioned importers. From time to time
the company is also in contact with other training
institutes, but this is usually in connection with very
specific one-off training requirements. These
institutes will not be discussed in detail. However, a separate section examines the ¡n-company
training opportunities.

2 . General description of the business
2.1 Information on the business
As stated above, the business is a large dealer
business which specializes in the distribution and
repair of three different makes of car, Opel (GM),
BMW and Mitsubishi. The business deals in every
model of car made by Opel and BMW, while for
Mitsubishi, it mainly sells and repairs light
commercial vehicles. For Opel, the company also
runs a car rental service. Probably a fourth
category will be added to the range in the near
future (spring 1993), as the company has been
approached by G M to become a dealer for some
of its American models (Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile, Buick, Cadillac). The company is considering accepting this offer.

The business's activities are structured in the form of
a management company, with an administrative
office and six operating companies: 2 Opel
garages, the Opel rental service, 2 BMW
garages and 1 Mitsubishi garage. All these
companies are established in the northwest of
the Netherlands in a small urban conglomeration,
fairly close to each other, within a radius of
approximately 20 kilometres. The management
company is located in the largest branch, one of
the Opel garages; Opel is actually the "mother
company" from which the concern developed. The
business is one of the largest motor vehicle
businesses in the Netherlands. At the time of this
study it employed approximately 180 people,
including apprentices.

2.2 Brief history and recent strategy
development
2 . 2 . 1 A brief history
The business is not only one of the larger, but also
one of the older motor vehicle businesses in the
Netherlands, and certainly one of the older dealer
companies. Originally it was a family business
and even in the present company structure the ties
between the business and the family are still fairly
strong. The company was established before the
war by the grandfather of the present managing
director. After working for a time as a private
chauffeur, he started the first so-called "motor
vehicle centre" in the region in 1922, with his own
car. This was a private transportation company.
He was soon able to buy a second car, and rent
premises for garaging buses and the maintenance
of other people's cars. In 1925, he moved into
new premises, which were expanded with a large
garage, and in that same year he employed his
first mechanic. In 1932, he acquired the General
Motors dealership. This proved to be a good
choice. In the years leading up to the Second
World War car sales increased sharply and the
company expanded to become a well-known
dealer company, selling 7 0 to 80 cars a year
towards the end of the 1930s. The company also
engaged in other activities (petrol sales, a travel
agency, a coach business, group transportation, a
taxi service, and an ambulance service). The
number of personnel gradually increased, and in
1933 the former one-man business became a
limited company. The members of the family
remained the most important shareholders.
After the Second World War the company
expanded rapidly. Growth during the 1960s and
1970s was particularly pronounced. In 1964, a
second Opel branch opened in a neighbouring
town. For a long time the company continued to
be active in other sectors (coach tours, petrol
stations, a driving school), but with the growth in
car sales it increasingly focused on its core
activities: the sale, maintenance and repair of
cars. The touring coach business was sold in the

early 1960s. Following the 1974 oil crisis, most of
the petrol stations were also sold off. However, in
1975, a separate business activity was set up for
leasing activities, particularly for the long-term
commercial leasing of cars.
Car sales gradually increased. In the mid-1970s
between 6 0 0 and 7 0 0 cars were sold every year.
In 1987, 1,160 were sold, and in 1 9 9 2 , the
number was about 1,100.

2 . 2 . 2 Recent strategy
As regards the core activities - the sale, maintenance and repair of cars - since the beginning
of the 1980s, the business has adopted a strategy
of expanding the range and of spreading risks.
The Opel activities remain the core of the business,
but at the same time the group has expanded into
other market sectors.
In 1980, new premises were bought with the
intention of marketing American cars through a
sub-dealership of G M . However, these plans did
not come to fruition because of the unfavourable
developments in the dollar exchange rate. By
chance, a B M W dealer in the area went bankrupt
at the same time, and the company was offered
the B M W dealership. It decided to accept this
offer and organize the new premises as the B M W
branch. As this new agency was not compatible
with the Opel dealership, it was necessary to
incorporate the B M W activities in a separate
(private) company. This expansion of activities into
a new market sector, a sector covering more
expensive business cars, proved to be very
profitable in retrospect: BMW's market share has
increased in the last 10 years and the company's
turnover has grown correspondingly. In 1987,
2 3 5 BMWs were sold, 2 5 0 in 1 9 9 2 .
There was also expansion in the light commercial
vehicles sector. Since 1984, the company has
been a dealer for the Japanese make, Mitsubishi.
For a long time the Mitsubishi section was housed
in one of the Opel facilities, but recently the
activities were separated because G M also
became more active in the commercial vehicle
market (ex-lsuzu) and no longer considered it
acceptable for its Opel dealers to have a
competitive make in-house. For this reason the
Mitsubishi activities were transferred to a separate
company. In 1987, 7 2 commercial vehicles were
sold, in 1992 the number was 148.
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Recently plans to expand into yet another, third
new market sector were implemented. At the end
of 1 9 9 2 , G M again approached the company
with the request to start marketing American G M
models, and recently it was decided to accept this
dealership. A separate location was bought for
the new G M activities and the new company
started to operate as of 1 January 1993.

2 . 2 . 3 Impact of n e w technology
A great deal has changed in the business in the
last 10 years, not only commercially, but also as
regards technology and infrastructure. It has
obviously felt the consequences of the electronics
boom in the motor vehicle industry. As a result, the
nature of the work has changed both in the Opel
and the B M W companies.
Since 1 9 8 5 / 1 9 8 6 , there has been a constant
increase in the application of electronics systems
in new Opel models. Opel had already started
with engine management systems in the early
1980s, but until 1985 these were incorporated
mainly in the top models. Since then all sorts of
new systems have been added, and these systems
are also increasingly being used in the cheaper
models. In the latest models (Astra, Corsa), many
functions are electronically operated (injection,
suspension, shock absorbers etc.). Electronic
injection systems were found only in the large
models in 1 9 8 6 , but they are now standard in
every model as a result of the more stringent
environmental requirements. This has had significant consequences for the repair shop. W h i l e the
ratio of mechanical to electronic work in 1985
was still 6 0 - 7 0 % to 3 0 % , this figure has since
been reversed; only 3 0 - 4 0 % of the work is
mechanical work, while 6 0 - 7 0 % involves electronics. In order to work with this new technology,
the company also purchased the repair shop
equipment specially developed for O p e l .
B M W has been using all sorts of electronic
systems in its models for far longer. The first
engine management systems date back to the
early 1980s. More than any other make, B M W
has assimilated the new electronic technology. The
more expensive models in particular have a large
number of built-in electronic devices for a variety
of functions: injection, ignition, suspension,
brakes, steering, rear axle regulation, lighting,
locking, alarm systems, parking indicators, air
conditioning, car audio systems, telephone, video
etc. However, new systems are also increasingly
being used in the cheaper models. Most models
are now equipped with dashboard computers
which constantly monitor driving performance and
register deviations while the car is in motion.
During servicing they are linked up to the testing
equipment and immediately provide an indication
of irregularities and faults. Parallel to the car
technology, over the years B M W has also
constantly developed new repair shop technology
(measurement and testing equipment). N o dealer
can do without this, and this company also has
various types of testing equipment in-house.
Obviously these developments are reflected in the
work that comes in. 5 0 - 6 0 per cent of the work
currently carried out in the B M W repair shops
consists of electronic work. The rest is mechanical
repair work and maintenance.

According to the B M W importer, the new
technology clearly implies an upgrading of the
mechanic's job, particularly because of the shift
from mechanical to electronic tasks: "The increasingly advanced testing equipment does not affect
this in any way. Admittedly, detecting the faults is
increasingly computerized and taken over by
technology to a greater extent, but there is
enough left to be done on the basis of the
mechanic's own intuition and experience. In
addition, the number of systems in the car has
increased to such an extent that the work remains
complicated. It is so complicated that you can no
longer work in the old way. Mechanics now
receive a print-out of the fault and no longer have
to find it themselves, but in fact they would no
longer even be able to do so. The electronics have
simply become so extensive and complicated. All
these regulation systems make much higher
demands on the mechanic's knowledge. Anyone
without a feeling for electronics and computers
can forget trying to work in our organization. They
are no longer any use to us."

annual budgets, submit these to the board of
directors for its approval, and justify the results to
the directors and supervisors at the end of the
budget period. In order to balance the running of
the business properly within the holding company,
every week at a set time there is a management
meeting of branch directors and business managers, chaired by the managing director. This
meeting deals, infer alia, with major investment
decisions and personnel matters are coordinated,
for example, in recruiting and moving employees.
Decisions on apprenticeship recruitment can be
made by the branch managers themselves.

2 . 3 . 2 Job structure
Depending on their size, and the supply of work,
the various branches have different job structures:
•

The Opel garage (1), the largest branch, has
approximately 75 employees. The branch runs
a large petrol station and comprises a large
repair shop for damaged vehicles, which also
takes on the repair work for other branches.
The business employs 7 sales persons, 7
employees in the stores, 16 petrol pump
attendants, 15 mechanics for damaged vehicles, and approximately 30 repair shop mechanics. The other employees work in personnel and
administration.

•

The second Opel branch has some 45
employees: 8 in sales, 7 in stores, and 3 0 35 in the repair shop.

•

The larger of the two B M W branches contains
a large parts store. This branch employs 15
people, including 2 employees in stores. In
addition, there are 2 sales persons and approximately 6 mechanics. The training school is
also located in this business.

•

The smaller BMW branch, an independent
dealer, has 9 employees, including 2 sales
personnel and 5 mechanics.

•

The Mitsubishi business employs 6 employees,
including 2 mechanics and 2 sales personnel.

•

The Opel leasing company also employs 3
employees, who all work in administration.

2.3 Structure of the company
2.3.1 Company organization
Over the years the company has expanded from a
simple motor vehicle business to a holding
company with six operating companies. The
business currently has the following overall
structure:
All these companies have the legal status of a
private company (B.V). The management company is run by a board of directors and also has a
supervisory board. The members of the family
have an important share of the votes on both
boards. At present, a grandson of the founder is
the director of the management company, and as
such he is managing director of the company. The
administrative office, the larger BMW garage (1)
and the Mitsubishi garage have their own
directors. The Opel garages and the smaller
BMW garage (2) are run by a business
manager. The Opel leasing company falls directly
under the management of the administrative
office. The directors and business managers of
the branches are accountable for their own
budgets and profits. They draw up their own
Organizational Chart

Management company

Administrative office

Opel
garage 1

Opel
garage 2

Opel
leasing

BMW
garage 1

BMW
garage 2
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•

The administrative office is staffed mainly by
administrative employees, staff personnel, and
a number of managers.

Looking at the business as a whole, the ratio
between the different types of employment is
approximately as follows:

In addition to these groups, another separate
mechanic works on checking cars, carrying out
test drives etc. Apart from the repair shop, there is
also a separate repair shop for damaged vehicles,
as stated above, where the work on damaged
vehicles from all the branches is concentrated.
There is also a separate store for parts.

N e w work comes in at reception (by appointment
or directly from off-the-street customers) and is
planned using a planning board. The mechanics
5 4 % are timetabled using cards indicating the standard
1 1 % period of time for repairs and services. The
1 5 % planning always allows some space for clients
5 % who come into the business with smaller problems; for larger problems an appointment may
have to be made. Contacts with clients always go
At the time of this study the business employed 21
through reception, which is staffed by a recepapprentices who were following the vocational
tionist who is qualified as a chief mechanic, and
training for car mechanics. They are included in
two assistants, a telephonist and an administrative
the above-mentioned figures.
employee.
• sales personnel (including leasing
personnel)
• technical personnel (including a
group working on damaged vehicles)
• stores personnel
• administrative personnel
• (higher) management personnel

15%

2.3.3 Work organization
In order to give an impression of the w a y in which
the work in the garages is organized, we will take
a closer look at the organization of work in the
large Opel branch (Opel 1) and the large B M W
Branch (BMW 1 ). The work in the other Opel and
B M W garages respectively is organized along the
same lines, although certain differences exist
because of the differences in the work coming
in. We will focus primarily on the organization of
work in the repair shop.
The repair shop in the large Opel business is
managed by a repair shop manager. The work is
distributed between four work units, each with its
own manager/foreman:
•
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the group for the repair of commercial vehicles
(manager + 3 mechanics); this group carries
out repairs on commercial vehicles; all commercial vehicle repairs, including those for
other branches, are done here;

•

the inspection group (foreman + permanent
mechanic + 4 apprentices); this group carries
out all the maintenance work, mainly the
annual services as prescribed in the Opel
maintenance programme; the apprentices in
the group mainly work as assistants;

•

the delivery group (foreman + mechanic + 3
assistant mechanics); this group works on
preparing new and second-hand cars so that
they are ready to drive away; the assistant
mechanics mainly carry out basic work, such as
assembling simple accessories;

•

the car repair group (manager + 1 2 - 1 5
mechanics); this group carries out repairs,
both those arising from service inspections
and those coming in directly from the customer.

In the repair group any mechanic can be assigned
to any type of work that comes in. Some
mechanics are specialized in particular types of
work. Recently the business gave two mechanics
the opportunity to specialize in American cars in
connection with the new GM-USA dealership. In
addition, one man is specialized in all the
electronic work ("He knows all there is to know
about it.") Another employee is currently acquiring
specialist knowledge in this field, encouraged by
the business because it does not wish to be too
dependent on one person. The business does not
consider it necessary to have more than these two
specialists. The other employees receive enough
in-service training from the importers' courses to
be able to deal with electronics jobs ( 6 0 - 7 0 per
cent of the work coming in).
The work is organized slightly differently in the
B M W garage. There the work is distributed to a
lesser extent than in the Opel business. In the
B M W repair shop there are no individual work
groups, and in principle all mechanics carry out
all the work that comes in, i.e. both repairs and
services and maintenance. However, one person
is specially employed to prepare cars for delivery,
because this often involves a lot of extra work for
the more expensive B M W models which have a
large number of accessories; this employee is also
specialized in air-conditioning systems. In addition one mechanic is trained as a motor vehicle
electrician and is able to do more difficult
electronic repairs, but in practice this actually
has little influence on the distribution of the
electronics work. All the mechanics have
achieved virtually the same level of knowledge
of electronics through the importer's training, and
in principle they all carry out the electronic work
that comes in ( 5 0 - 6 0 per cent of the incoming
work).

In the B M W business the clients also go through
reception, where the work is accepted and
scheduled. In this business the repair shop
manager is also the receptionist. He receives the
clients, sees what needs to be done, arranges
when it has to be finished, plans the work on the
planning board, and distributes it amongst the
mechanics. In the mechanics' daily schedules the
more difficult repairs are usually scheduled for the
beginning of the day, while the more routine jobs
are left to the end of the day. In this way the risk of
overtime as the result of repairs which take longer
than expected is restricted as far as possible.

2.4 Human resources
As stated above, the number of personnel in the
business increased significantly in the 1960s and
1970s. At the end of the 1970s, the business
employed more than 2 0 0 people. This was
reduced to approximately 1 80 at the beginning
of the 1 980s, mainly because of the sale of the
petrol stations. Since 1985, the size of the
business has remained stable and the number of
personnel fluctuates between 160 and 180,
depending on the number of apprentices. There
has been a slight decline in the number of jobs
taken on, mainly because of the trend for the
intervals between services to become longer.
For a number of years the business has adopted a
specific recruitment policy. New employees are
not recruited directly from the external employ
ment market, but are recruited from the appren
tices who are following their vocational training as
car mechanics in the business. On average,
approximately 20 apprentices are employed at
any one time under an apprenticeship contract.
They follow INNOVAM's basic vocational training
under the apprenticeship system. This figure of 20
is higher than is actually needed to meet the
demand for personnel in the long term. However,
extra apprentices are deliberately taken on so
that, as the trainer says: "The best apprentices can
be selected from this group." Thus the apprentices
are clearly informed that there will not be a job in
the business for every one of them at the end of the
training. After the training there is an assessment,
and where there are vacancies, the most suitable
apprentices are selected for these. The trainer and
the repair shop manager jointly carry out assess
ment and selection. The most important selection
criteria for a vacancy are:
•
•

progress during training;
successfully passing the examination in the two
years allotted for this; an extension to three
years is not possible;
• the quality of work in the repair shop;
• the apprentice's technical insight; particularly
the insight which is revealed by the way in
which he approaches problems, i.e. his
problemsolving skills;
• his initiative; he must be able to work well
independently;

•

his potential; he must be capable of further
development.

2.
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According to the trainer, aspects of behaviour
often play an important role. Also, an insight into
and a feeling for electronics plays a particular role
in selecting who is and who is not suitable for the
B M W businesses. These businesses make higher
demands in this field than the Opel garages.
Sometimes there are apprentices who successfully
complete their training and whom the business
would like to employ, but for whom there is no
vacancy at that time. In this case there is a
possibility of taking them on temporarily in a sort
of rotation system until a vacancy arises in one of
the branches.
Obviously, new apprentices are recruited from the
external labour market. The initial qualification
requirements are high: MAVO (secondary educa
tion) with a final certificate, or H A V O / M T O
(higher education/intermediate technical educa
tion) without a certificate. No apprentices, or very
few, are taken from the LBO (lower vocational
training) level; this level is considered too low for
the business. Of the present 21 apprentices, only
two come from LBO, where they took motor
vehicle technology. The others come from
MAVO, HAVO and a few from other LBO
courses, including LBO electrotechnology.

3 . The provision of continuing
vocational training
The business attempts to keep its personnel up to
date as regards qualifications, not only by a policy
of recruitment at a fairly high level, and the
internal training of new employees, but also
through providing inservice training for employ
ees. Part of the inservice training takes place
internally in the business's own training school, but
most of it is carried out externally at the GMOpel
and B M W importers' facilities. Below, we will
briefly discuss the structural aspects of these
internal and external provisions for inservice
training. We will then go on to explore the in
service training policy, the content of the inservice
training provision, and its use by the personnel of
the various branches of the business.

3.1 Structure within the business
For a long time the business has had its own
training school, a classroom in one of the B M W
premises. The school is mainly used for training
apprentices, but it is also used for all sorts of in
service training activities. For many years, internal
electronics courses were given there which were
developed by the business itself for its mechanics
(see section 4), and even now the classroom is still
frequently used for inservice training, for exam
ple, for video training sessions for B M W mechan
ics (see section 4). The school has all sorts of
modern measurement and testing equipment, and
in the classroom there are practice engines and
various component systems (carburettor, ignition).
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A variety of equipment and tools is available for
practice, along with workbenches, electrical
boards etc., as well as modern video equipment.
Obviously there is also a large selection of
documentation and car manuals available. The
training school is also used for lessons for people
on work placements and for apprentice mechanics
from other businesses who are temporarily
seconded to one of the branches on the basis of
the G O A , in which the business participates.
The classroom also contains the office of the
business's training coordinator, an ex-mechanic
employed since 1 9 8 5 , who followed INNOVAM's
(long) training course for instructors, and is now
spending all his time on training. In recent years
his job has gradually expanded from the job of a
traditional instructor to a job as head of the
business's training courses. This job contains two
central task areas:
•

coordinating the supervision of INNOVAM's
apprentices; the actual supervision on the shop
floor is carried out by experienced mechanics/
instructors in the different garages;

•

the coordination of external training with the
importers (GM-Opel, B M W and Mitsubishi),
and any other external institutes; in this
capacity he is responsible for activities such
as arranging employees' course schedules,
enroling employees for, or withdrawing them
from importers' courses, consulting with repair
shop managers and mechanics about who
could/should do which course, maintaining
contacts with the importers, informing people
about new provisions, administering who has
taken which courses, managing teaching
materials, resources, etc.

As regards in-service training, the role of the
training coordinator can therefore be primarily
characterized as that of a training agent; he
coordinates the demand (from the business) and
the provision of training (with the importers), and
in so doing he keeps up to date with developments
in the business's requirements on the one hand,
and with the provisions of importers and other
training institutes, on the other. In addition, he
often teaches and supervises those taking courses.

3 . 2 Structure of the G M - O p e l training
centre
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Many employees in the business have followed or
are following extra training courses at the G M Opel training centre. Until 1 9 8 7 , the whole of this
training centre was part of G M - N e d e r l a n d , the
importer of G M - O p e l and GM-USA, and as such
part of the G M group. At the time, the centre had
three instructors, all employed by the importer. The
centre had a number of classrooms of its own
which were equipped with modern training
equipment and modern teaching resources.

In 1 9 8 7 , the training centre was completely
reorganized. G M Nederland started to contract
out its training, and concluded contracts with two
private agencies for this purpose; one agency for
technical training (the TTA), and one for commercial training (the DOOR). Both agencies were set
up on G M Nederland's premises, recruited a
professional staff and concluded a rental contract
with G M for the training rooms and the training
equipment. Both agencies have a permanent
client/supplier relationship with G M and not only
offer training courses, but also develop new ones.
The technical training centre (the TTA) has
expanded particularly strongly since 1 9 8 7 , as a
result of the marked increase in the demand for
training. From a one-man business it rapidly
expanded into a company with almost 3 0 employees, including a large number of highly qualified
trainers with HBO (higher vocational training),
HTS (higher technical school) or technical teacher
training backgrounds. TTA works not only for G M Nederland, but also carries out training missions
for G M branches in other European countries
(Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg). It not only runs
the training courses, but also develops new
courses and provides "training for trainers"
courses for the whole of the Benelux. It produces
its own teaching resources specifically for G M ,
which are also used outside the Netherlands.
Currently the company has the following departments:
•

training in the Netherlands;

•

training in Belgium/Luxembourg;

•

a desktop publishing group; this group
produces written teaching materials for trainers
and course participants (course books, manuals, trainer guides, repair shop manuals etc.);

•

a department for producing mechanical teaching materials, such as practice engines, lesson
boards, dismantlable gearboxes etc.;

•

a service feedback group; this group functions
as a sort of "help-desk", a support group which
the mechanics from dealer businesses can
consult when they are faced with problems
they cannot solve themselves; this group also
produces specific service bulletins on questions
and problems which arise frequently (e.g., for
new models and systems), and these service
bulletins are distributed to dealer businesses
throughout Europe.

The TTA is concerned with technical training, and
therefore mainly trains dealers' technical personnel. However, it also provides training courses for
sales personnel when new models are introduced.
Admittedly the DOOR is the leading agency for
commercial training courses, but the DOOR and
the TTA cooperate closely on new models. In this

respect, the TTA is responsible for the technical
part of the introductory training.

3.3 Structure of the BMW training
centre
The employees of the business's two B M W
branches frequently follow external training
courses at the training centre of the Dutch B M W
importer, BMW Nederland BV, a full subsidiary
company of the German B M W group. This
training centre, which is part of B M W Nederland's Technical Service and Marketing Department, maintains two training institutes: one for
commercial training courses and one for training
in technology and repair shop organization. The
centre has four qualified trainers, two for the
commercial and two for the technical training
courses, and is run by the head of training. This
departmental head coordinates all internal matters
and maintains contacts with other departments of
the organization (including the technical external
service). In addition, he himself provides the
training in the field of management and organization. The four trainers and the departmental head
are all employed by B M W Nederland on a fulltime basis.
For the technical training there are two training
units available to the centre. Both consist of a
normal classroom and an adjoining practical
room, so that two course groups can always be
trained at the same time. Modern training
equipment is set up in the practical rooms: engine
blocks of various models with the related injection
and engine management systems, gearboxes and
electroboxes which can be dismantled, different
sorts of testing and measuring equipment, and
complete demonstration cars and two-wheeler
engines. Each classroom also has interactive
video equipment and simulation panels for
courses in various electrical and electronic
systems (lighting systems, bodywork electronics).
The operation of the systems can be explained,
various faults can be simulated, and the way in
which these faults should be dealt with can be
demonstrated on the panels. The written materials
used for this training, particularly the course
books, are produced by the centre itself based
on the manufacturer's manuals and instruction
materials. The video material is not made by the
centre, but comes directly from the manufacturer;
the tapes are simply translated into Dutch and
dubbed at the centre.
Virtually all the B M W courses are given at the
training centre itself. Courses at other locations,
e.g., dealer training courses, are given only in
highly exceptional cases, and these are mainly
related to sales training. Recently the centre has
started to cooperate with I N N O V A M , and the
elementary electronics course, one of the basic
courses provided by BMW, has been contracted
out to I N N O V A M instructors. Currently this course
can be followed in two of INNOVAM's regional

practical centres. This course was contracted out
partly because of capacity problems, but partly
also because it is felt that this sort of basic
provision should be provided not by the importer, but should be part of the general vocational
training. The importer should use his capacity
more particularly for technical training related to
specific makes. Moreover, it is not completely
clear how long this arrangement will continue.
This depends partly on the demand for basic
courses in the dealer businesses, and this demand
is currently no longer so great. Most B M W
mechanics are already working at a higher level.

3.4 Other institutions
The GM-Opel and B M W importers' organizations
are the business's most important training partners. There are fewer contacts with the Mitsubishi
importer. This importer does not have its own
training centre, and Mitsubishi's training provision
has not developed to the same extent. The
importer has appointed one permanent trainer,
who is working on developing a training schedule, but up to now courses are mainly organized
depending on the demand from dealer businesses,
and as yet there is no programme of courses for
which employees can enrol, though the importer is
working on this. In fact, it is customary in the
Mitsubishi organization for new dealers to place
mechanics temporarily with existing dealer businesses, so that they can learn there; this was also
the case in the business concerned here. Furthermore, the Mitsubishi branch is currently in the
process of recruiting a new, experienced Mitsubishi mechanic from another business as another
way of acquiring the necessary knowledge.
Apart from contacts with importers, there are also
occasional contacts with suppliers of specific
equipment or specific components for training
related to these. For example, a training course
was recently organized for a number of mechanics responsible for fitting LPG systems. This course
was commissioned by B M W to be developed by
the supplier of the systems, and was held in the
business concerned.

4 . The business's training policy
4.1 Training concepts a t the repair shop
level
Although no official policy plans or plans of action
have been developed yet, for many years the
business has adopted a very clear strategy with
regard to the provision of qualifications. This
strategy can be described as a combination of a
basic training strategy and an in-service training
strategy. It was mentioned above that the business
does not recruit ready-qualified new employees
from the external labour market, but recruits
school-leavers and then trains them as mechanics
using INNOVAM's vocational training provision
and its own training in the business. After passing
their mechanic's examination, some of these
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apprentices are given a job in one of the branches
of the business. On average, about 12 new
apprentices are given jobs every year (generally
around 2 0 are employed at any one time) so that
the business can always rely on a sufficient
number of qualified new personnel coming in.
However, this training strategy for new employees
is merely one element of the qualification policy.
Another element is the in-service training of
qualified employees by means of the training
programmes for specific makes; these programmes are provided by the importers. The
G M - O p e l and B M W importers provide a differentiated selection of in-service training courses for
their dealers' employees. Within this, employees
can obtain specific training for specific needs, but
can also follow programmes to qualify themselves
for higher or more specialized jobs in the dealer
organization. Both G M - O p e l and B M W provide
such career programmes for repair shop personnel. G M - O p e l also offers a specific programme
for sales personnel.
The business studied here frequently makes use of
the importers' provision, particularly for in-service
training in the technical field. Up to approximately
1 9 9 1 , the aim of this was not only to maintain
mechanics' qualifications at a certain standard,
but also to make up for a deficiency in qualifications, particularly in electronics, and particularly
in the G M - O p e l branches. After 1 9 9 1 , when this
deficiency had largely been remedied, in-service
training became more a matter of periodically
updating knowledge and skills in connection with
the introduction of new models, technologies and
systems. Thus slightly less effort was put into
training in the Opel branches after 1 9 8 7 - 1 9 9 1 ,
years devoted to overcoming the training deficit,
although the amount of training provided still
remains substantial (see sections 4 . 4 , 4.5 and
4.6).
The importers' arguments for the need for constant
in-service training of repair shop personnel is
based on the concept of quality of service. It is
argued that in the current pressurized market,
competitive advantages can be obtained primarily
through good after-sales services and good and
rapid service to clients in the repair shop. Repair
shop personnel should be trained in the technical,
organizational and commercial fields to such an
extent that they can provide the best possible
service. In the B M W organization, where product
image, product technology and product quality
have always been important competitive instruments, and continue to be so, an increasingly
important role is being assigned to the quality of
service in the repair shop.
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In the following
service training
the quality of
businesses. In

sections, we will examine how inis specifically used for improving
service in the Opel and B M W
section 4 . 4 , we will begin by

discussing the types of in-service training provided by the business itself and by the importers. In
section 4.5 and 4 . 6 w e will then go on to examine
the in-service training activities of the personnel
and the costs of in-service training.

4 . 2 Training plans
4 . 2 . 1 Training plans w i t h i n the
business
The business has developed its own training
provision both for new apprentice employees
and for employed mechanics who need in-service
training. Since the 1960s, apprentice employees
have received specific vocational training, supplemented by extra training in the business's own
school. Apprentices are taken on part time, and
conclude an apprenticeship contract under which
they attend school two days a week and have two
to three days of practical training, of which one
day is in a G O A . Initially new apprentices spend
four weeks in the business's own school, where
they follow the business's induction course. After
four weeks they go into the repair shop. They are
split up between the two Opel garages, and begin
by joining the inspection group, where they assist
with maintenance activities. They are assigned to
experienced apprentices and older, experienced
employees, and are supervised by the foreman
and the instructor. The aim is for them to gradually
learn to work more independently. After a while,
when they have sufficiently mastered the maintenance work, they rotate through the other
departments, according to a particular rotation
schedule - the repair groups then the damages
department - and they also spend time working in
the B M W branches. Every apprentice spends six
to eight weeks in each department. In addition,
apprentices follow practical training at I N N O VAM's regional practical centre, which currently
accommodates the G O A arrangement. At the end
of their practical training, they return to the
business's own school for another 6 - 8 weeks,
where experiences and problems are discussed,
and where they are prepared for the theoretical
and practical examinations. Subsequently, some
of those who pass the examination are taken on
by the business as mechanics. According to the
business, this procedure forms a good basis for
further qualifications. The knowledge and skills
required for specific makes can then be acquired
by means of in-service training courses.
As regards technical in-service training, the
business had not always been able to meet, to
the extent which it does today, its in-service
training requirements with the help of the external
provision (from the importers). The business itself
initially played a large part, particularly as
regards the in-service training of Opel mechanics
in electronics. Since 1 9 8 5 / 1 9 8 6 , all sorts of new
electrical and electronic systems have been
introduced in Opel models at a very fast rate,
and in the business's view, the Dutch G M - O p e l

training centre responded rather slowly to this at
the time. As the business feared that the deficiency
in knowledge would become too great if it waited
any longer for the importer's initiative, it decided
to set up its own training programme in 1 9 8 7 , so
that the older Opel mechanics in particular could
become familiar with the basic principles of the
new motor vehicle electronics. To achieve this, a
basic course was developed by a group of
employees consisting of the instructor, a repair
shop manager, and an electronics specialist from
the Opel business. The group asked the importer
for information about what was expected in the
field of electronics; courses on other makes were
examined, including those for its own BMW
businesses, and INNOVAM's teaching materials
were consulted. With the help of this information,
the business developed its own programme for the
course, which could be followed by groups at the
business's own school. It also developed its own
teaching materials for the course (sheets, calculation exercises, circuit diagrams, electrical installations box, etc.) and trainees could undertake
practical exercises in the classroom. This mainly
theoretical programme ran for a total of 2 0
evenings and had two primary aims: to impart a
basic knowledge of electronics and to introduce
GM-Opel's central injection system, which was
new at the time. The primary target group
consisted of the older mechanics (who had left
school around 15 years before) and who lacked
any basic knowledge of electronics, and in many
cases were also wary of the new technology. The
aim of the course was to overcome the mechanics'
fear and to enable them to solve smaller electronics problems themselves, so that they would not
have to bother one or two specialists every time.
When the mechanics on the course returned to the
repair shop, they received extra supervision for a
while, and an attempt was made to give them as
much practical experience as possible, for example, by using them for particular faults or by
getting them to detect faults which had been
specifically built in in advance. Between 1987
and 1 9 9 1 , approximately 6 0 mechanics from the
two Opel branches received in-service training in
this way, always in groups of 1 4 - 1 5 mechanics at
a time. In 1 9 9 1 , the course came to an end,
because the mechanics had received sufficient
training and the importer and I N N O V A M had
developed good training in this area.

4 . 2 . 2 GM-Opel's training plans
At present, GM-Nederland's provision is therefore
frequently used for in-service training. Since
1987, GM-Nederland has commissioned the
TTA and the DOOR to develop extensive training
provision for the management and the technical,
commercial and administrative personnel of dealer businesses. Appendix 1 of this report contains a
survey of the courses in the first half of 1992 to
give an impression of the training provision of
these two institutes. When it comes to technical

training, we find a strikingly large number of
electrical and electronics courses. There has been
a great demand for training in this field at G M in
recent years, to the extent that between 1 9 8 7 and
1991 virtually no more mechanical training
courses were given. During this period the G M
organization made great progress in catching up,
and the mechanics at the dealers were successfully trained to the required level in electronics.
Since 1 9 9 1 , there has been an increase in
mechanical training courses, and the ratio
between electronics and mechanical courses has
once again returned to approximately 5 0 % 5 0 % . Roughly three sorts of technical training
can be distinguished:

:i^e : :

• The Opel Electronics Cycle, a basic training
course for the Opel Motor Vehicle Electronics
Specialist certificate. This cycle is arranged in
modules and comprises a total of six courses,
each lasting two days. It begins with a course in
basic electronics. The subsequent courses cover
Opel's various ignition, injection and testing
systems (Ecotronic, Motronic, Multech, Tech-1,
etc.) In principle, all Opel mechanics can enrol
for this course, including those with no
electronics training. There are no entrance
requirements for the first course in the cycle.
However, there is a test at the end of the first
day to eliminate those who really are not
sufficiently motivated or qualified to follow the
course. The other courses of the cycle are
tiered. Each module can be followed only when
the previous modules have been successfully
completed. G M advises dealers to ensure that
at least 5 0 % of their mechanics follow the
cycle.
•

Electronics follow-up courses and specialist
courses, modules for various systems which
Opel has introduced over the years. These
include courses for specific electronics systems
(interior electronics, chassis electronics) or for
specific parts (gearbox, alarm systems, LPG
system, etc.). These courses, which also last
one or two days, are usually available only to
more experienced mechanics who have at least
completed the electronics cycle.

•

Introductory training courses for new models.
These courses are provided by the TTA in
cooperation with DOOR; the TTA provides the
technical training (including that for the sales
personnel), and DOOR provides the commercial training. The courses are usually given for
groups shortly before the introduction of a new
model, and the technical part is given at three
levels: for managers, for mechanics who have
followed the electronics cycle, and for mechanics who have not followed the cycle. At the first
level, additional emphasis is placed on the
testing equipment, at the second level on
electronics, and at the third level on matters
such as brake systems, the exhaust etc.
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All the courses are given at the G M training
centre, and from the educational point of view,
they usually consist of one day of theoretical and
one day of practical training. On the first day,
theory is taught by an instructor to the whole
group, usually consisting of 12 people. He goes
through the contents of the course book, discusses
it, and may apply it to situations and problems
which are raised by the group. On the second
day, the content of the lesson is practised in pairs
in exercises in the practice room. In general, this
practical part comprises a whole range of
measurement, adjustment and tuning tasks.
The G M provision of courses is flexible, very
variable and can be easily modified, depending
on needs. Out-of-date courses for which there is
no longer any demand are withdrawn, and new
courses are included. The business is able to
organize a new course very quickly given its own
capacity for development. For example, one
important new project being developed at the
moment is a course for diagnostics specialists. This
will probably be a longer course of four or five
days, aimed at mechanics who have followed the
electronics cycle, and who are often involved in
diagnostics activities in the business. It trains them
in problem-solving strategies. The importer will
endeavour to ensure that at least one employee in
every dealer business follows this course. In
addition, a course is currently being developed
for training mechanics to use the new Opel testing
equipment, which is soon coming onto the market.
A third project concerns the development of a new
course on automatic gearboxes.
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The training centre uses different methods to keep
up to date with new developments in the field and
to identify new training requirements. In this
context an important role is played by the TTA's
service support group, the department which
supports dealers in handling technical questions
and problems facing their business: The questions
raised by the dealer businesses are carefully
recorded by this department, stored in the
computer and regularly analyzed to identify
common problems. This information shows
whether (extra) training might be needed for
particular parts or systems, and a provision can
then rapidly be developed. Another source of
information on training requirements consists of
data on the use of parts. Again an analysis of this
can show that there may be skill problems at some
level (e.g. in the case of the excessive use of
particular parts), for which a new course must be
developed. The dealers themselves are obviously
a third source of information. They can contact the
trainers directly to point out problems with
particular areas of knowledge and training
requirements in their businesses. The instructors
in the businesses play a very important role in this
respect. Finally, the fourth form of input is
information from the manufacturer. Particularly
when new models are introduced, there is

frequent contact with the manufacturer to obtain
information about the new technology which is
applied, and to determine the form of the training
courses in the dealer organization. In most cases
the TTA trainers are themselves trained in the first
instance by the manufacturer, and then make use
of their knowledge so that they can run training
courses for Dutch dealer businesses. However, it
also happens that the manufacturer contracts out
all the training, and that the TTA is contracted to
develop a training programme for the whole Opel
organization, not only in the Netherlands, but also
in other EC countries, obviously after following a
course of instruction in the parent company. The
organization of the training content can then be
partly determined by the TTA. In doing this the TTA
has a reasonable possibility of adjusting training
to national and regional situations. G M does not
yet have a centralized European training policy,
although it is in the process of developing one.

4 . 2 . 3 BMW's training plans
Over the years the B M W importer, too, has
developed extensive training provision for its dealer network. Appendix 2 contains an overview of
the courses available during the first half of 1 9 9 3 .
Basically, the provision consists of two main parts:
training courses in technology and repair shop
organization, and commercial training courses. In
fact, the overview provides only an idea of the
courses on offer at a particular point in time. The
composition of the programmes is not fixed, but is
very flexible and changes depending on requirements. Like G M , B M W can also generate new
courses quickly whenever new developments
require it, and, as with G M , the new technology is
usually covered in new courses, which are then
incorporated in the programme as long as there is
a demand from dealer businesses. B M W has a
longstanding tradition of training in technology,
particularly electronics. It has always been a
leading company with regard to the application of
new electronic technology, and the organization
has assimilated this new technology more than any
other. Many B M W mechanics are now quite highly
qualified in this field and the emphasis in in-service
training currently lies more on follow-up training
and keeping up to date with new applications, than
on basic training. However, when it is needed,
attention is also focused on this.
As regards technological training courses, the
B M W training provision has a particular structure:
•

Basic knowledge is acquired in an Elementary
Electric/Electronic Skills course, which deals
with the basic concepts, basic components,
electrical switches, the operation of electrical
systems and the systematic detection of faults.
The course lasts 4 days and is open to every
mechanic. It is aimed particularly at older
mechanics or younger mechanics with lower
vocational training (LBO) who have no knowledge of electrics/electronics or have "forgotten

this to some extent". For α long time the
business ran the course itself, but recently it
contracted the training out to I N N O V A M ,
where two course groups are currently follow
ing training. Mechanics completing the course
are awarded INNOVAM's BTE-O certificate.
Interest in this basic course has declined
because most employees have now had
sufficient basic training.
•

In addition, there are the courses on various
systems specific to different makes, for example
engine management, safety systems (ABS,
ASC+T, EDC, airbag, etc.), automatic trans
mission, car audio systems and alarm systems.
The courses, on specific B M W technology,
usually last 2 days and are intended for
employees who have to work on and with
these systems (fitting, detecting faults, doing
repairs).
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Two training programmes are offered for
specialized jobs in the BMW repair shop: for
the B M W Diagnostic Technician and B M W
Service Technician. These two programmes are
both rather longer, and are open to a limited
number of employees selected by the dealer
and the importer. The two programmes are
linked. In order to become a Service Tech
nician, one must first follow the programme for
Diagnosis Technician. We will return to these
two functions below.

•

Finally, there are also the introductory training
courses for new models.

The courses are virtually always given centrally at
the BMW training centre, and mainly make use of
course materials developed at the centre. In
educational terms, most courses adopt a prob
lem-oriented approach ("we do not train in an
academic way, but are strongly geared towards
particular problem areas . . . the academic
approach is impossible and doesn't work"), with
an emphasis on practical exercises. In general, the
ratio of theory to practice in a course is 3 0 to 70
per cent. Practical tasks are carried out in groups
of 2 - 3 mechanics. A course group comprises a
maximum of 10 people, ensuring that as much
attention as possible is devoted to everyone.
Courses in new electronic systems are usually
based on problems which are closely related to
those confronting mechanics in practice:
•

What is the system and where is it found? In
which models? In which cars?

•

How does the system work? How is it
constructed? What are the underlying princip
les?

•

How do you test it? How do you arrive at a
diagnosis? What equipment do you use? What
method do you use?

•

•

How can you take it apart and put it back
together?
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How can you repair it? How do you adjust and

tune it?
• As a mechanic, what do you have to be careful
with, or not touch?
The courses are not so much aimed at increasing
the knowledge of or skills in electronics in order to
repair electronic devices, but above all at impart
ing knowledge of electronic applications and skills
to enable mechanics to use testing equipment, to
locate faults quickly, establish the causes of faults
and if necessary replace components. Repair shop
diagnosis (technology, methods) is aimed primari
ly at replacement and not at the repair of
components. Mechanics should be taught primari
ly how they can ascertain which components need
to be replaced.
This system of external courses is supplemented by
a system of self-training with the help of interactive
video in the dealer businesses, the SIP system.
When B M W markets a new technological appli
cation, the manufacturer makes a video tape of
this which dealer businesses can use for instructing
their personnel. This instruction is always inter
active. Firstly, mechanics are always given an
explanation of how the system works. This is
followed by a series of questions to test whether
they have understood the explanation. If they
have, the tape goes on; if not, the theory has to be
studied again. All in all, a collection of about 120
video tapes has been produced over the years,
and at least 95 of these are actively used in the
Netherlands. New tapes are automatically sent to
all the dealers with a short explanation, and use of
the tapes is mandatory. One employee - the SIP
information employee - is appointed in every
dealership to manage this system and ensure that
the tapes are actually used. These employees are
in turn supported by the training centre, for
example, at regional evening meetings. The
training centre has two reasons for working with
this video system. It enables the whole dealer
network to be familiarized rapidly with the latest
systems (so that the mechanics know how they
work, how to operate them, how to test them, how
to tune them), so that the personnel can answer the
client's questions even before they are fully
trained. Secondly, the video tapes are a good
preparation for mechanics who are going to
follow courses at the training centre. For every
technological course the training programme
indicates which SIP tapes must be viewed in
advance to prepare for the course. To give an
example, for the course on safety systems, five
video tapes should be studied, dealing respec
tively with Airbag, ABS, EM I, ASC+Tand EDC. At
the start of a course the mechanics are tested with
questions to make sure they have actually viewed
the tapes. If it becomes clear that they have not,
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they are not permitted to follow the course. This
form of interactive video training has been used by
B M W in the dealer network for 10 - 15 years. For
a long time, B M W was unique in this respect, but
now other manufacturers have also adopted the
system.
Appendix 2 contains some additional information
on the content and structure of the B M W
Diagnosis Technician and B M W Service Technician training courses. These two programmes are
part of a B M W career course which is structured
as follows:
• At the bottom of the ladder there is the ordinary
mechanic. This mechanic comes straight from
school and receives in-service training for
specific B M W technology at all sorts of
BMW-specific courses. A new employee can
become an all-round B M W mechanic in two to
three years.
• After three years of B M W experience and
training, this all-round mechanic can progress
to the first rung: the job of Diagnosis Technician. To do this, the mechanic has to follow
the 10-day Diagnosis Technician course. The
course concludes with an examination, and the
mechanic receives a certificate recognized
throughout the B M W organization. The new
Diagnosis Technician agrees to take follow-on
courses after the basic training.
• After working as a Diagnosis Technician for 1 8
months, he can progress to the second rung:
the job of B M W Service Technician. For this the
mechanic follows the 8-day Service Technician
training courses in which he is initiated into a
number of specific, less common electronic
systems (e.g., bodywork electronics, electronics for seats, mirrors, etc). In addition, he
completes sections on repair shop organization
and customer relations. The Service Technician
is the "super mechanic" in the B M W organization. He is not only a specialist in more difficult
repairs, but can also act as a troubleshooter
and as the "super-technical" right hand of the
repair shop manager. In many dealerships he
replaces the manager when he is absent. This
training also concludes with a certificate
recognised throughout the B M W organization.
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The importer advises every dealer to train at least
one Diagnosis and Service Technician. In principle, the courses are open to mechanics with any
preliminary training, and both employees with an
intermediate technical school education and those
with a good lower technical school education can
participate. The determining factor for admission
to the career programme is not the mechanic's
preliminary training, but the actual capabilities
that he has demonstrated in the business ("What
he can do and what he's like"). The dealer and the
importer's area manager decide in close consulta-

tion who will follow the training courses. The
dealer has the final decision on the matter.
Currently most dealer businesses employ one or
more specialized technicians, but they are also
faced with a high turnover rate in this group.
Specialist B M W mechanics are highly valued in
the motor vehicle sector and there is a great
demand for them in the labour market. The
Diagnosis Technicians in particular often change
jobs, whilst the turnover rate is lower amongst
Service Technicians. The latter often have a
stronger commitment to the B M W organization,
and in many cases also work in management and
organization. As such they often have a higher
status in the business.
The B M W training provision is also very flexible
and the provision of technical courses for specific
makes is constantly updated and adapted to the
developments and requirements of the market. In
general, the provision includes between 12 and
20 different sorts of courses. Recently, new courses
have been developed for Modic and the Modic
loading station, and for a new type of electronically regulated diesel engine. In order to identify
the need for new courses, the training centre uses
information from different sources. In the first
place, it obviously consults information from the
manufacturer about new models, new types of
engines, new regulating systems and so on, so
that it can respond promptly to the latest developments with new training provision. In addition, the
centre accurately records and analyses actual
participation in existing courses. This reveals any
gaps which may exist between demand and
supply and which require an expansion of the
existing provision or perhaps a new provision.
Furthermore, technical information is provided by
the department which records the work carried out
under warranty. An analysis of this work under
warranty can also give indications of possible
gaps in the knowledge of dealer businesses.
Finally, it is worth noting the important role
played by external technical department area
managers in in-service training. These area
managers, who are employed by the importer,
form a sort of liaison between the training centre
and the dealer businesses in a particular area,
and in this capacity they have various useful
functions. They can stimulate and 'advise dealers
and alert them to the existence of new courses.
They can discuss training policy with the dealers
and help to decide which employees can follow
which training programmes. They can reprimand
dealers for a relatively low participation in
courses. They can deal with any questions the
dealers may have after the courses and supervise
the follow-up in the business. They can identify
gaps in knowledge and training requirements at
the dealers, and pass these on to the training
centre. This information can also be used for
adapting existing courses or developing new
ones. The importer is quite satisfied with the way
in which this system functions in practice.

4 . 3 The employees' training activities
4.3.1 Training activities in the Opel
companies
The actual use which the dealers make of the
importer's training provision is determined in part
by the arrangements made on this matter in the
contracts between dealers and importers. In the
G M organization the training of dealer personnel
is regulated globally. The dealer contract contains
a provision on this, but the importer does not make
the training courses compulsory. G M adopts an
open approach and the dealers can enrol
mechanics themselves. Every six months the
training centre sends the dealers a course
catalogue describing the (new) courses and
including enrolment forms. In addition, the training centre uses a sort of call-up system. It keeps its
own record of people following courses, carefully
recording which employee from which business
has followed which courses. Every new employee
enrolling for a course is entered in this record and
if he is enrolled for a programme, for example the
electronics cycle, he is automatically called up
for follow-up modules and repeat courses after
completing the first course. Dealers are expected
to pass on information on new appointments and
on internal transfers, for example from the repair
shop to stores, so that the employees concerned
can be called up for a different training cycle. If
employees who are enrolled for a course leave the
business, or if the dealer does not consider any
further training to be necessary, the training centre
is informed of this. Following consultation, those
involved may then be removed from the call-up
system. Every dealer receives a survey every year
of the courses followed by his employees at the
training centre during that year. The employees
themselves receive a G M training passport, a
document authorized by the importer which
records their whole training career. The passport
records every new course that is followed giving a
short explanation and stamped by the importer.
Employees can use this passport to show which
specific qualifications they have gained in addition to their normal education.
This system enables the importer to put a certain
amount of pressure both on the dealer and his
employees to participate in in-service training on
a regular basis. There are no real sanctions on
failing to participate fully, but certain steps are
taken. If a dealer enrols too few people for inservice training, the dealer involved is alerted and
he is advised to show more initiative. Dealers who
still continue to respond inadequately run the risk
of losing the benefit of the importer's support
facilities and being unable to avail themselves of
the importer's service support group in the case of
problems of a technical nature.
The business that was studied also actively participates in the G M system. On average the employees
in the Opel garages currently follow 4 - 6 days of in-

service training per year with the importer. Every
year at least 4 0 employees participate in the inservice training. Some of this involves training
courses from the electronic cycle, but more often
employees take courses in special technology and,
more recently, courses related to the introduction of
new models (Opel Corsa). The courses are followed
by all sorts of groups of personnel. Three separate
groups of employees were sent to a recent Corsa
introductory training course:
•

a group of mechanics who have followed the
electronics cycle and do a great deal of
electronics work;

•

a group of mechanics who are mainly involved
with mechanical work and are not following the
electronics cycle, but who have still been
enrolled by the business "to try and overcome
the fear of new electronics to some extent" and
"to motivate them a little";

Am·'

• the repair shop managers and receptionists for
whom a separate course was developed with a
greater emphasis on the testing equipment.
It was stated above that the in-service training for
Opel mechanics is currently at a slightly lower
level than between 1987 and 1989. At that time
the employees received an average of 1 1 - 1 2
days' training per year. However, this was aimed
at helping the personnel to catch up on their lack
of knowledge in the field of electronics, and to a
large extent the business ran these courses itself.
Following this catching-up operation, it was
possible to gradually decrease the number of
training days.
Every branch decides for itself which employees
will be enrolled for the electronics cycle, usually
following mutual consultation between the repair
shop manager, instructor/training coordinator
and the employee concerned. In most cases these
are new employees who have been working in the
business for some time and who are in some cases
still following their training as a mechanic, but at a
certain point need a basic knowledge of electronics, for example, because they are going to use a
particular piece of testing equipment. These
enrolments are always accepted by the training
centre. There are no specific preliminary or
training requirements, though a test is given at
the training centre after the first day of the course
to determine whether those involved have sufficient aptitude and are adequately motivated to
complete the course.

4 . 3 . 2 Training activities in the BMW
companies
In the B M W organization in-service training has a
much more compulsory character than in the G M
organization. The B M W importer requires all its
dealers to ensure that every mechanic attends the
training centre at least four times a year. Mechan-
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ics have a compulsory minimum of five days in
service training per year. For supervisory person
nel and managers there is a compulsory minimum
of 2.5 days per year. In addition, every mechanic
must spend a minimum of 12 hours a year
studying tapes from the interactive video system.
Every new employee in a B M W business must
follow the 4day B M W introductory training. All
these obligations are contained in the dealer
contract between the dealer and the importer and
failure to observe the contract provisions can lead
to stringent sanctions. The B M W organization has
a sort of bonus arrangement which entails that
dealer businesses who have "done their work
well" can count on a financial incentive. Whether
or not they have achieved the minimum number of
training days, a fact which is screened by the
importer's service managers, is one of the factors
which to a large extent helps determine whether or
not the bonus is awarded. The training participa
tion of the various businesses is carefully recorded
by the importer. Dealers who have a relatively low
participation are immediately cautioned by the
manager responsible for their area.
The business receives an updated training catalog
ue from the B M W importer every six months,
describing the provision and containing enrolment
forms. The repair shop managers in the B M W
garages then make a selection and, in consulta
tion with the training coordinator, decide which
employees will attend the various courses during
the following six months. They review which
courses employees have already followed, where
the interests of the mechanics lie, and what may
be necessary in view of developments in the type
of work coming in. The enrolments are then made
on the basis of these considerations. Mechanics
can also state their own preferences, and can
enrol for more training days than the compulsory
number. However, if a mechanic exceeds his five
days, the business does ask him to give up some
ATV days, that is, the extra free days to which he is
entitled on the basis of a collective agreement on
the reduction of working hours in the sector. In
general, the two B M W branches of the business
do use up the number of training days; in recent
years mechanics have followed an average of 5 
6 days of inservice training per year with the
B M W importer. Altogether this has involved some
2 0 employees, in addition, several employees
have followed courses for specific technology,
e.g., an LPG system installation course with the
supplier of motor vehicle gas systems.
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The business studied here makes frequent use of
the video training system. It is managed by the
training coordinator, and new tapes can be
viewed at the business's own school. In the past
the training coordinator used to draw up a
timetable for this video training, but this did not
work in practice, and now it is left to the
mechanics themselves  at least in the large
B M W branch  when they wish to watch

particular tapes. The training coordinator tells
everyone who has enrolled for a course which
tapes he must study to prepare for the course. A
different system is used for the mechanics in the
smaller B M W branch. For these employees there
are weekly group meetings ( 5  6 employees)
during the winter months. These are held in the
classroom and are led by the training coordinator.
New videotapes are watched, and any questions
or problems which arise are discussed. According
to the training coordinator, these meetings, which
take place in the evening on a voluntary basis, are
well attended.
At present there are one diagnosis and one
service technician employed in the large B M W
branch. In addition, one other employee was
recently enrolled for the diagnosis technician
training because the business did not want to be
entirely dependent on one employee. The repair
shop manager decided who should be chosen for
this. Recently the two longestserving mechanics
from the smaller B M W branch were also enrolled,
at their own initiative, following consultation with
BMW's service manager. In the businesses these
specialized technicians are used more often than
other employees for fault detection. This forms the
core of the training. These technicians' product
knowledge is greater than that of the other
mechanics. In addition, they more often work
directly with the customer.

4 . 3 . 3 Evaluation of the employee
questionnaire
In order to gain greater insight into training, and
the participation of personnel in the last 5  6
years, a random sample of employees in the Opel
and B M W businesses was given a written
questionnaire which asked them to indicate which
inservice training courses they had taken be
tween 1987 and 1992, which subjects had been
dealt with, how long the courses had lasted,
whether they had taken place in or outside
working hours, where they had taken place, and
whether they had concluded with a certificate. The
questionnaire also included a certain number of
personal questions and questions relating to the
job (age, preliminary training, duration of employ
ment, position in the business).
Altogether 19 employees completed the question
naire, 9 from the large Opel business, 8 from the
smaller Opel business, and 2 from the large B M W
business. They were all technical personnel.
A few other facts about the group are given
below:
•

3 employees were under 2 0 , 5 between 2 0
and 3 0 , 6 between 30 and 4 0 , 5 between 4 0
and 5 0 ; there was no one over 5 0 ;

•

15 out of the 19 had followed an apprentice
ship training for mechanic or chief mechanic,

two employees who were still apprentices had
a lower vocational education (LBO), whilst two
other apprentices had a lower general secondary education (MAVO);
•

studied these employees separately to give an
indication of the training efforts required for
pursuing a career programme:
•

Following his lower technical education (LTS) in
motor vehicle technology, the service technician, who is also the foreman in the BMW
business (aged 33), first followed INNOVAM's
training for chief mechanic after entering
employment in the business. Between 1986
and 1988, he took a number of in-service
training courses in B M W technology. In 1 9 9 0 /
1991 he followed BMW's Service Technician
training, as well as several supplementary
courses in repair shop management. In
1 9 9 2 / 1 9 9 3 he took part in BMW's training
for engine management and electrical systems;

•

After leaving school, the repair shop manager
in the smaller Opel business (aged 35) first
followed INNOVAM's training for chief mechanic. Between 1985 and 1988 he followed
various vocational training courses in the
electrical area: a written basic electrofechnical
course at a private training institute and
INNOVAM's two-year vocational training
course for Chief Motor Vehicle Electrician. In
addition, he was awarded INNOVAM's LPG
technician diploma in 1990 and the Motor
Vehicle Business diploma in 1 9 9 1 . Furthermore, during the years 1 9 9 0 - 1 9 9 2 he
frequently took part in the G M training
institute's in-service training courses, totalling
approximately 20 days.

•

The repair shop manager of the larger Opel
branch (aged 29) has also had a considerable
amount of training. After lower general secondary school (MAVO) he took INNOVAM's
vocational training course for chief mechanic
from 1980 to 1985. In 1987 he followed a
one-year written course in electronics at a
private institute. Between 1990 and 1992 he
followed INNOVAM's three-year Technical
Management training course, and was awarded the diploma. He has also taken 17 inservice training courses at the G M institute
since 1987, mostly 2-day courses in electronics. Apart from his vocational training he also
had 31 days of in-service training during this
period.

most had been employed for a long time: 7
between 10 and 2 0 years; 4 even longer than
2 0 years; 8 employees had been employed
less than 1 0 years, 2 of these less than 1 year;

• the group reflected a variety of jobs; 3 were
apprentice mechanics, 4 were mechanics and
5 were chief mechanics. There was also 1
commercial vehicle mechanic and 1 LPG
technician. There were 5 people in management positions: 1 receptionist, 1 service technician from the B M W business, 1 foreman from
an Opel business, and 2 repair shop managers.
Without claiming that it is representative, it is
possible to state that the composition of the group
is a reasonable reflection of all the personnel in
the business.
A study of the courses followed shows that the
large majority of these were technical in-service
training courses, mainly in the field of motor
vehicle electronics. Altogether the 17 mechanics
who completed the questionnaire (not counting the
repair shop managers) had followed 114 inservice training courses, of which only 5 were
concerned purely with mechanical activities. The
other courses mainly dealt with electronics, or had
a significant electronics component. Most employees followed a similar programme, though the
chief mechanics in general followed more courses,
as well as a greater variety, than the ordinary
mechanics. The most common courses in the past
few years include: Opel Basic Electronics, Digital
Injection Systems, Electronic Measurement Technology, Motronic Repetition, Ecotronic Petrol
Injection Systems, and various introductory training courses, e.g., for the Opel Astra and the Opel
Vectra. Most courses were 2-day courses put on
by the G M training institute, which could virtually
all be followed in working hours. With one
exception, the apprentice mechanics did not
mention any in-service training courses. In the
past few years they have concentrated on their
vocational training. Altogether the 19 employees
who participated in the questionnaire spent 283
days training between 1987 and 1 9 9 2 ; this
works out at an average of slightly more than 15
days per person. This does not actually include the
time which some employees have spent on the
training provided by the business itself (40
evenings spread over 2 years) and the time which
the apprentices and some of the management
employees have spent on their vocational training
over several years.
Some employees, mainly management personnel,
reported higher than average training activity. We

This information shows that a great deal of inservice training has been undertaken at every
level of the business, and that the management in
particular has achieved a broad range of
qualifications in the past few years.

4 . 4 Costs of continuing vocational
training
For both GM-Opel and B M W the in-service
training courses at the importer's training centre
are at the importer's expense.'Any travelling and
accommodation expenses must be paid by the
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dealer business. In addition, the dealers obviously
face costs resulting from loss of working hours. In
the business studied here, for the Opel garages
these costs have amounted over the past few years
to an average of: 4 0 employees with an average
of 6 days' training at NLG 85 per day = NLG
2 0 , 4 0 0 , and for the B M W garages: 2 0 employ
ees with an average of 5 days' training at NLG 85
per day = NLG 8,500. In addition, there are
usually also the costs of renting a car because one
of the business's cars is used for travelling to the
course, i.e. 3 4 0 χ NLG 4 0 per day = NLG
13,600.
The business receives a reimbursement from the
sector's training fund for one day of training
leave per year for every employee. In total this
involves approximately 180 employees. There
fore in principle every employee can claim one
training day, but not all the employees take
advantage of this right every year. Mechanics
take on average more than one day's training a
year and require significantly more days of
training than, for example, administrative person
nel. Thus in fact they use up part of the rights of
other employees. In order to prevent the ratio
from becoming too disproportionate, the business
has therefore determined that mechanics who
wish to follow more than 5 days' training per
year must make their own contribution to the
costs in the form of using ATV days for the
training. The number of extra days (over 5) that
they follow training is deducted from the number
of their ATV days. The business has had this
arrangement for a long time and it has rarely led
to any problems in practice.

4 . 5 Participation of social partners and
trade unions
As a company with more than 1 0 0 employees, the
business has a legal obligation to establish a
works council (which is co-responsible for promot
ing the personnel's interests). The works council
functions as a sort of "social partner" for the
employer at company level. (For more information
on the works council and Dutch participation
legislation, the reader is referred to the Sectoral
Study.) The business concerned here has complied
with the obligation by establishing a central works
council at the level of the management company.
This central works council comprises 8 people,
and is composed in such a way that every branch
has at least one representative, and that the rest of
the members are distributed according to the size
of the branch: the largest branch therefore has the
most members. The training coordinator is at the
same time the administrative secretary of the
works council.
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The central works council has discussions with the
board of directors of the management company,
according to a fixed schedule, once every two
months. All sorts of subjects relating to personnel

matters can come up in these discussions. This is a
field in which the central works council has a right
of participation. Up to now, the subject of inservice training has hardly come up in the central
works council and its discussions because there
has been very little reason for this, according to
the council's secretary: "It is not a point which the
central works council has to consider. There is
enough training available. There is good provi
sion, there are good facilities, there are no
problems, and you don't hear any complaints
from employees. There has never been any reason
for bringing it up in the discussions." A subject that
does come up in the discussions of the central
works council is policy with regard to the
recruitment and training of apprentices. The
central works council is vigilant, particularly with
regard to items such as the supervision of
apprentices and the selection of apprentices for
vacancies after their training. The central works
council has not proposed a training policy plan or
a specific training agreement, both matters in
which it would have a right to participate. It has
never asked for these, though it is currently
working on describing the training function in
more detail (structure, tasks, training coordinator),
and probably a sort of training plan will be
developed eventually. This will also be discussed
by the central works council. At the moment the
training coordinator has too little time to study this
systematically.
The business has no official trade union represen
tative. Several employees are trade union mem
bers - the training coordinator himself is a
member of the FNV industrial union - but on the
whole, the degree of organization is very low.
Insofar as the trade union organizations are
involved in the training policy, this is not so much
at company level, but rather at sectoral level. It is
especially through their representatives in the
sector's training foundation, the OOMT, that the
trade unions organizations can exert an influence
on training policy and training practice in the
sector. (For more information on this, see the
Sectoral Study.)

5. Evaluation of the training concepts
5.1 Good practice versus normal
practice
To summarize, it may be said that the business
studied here can certainly be described as a good
example of a company that is active in the field of
training. It has a clear policy on training and inservice training, there is a specially appointed
training manager, there are good internal provi
sions and facilities for training and in-service
training (the business's own school), the annual
number of days' training of most employees is, on
average, fairly high, all categories of personnel
receive a reasonable amount of in-service train
ing, the business has access to good external

provisions for in-service training in the form of the
importers' training programmes, and it can offer
employees reasonable career prospects, for
example, via the career-oriented training programmes within the GM-Opel and B M W importer
organizations.
Various matters examined above are relevant from
the point of view of the possibility of transfers to
other businesses, including businesses abroad:
•

the business's training strategy and the programme it has developed for providing new
employees with good basic qualifications;

•

the structure, equipment and organization of
the business's own school and, closely related
to this, the organisation of training within the
business;

•

the in-service training programmes developed
by the business to provide mechanics particularly older mechanics with fewer qualifications in modern technology - with a basic
knowledge of electronics;

•

the importers' in-service training programmes
to which the business has access, particularly
their structure and organization, and the
educational methods and materials which are
used;

•

the way in which an attempt is made,
particularly in the B M W programmes, to relate
external training to infernal training and forms
of self-training;

• the procedures and programmes developed,
particularly in the B M W organization, to give a
selected group of mechanics the possibility of
promotion to specialist jobs at a level between
management and regular shop floor personnel;
•

the procedures used by importers to identify
new training requirements and deficiencies in
the existing training provision;

•

the support which the importers offer for the
personnel of their dealer businesses, and to
which, once they are back in their businesses,
they can always turn when they have questions
or problems;

•

the way in which relations between importers
and dealers are organized, and in which the
role of the importers' service managers deserves particular attention.

All this emanates from the basic idea on which the
training efforts of both the dealer and the importer
are based, the idea that in a saturated motor
vehicle market the quality of repair shop service
will become an increasingly important instrument
for gaining competitive advantage.

5.2 Future requirements of continuing
vocational training
The concept of the quality of service is currently
gaining ground in the business, and in the next
few years the in-service training of personnel will
continue to be an important focus of attention for
the business. Training efforts will probably be
further stimulated by a quality project currently
being developed, which is aimed at the business
obtaining a quality certification to the ISO-9000
standard in the near future. The effect of this
project is that the whole organization is examined
for quality aspects, internal procedures and working methods are described more clearly and
streamlined, and a quality handbook is being
developed for employees. This project could
possibly generate an extra demand for the
training of management and administrative personnel. It is expected that the in-service training of
technical personnel will remain at approximately
the same level for the next few years. This is
evident at BMW, where there is a compulsory
minimum of 5 days' training per mechanic per
year. However, it is expected that the same level of
training will also be achieved in the next few years
in the Opel branches, even without a strict training
obligation.
As regards the (importers') in-service training
provision, the business considers that the existing
provision is reasonably adequate. However, the
business has recently informed the importers of the
need for developing a special training course for
instructors, i.e. those who are involved with
training and courses and with the supervision of
apprentices and employees taking courses within
the dealer businesses. This course should provide
instructors with a package enabling them to
prepare apprentices or mechanics back at their
businesses before sending them off on a course at
the importers'. This would ensure that mechanics
attain a certain basic level before following the
importers' training programme. In terms of content
the course should be aimed at the basic aspects of
the particular make of car and the basic knowledge of technology specific to that make.

6 . Conclusions on good practice and
normal practice
An overall survey of the situation described in this
case study shows that this is a business which is
more active than average in training. The business
has developed a clear attitude towards training
and in-service training, in which a policy aimed at
the broad qualification of new employees by
means of vocational training and internal training
in the business is coupled with a policy aimed at
ongoing in-service training of permanent employees. In this policy attention is devoted not only to
higher qualified mechanics and chief mechanics
(although these do participate most in in-service
training), but also to employees, in many cases
older employees, with fewer basic qualifications,
who find it more difficult to keep up with all sorts of
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new developments and are assigned to the more
traditional activities in the business (maintenance,
mechanical repairs). It is particularly for these
employees that the business has developed its own
provision responding to the developments in the
type of work coming in and anticipating the
importers' initiatives. This self-training system is
also used in a creative way to help employees
who are relatively behind in terms of training to
catch up, before taking the importers' training
programmes.
In addition, the business has a training provision
which is fairly unique by Dutch standards, in the
form of its own school in the business, and an
internal training manager. These provisions have
also contributed to the number of days training of
the (technical) personnel being higher than
average. In this respect the training-oriented
attitude at the top of the company is also
important. The managing director is closely
involved in training matters, not only in his own
business, but also in the sector as a whole.
Amongst other things, he is a board member of
the OOMT, the sector's training fund.
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The business has the advantage that for in-service
training it can cooperate closely with two
importers who have very well-equipped training
facilities. Both GM-Opel and B M W provide a
carefully thought-out, well structured, flexible and
adaptable
training
programme,
comprising
courses which are directly geared to the specific
problems confronting mechanics in their work and
making use of all sorts of modern educational
resources and methods. In addition, both organizations have developed longer programmes for
extra career growth which allow mechanics to
qualify for higher jobs in the dealer businesses.
Moreover, the links between the training centres
and the dealers in the form of the importers'
service managers/area managers provide an
extra stimulus for both the general manager and
for the management and employees on the shop
floor. As links between the training centre and the
dealer businesses, these external personnel ensure
that there is constant reciprocal input. On the one
hand, they inform dealers about new courses, and
discuss training policy and training practice, while
on the other, they inform the training centre of new
requirements and of any gaps there may be in the
existing provision.

APPENDIX 1
General Motors' training programme
(1st half 1992)
• Directors
Directors "Tank-up" seminars
Second-hand car "Tank-up" marketing seminar
L.C.V Marketing (light commercial vehicles)
Senator sales training
Quality network in the G M dealer business
• The organization
C.S.I. Do-it-yourself package
Small steps to progress
Introduction to the year's new models
• Management
Introduction to the year's new models
Service management I + II
Parts management I + II
Sales management I + II
In-depth training
Selection discussions
Team building
Conflict management
Presentation
Negotiation
Problem analysis
Financial knowledge for non-administrators
• Repair shop technicians
The electronics cycle
Opel basic electronics
Electronic ignition systems
Electronic injection systems
Digital petrol injection systems, Part I + II
Electronic measurement techniques
Electronics follow-up courses
Chassis electronics
Interior electronics I + II
Isuzu basic cycle
Trooper technical training
Campo technical training
Midi technical training
Introductory training
Astra general
Astra electronics
Additional training for repair shop technicians
Opel innovation for technicians
New Opel technicians

LPG Training
Opel LPG theory
Opel LPG installation
Opel LPG practical repeat courses

2.

Specialist training courses
Automatic gearboxes
Opel alarm systems
Opel/lsuzu diesel specialist
Bodywork training courses
Preparatory work and spraying parts made with
synthetic materials
Preparatory techniques
Paint spraying techniques
• Administration
Warranty claim administration
D.C.S. (Dealer Communication System) training
The financial manager I + II
Cooperating to succeed
Relating to customers
• Service receptionist
Introduction to the year's new models
Astra technical training
The Elite service receptionist I + II
• The store and the Opel shop
Introduction store employee
Spare parts specialist
Relating to customers
Cooperating to succeed
Complaints are opportunities
• The telephone
Talking to clients on the telephone
G O : Making appointments by telephone
• The sales growth programme
Opel introductory training
Introduction to the year's new models
Product sales training L.C.V.
Product sales training G M A C
Product sales training fleet & lease
Sales skills training
Professional salesman
Presentation/demonstration
G O : Client management
Negotiation
Client-oriented tenders
Sales at the entrepreneurial level
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APPENDIX 2
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BMW's training p r o g r a m m e (1st half
1993)

Subjects:

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Technical development training programme
Elementary B M W knowledge
Modic and Modic loading station
Engine management
Diesel engine M 5 1 td/tds
Electrical systems
B M W diagnostics
Safety systems
B M W diagnostic technician
B M W diagnostic technician continued
B M W service technician
Installation of accessories (car audio/alarm
systems)
Automatic transmission
Gearboxes
Elementary electro/electronic knowledge
Installation of bodywork components (doors,
bonnet, sliding roof, etc.)
Psystem and timesheets  elementary know
ledge
Repair shop quality and clientoriented be
haviour, continued
Productivity control repair shop
Repair shop management
Guarantee procedure
SIP Information employee
C ommercial training programme
Executive
Finance
Communication
Business acquisition
Familiarization with BMW
Products, general
Spare parts and accessories
B M W diagnosis technician
Intended for:
a suitable employee who will
be invited to fake this course, in
consultation with the dealer and
the TD area manager

elementary knowledge of electronics
use of test manuals
engine management
use of modic
coding regulating units
diagnosis
place of the diagnosis technician in the repair

shop
•
•

practical exercise
final diploma examination

Duration:

10 days, subdivided into 2 blocks
of 3 days and 2 blocks of 2 days

•

B M W diagnosis technician continued
Intended for: mechanics who are diagnosis
technicians and have to keep
up to date in this field
Subjects: These are always related to the latest
technical developments and changes in the B M W
programme.
Duration: 2 days
•

B M W service technician
Intended for: a suitable employee who will
be invited to take this course, in
consultation with the dealer and
the TD area manager
Subjects:
construction of B M W engines
engine management
electrical systems
power steering systems
antiblocking system, ASC, MSR
heating and ventilation systems
place of the service technician in the repair
shop
commercial approach and customer relations
final diploma examination
Duration: 6 days, in blocks of 3 days
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this third and concluding part of the report we
will formulate the most important conclusions of
our study of the sector and of individual businesses
within it. We do so on the basis of guidelines
presented by the team coordinating the European
study to the writers of the studies carried out in
various countries. We begin with a short survey of
the most important developments in the economy,
employment and training which have emerged
from the sectoral study. Then we evaluate how the
businesses studied are doing in the light of these
developments, devoting particular attention to the
"good practices" which they have developed, and

which could serve as an example to other
businesses, including those outside the Netherlands. Following this evaluation we discuss a
number of problems related to training and inservice training, including specific problem areas
concerning the six dimensions of the "social
dialogue": training plans, needs analysis, target
groups of training, training philosophy, training
costs and cost evaluation. Finally, the developments in employment, training needs and training
provision are examined in perspective and a
prognosis is given for the future on a number of
points.

3.

2 . TRENDS I N THE ECONOMY, EMPLOYMENT
AND TRAI NI NG

ο·

2.1 The economy
Following α marked growth in the 1970s and a
slight decline in the early 1 980s, the Dutch motor
vehicle repair and sales sector is now  in the early
1990s  stagnating from a commercial point of
view. The sector is faced with a saturated market
and falling car sales. The number of cars on the
road is still growing, but clearly at a slower rate
than in the late 1980s. Demand for replacement
vehicles is coming under pressure as a result of the
extended life of the average car. The increase in
the number of motor vehicle businesses, which
was significant until recently, is gradually declin
ing and the growth in employment available will
also gradually decrease in the next few years.
There has been a considerable increase in
competition in the sector in recent years. The
profitability of motor vehicle businesses, already
fairly low at an average of 2 per cent, is under
considerable pressure. As a result of falling profit
margins on sales, it is above all the repair shops
which will make a more important contribution to
profits in the coming years.
In the last 10 years a number of new market
players have been successful in this sector. In the
first place, there are "specialists", motor vehicle
businesses which concentrate on special aspects
of work such as exhausts, batteries, tyres and
shock absorbers, or bodywork and damage
repair work. In general these specialists can work
more cheaply, and they are a direct threat to
general motor vehicle businesses. In the past few
years they have managed to attract a significant
section of the market, although they are currently
surrendering some of these gains because the
general businesses are making desperate attempts
to attract the specialist work back again. In the
second place, leasing companies are emerging.
This actually implies a concentration of purchasing
power in the hands of a limited number of market
players (fleet owners), and this development could
also weaken the position of motor vehicle
businesses. Importers and their dealer organiza
tions are traditionally the most important players in
the Dutch motor vehicle sector and will continue to
be so for the time being. It is possible that the
importance of importers will eventually diminish
slightly with the establishment of the Single Market
and that there will be more direct links between
dealers and producers. This could increase the
independence of dealer businesses visàvis their
importers' organizations.

2.2 Employment
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In terms of numbers, there has been a significant
growth in employment in the motor vehicle repair
and sales sector in the last decade. The economic
boom in the second half of the 1980s and the
related increase in prosperity have also had a
positive effect on the motor vehicle sector. This led
to a significant rise in the number of jobs,
particularly in smaller general motor vehicle
businesses. A levellingoff is expected in the next

few years, particularly as a result of falling car
sales, technological innovations, an improvement
in the quality of cars, the reduction in the number
of repair shop hours (less maintenance, longer
periods between services) and an increase in the
productivity of businesses. If is, however, conceiv
able that the new environmental legislation
currently being drafted will have some positive
effects on the employment situation.
In qualitative terms the work situation, i.e., the
work in the sales locations and the repair shops, is
largely determined by developments in technology
and in the market. In the technological field,
developments have speeded up in the Nether
lands since the second half of the 1980s. This can
be ascribed above all to the increasingly intensive
use of microelectronics and computer technology
in the cars themselves, in repair shop equipment
(measurement and testing equipment) and in the
supporting jobs in sales, stores and administration
(logistic and office computerization). In the
commercial field new market trends are import
ant: the improvement in the quality of the cars on
the road, the saturation of the market and the
related increase in competition, changes in
consumer patterns and the demand for cars in
the private sector (greater differentiation, more
secondhand cars), more critical consumers, also
regarding services and repair work in the repair
shop and the introduction of new sales concepts
such as, for example, the concept of the "modular
car".
The new developments in the technological and
commercial fields have resulted in changes in the
work coming in and the content of jobs in sales,
stores and the repair shop. The changes in the
mechanic's job are summarized in the slogan:
"from mechanical testing to diagnosis", as for
mulated by I N N O V A M , the sector's training
institute. In addition to doing mechanical tasks,
mechanics will have in future to carry out an
increasing number of electronics jobs and will
have to gain new qualifications for this (a
knowledge of electrics/electronics, an under
standing of systems). In the sector this is clearly
viewed as upgrading the mechanic's work (to the
present level of chief mechanic) and it was
recently decided to stop using the term "car
mechanic" to describe the job and replace it by
the term "car technician". The changes in the job
of salesman are characterized by a move away
from "salesman to advisor". In view of the
increasing complexity of motor vehicle technol
ogy, salesmen will also need more and more basic
knowledge of technology to enable them to give
customers good advice when choosing a car.
The job structure in motor vehicle businesses was
stable for a long time but in recent years new
specialist technical jobs have been created in the
larger dealer organizations as a result of the
revolution in electronics. Some of these jobs are at

α higher level than that of chief mechanic. These
specialist jobs - in many cases for specialist areas
in electrics/electronics - are linked to specific
makes and are accessible only through the
training programmes of specific makes which
are held at the training centres of the importers
concerned. Examples of these jobs or informal
professions include BMW's Service Technician
and Toyota's High Tech Master Technician.
As a result of the increased job requirements and
qualifications required, it has become more difficult
for many motor vehicle businesses to find suitable
personnel in the labour market. The traditional
source of recruitment, young persons with LBO
(lower vocational training), is no longer consid
ered to be of a sufficiently high standard,
particularly by the larger dealer businesses.
Although the sector is actively engaged in trying
to raise the standard of vocational training in the
education system, many of the larger businesses
still seem to prefer recruiting employees from other
groups in the labour market, particularly young
persons with an M B O (intermediate vocational)
training, and in general from other groups with
some further education. Given the likelihood of an
inadequate supply of school-leavers with LBO in
the future, the sector is also making all sorts of
attempts to attract other target groups to the motor
vehicle business. In recent years these have
included special recruitment campaigns and
training projects for "disadvantaged" groups: the
long-term unemployed, women and immigrants.

training days per year, equal to the number of its
employees on the first of January. In other words
every employee is entitled to one day's paid leave
for training per year.
Partly in response to developments in the busi
nesses, the employment situation, jobs and the
labour market, and partly quite independently of
these factors, there have been some important
developments in the sector's training structure and
policy since 1987:
•

the social partners have been assigned a much
more central role in policy development; for
example, employers and employees are to
gether responsible for the management of the
OOMT, the training fund, which is at the same
time the most important policy-making body in
the sector;

•

the sector's vocational training institute has
been transformed into a new innovation and
training centre (INNOVAM), which is respon
sible, inter alia, for coordinating the entire
training and in-service training policy in the
sector;

•

a new system of training planning has been
introduced, with a new, up-to-date, three-year
training plan for the sector drawn up every
year;

•

a new training system for the sector has been
developed which has the effect of improving
the coordination of the qualification structure
and course programmes in both the main
stream vocational education system and the
apprenticeship system;

•

plans and arrangements have been made to
ensure better coordination between training
provided by schools and vocational training
institutions and that provided by importers;

•

the vocational training programmes have been
divided into modules allowing for a greater
flexibility of the programmes, and enabling
vocational training institutes to offer more
custom-made and contract training program
mes;

•

a number of Regional Practical Training
Centres have been opened so that the training
can be given closer to the businesses.

2 . 3 Training
Not surprisingly, the developments outlined above
have also left their mark on the sector's training
and in-service training policy. In recent years the
sector has attempted to develop a training
structure adapted to the new requirements by
introducing all sorts of new initiatives. In this
respect it has benefited from a number of new
developments in Dutch legislation on education
which are aimed at making the system more
flexible and liberal. In particular, new regulations
relating to vocational training offer more possibil
ities for cooperation between public and private
training institutes and between schools and
industry. The new legislation has also stimulated
a greater commitment from both sides of industry
to vocational training, vocational training courses
and in-service courses.
In the motor vehicle sector this increased commit
ment of the social partners is reflected, inter alia,
in a number of special arrangements in the area of
training within the sector's collective labour
agreement (CAO). In this C A O , employers and
employees decided to set up a special training
fund for the sector, with contributions from an
annual levy on the salaries of the affiliated
businesses, in order to finance a special arrange
ment for training leave. Under this agreement a
business can receive subsidies for a number of
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With these measures, the motor vehicle sector has
created a training infrastructure which compares
favourably with those of other, similar branches of
small and medium-sized Dutch businesses.
In terms of content the training institutes have also
adapted the provisions in response to new
developments in the technological and commer
cial fields. Recently I N N O V A M has developed a
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new provision in the field of motor vehicle
electronics. This is α basic programme consisting
of different modules which is primarily aimed at
introducing the basic principles of electronics to
mechanics who have no knowledge of the subject
at all. The training centres of the importers, who
are obviously faced with the new technology in
their own makes even more quickly, have also
developed all sorts of new training courses and
programmes in the field of electronics. In-service
training in electronics has to a large extent taken
the place of in-service training in mechanical
subjects. As far as basic electronics is concerned,
this seems to be only temporary. If skills are
updated and new mechanics, who already were
trained in electronics during their initial education,
enter the companies, attention will shift to training
in specific, new and more advanced systems and
components.
The importers and their training facilities are very
important players in the motor vehicle sector's
training market. Research has shown that they

account for approximately 8 0 per cent of total inservice training provision. However, the instruction
and facilities they provide are accessible only
to employees in the businesses in their dealer
network. Most importers have also included
clauses on in-service training in their contracts
with the dealers. Recently discussions took place
between I N N O V A M and the importers' organiza
tion RAI to improve coordination of the importers'
training provision, the apprenticeship system and
vocational training. The parties envisage a system
in which the importers are responsible for training
in the new brand-specific technology during the
introductory stage of the innovation (e.g., ABS,
ASR). Once this innovation has been introduced
on a wider scale, it is included in the training
provision of the apprenticeship system. At an even
later stage, when the new technology has become
part of basic motor vehicle technology, attention
will also be devoted to it by the mainstream
technical educational system. In this w a y techno
logical innovations will gradually be incorporated
in the sector's vocational training provision.

3 . NORMAL A N D GOOD PRACTICE
3.1 M a i n characteristics of the cases
In order to acquire an insight into training policy
and practice at the level of individual businesses,
case studies were carried out for this report in four
motor vehicle businesses:
•

a small general repair business and dealer for
two small makes: FSO and Yue Loong;

•

a small general repair business which is not a
dealer;

•

a medium-sized main Ford dealer;

•

a large holding company, with dealer businesses for G M - O p e l , B M W and Mitsubishi.

All four businesses can be considered as good
examples in the field of personnel training. They
are managed by individuals who are very
involved in training, who recognize the need for
it, and who have developed a clear vision in this
respect. They have access to good facilities and
opportunities for on-the-job teaching and training,
and can also avail themselves of good external
provisions for in-service training. Extensive training programmes are provided, particularly by
I N N O V A M and the importers. These comprise
courses which are closely geared to mechanics'
practical experiences, questions and problems in
terms of content and educational structure. A
broad range of activities is deployed, in which offthe-job training is combined with on-the-job
training and mainly both forms exist in a variety
of forms. Training and in-service training are
strongly encouraged, and the businesses provide
ample opportunities and facilities (training during
working hours a n d / o r reimbursement of the cost
of study materials). The number of days which
employees spend on training is clearly higher than
average. In-service training is not only limited to
the younger, the better trained or more senior
employees, but older mechanics and employees
further down the scale are also offered programmes and facilities for filling in on a lack of
knowledge in certain areas (in particular, basic
electronics). In that respect the businesses can also
serve as an example for other businesses inside
and outside the sector.

3 . 2 O r g a n i z a t i o n of w o r k
In recent years the businesses which were studied
have clearly been confronted with new developments in the technological and commercial fields.
The large dealer businesses in particular have had
to cope with all sorts of innovations in motor
vehicle and repair-shop technology and with
modifications in the marketing concepts of their
importers. The training and in-service training of
employees have proved important instruments for
coping with the qualification problems which have
arisen as a result of these innovations.

The new developments in technology and marketing policy have up to now had relatively little effect
on the organization of labour in the repair shops.
In all four businesses the organization of labour
was, and continues to be, fairly flexible. After
school most mechanics followed vocational training through the apprenticeship system and consequently they are broadly qualified for all sorts of
maintenance and repair work. Experienced mechanics are used in the repair shops on a broad
range of tasks as all-rounders and carry out all
sorts of work on many different makes of cars. The
all-round character of the mechanic's job is
particularly striking in small general motor vehicle
businesses. In the larger dealer businesses there is
some distribution of labour, though the "all-round"
principle remains the dominant principle of
organization there too. Only the large Opel
branch and the Ford branch have separate
groups/departments for maintenance and repair
work.

3 . 3 Specialization a n d segmentation
In the repair shops there are various specialists,
i.e. mechanics who specialize in a particular
type of work in their job. To some extent this is in
traditional areas such as damage-repair work,
and to some extent these are fields which have
arisen more recently in response to the introduction of the new electro(nic) technology. The
clearest examples of this can be found in the
larger dealer businesses, particularly the B M W
business (Diagnosis Technician, Service Technician). In the smaller businesses the more specialized electronic work is usually assigned to one of
the mechanics, in most cases a chief mechanic,
who has had special training in this field. Most
businesses employ one or more of these mechanics with specific training. In a number of
businesses, the people in management (repair
shop manager, receptionist) have also followed
special training in this field.
For the average mechanic, limited training in
electronics is thought to be adequate; advanced,
specialized training (for instance vocational training in auto-electrics/electronics) is not necessary.
Some managers even think it is not desirable.
Specialized knowledge and skills, so they say,
cannot be made productive. Furthermore, there is
always the risk that 'overqualified' workers leave
the company for a better paid job. In that case, the
return on the investment in training for the
employer is negligible.
In general terms it is possible to distinguish
between groups of mechanics in two ways which
indicate a trend towards segmentation. First, we
can differentiate between the 'older' and 'younger' generation of mechanics. The older mechanics
left school long ago and have followed traditional
mechanics' training programmes, with the emphasis on a knowledge of mechanical techniques and
skills. This training devoted very little attention to
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matters such as electrics and electronics and
therefore they have hardly any knowledge of this
field. In many cases the younger mechanics have
followed vocational training which also devoted
attention to electronics. Therefore they already
have a reasonable basic level of knowledge and
are better able to follow further in-service training
in this field. The problem is clearly recognized in
the businesses (and in the sector) and special
programmes have been developed to enable
older mechanics to gain qualifications up to a
minimum basic level. There are signs that these
efforts are not always successful and that the
training meets limits, which have to do with the
limited learning capacities of especially the lowereducated employees. In some cases the business
then can only (re)organize work according to
those limited possibilities. The Ford case gives an
example of this. The second division is the division
between mechanics in dealer businesses and
those in general businesses. The former have
access to the in-service training facilities of
importers, and can follow not only the basic
training in the field of electronics but also followup training aimed at further career progression.
The latter do not have this opportunity. They are
dependent on INNOVAM'S training provision,
and until recently this provision contained hardly
any courses aimed at in-service training in
electronics. However, in recent years I N N O V A M
has laid a greater emphasis on this subject, so that
now a good basic training in electronics is also
available for mechanics in a general business.

performance and customer satisfaction. If a dealer
lags behind on these points, and if he does not
offer enough training, then he is explicitly
summoned to step-up his training efforts. He then
is not obliged to do so, but it is clear he risks
losing his dealership if he ignores this. A further
essential point is that, at the moment, there is an
obligatory relationship between the use of advanced repair-shop technology and the training of
personnel. Dealers are free to buy the specific
Ford test equipment, but if they buy it they are
obliged to give their employees the necessary
training. All importers have this obligation.
In recent years, all three of the larger importers'
organizations which were studied have developed
an impressive programme for in-service training in
electronics. B M W did so more quickly than Ford
but all three have developed similar programmes.
Employees start with a number of basic modules
training them in the basic principles of electrics
and electronics. If they wish a n d / o r if the business
considers it necessary, they can then take followup courses leading to qualifications for working
with the more advanced systems and components
specific to certain makes. In addition, the B M W
organization has also developed a career programme for jobs such as that of technical
specialist. With these programmes all three
importers, particularly G M - O p e l and Ford, have
carried out a sort of "catching-up" operation in
the field of electronics in the last few years and a
large number of the mechanics in the dealer
businesses have participated in these.

3.4 Regulation of training
The relationship between importers and dealers is
very important for the in-service training practice
in dealer businesses. At Ford, as well as at G M Opel and BMW, the dealer contracts contain rules
about the in-service training of employees. These
rules differ with regard to the extent to which
dealers are obliged to provide training and with
regard to the sanctions imposed for the failure to
observe these obligations. In this respect Ford,
GM-Opel and B M W have adopted different
policies. Ford is more liberal: the training is
provided and dealers can enrol employees as
they choose. G M - O p e l also gives the dealers the
freedom to choose but has its own planning and
call-up system, so that once employees have
entered the training programme, they are automatically called up for follow-up courses in the
field for which they enrolled. B M W imposes the
most obligations: dealers are free to choose the
training courses for which they enrol personnel,
but every dealer is obliged to ensure that employees follow a minimum number of days of in-service
training per year, on penalty of losing points
towards his bonus.
injiere ore signs that even the more liberal Ford
organization wants greater control over its dealers. Ford already follows more closely the
performance of the dealers, especially their sales

3.5 Training n e t w o r k s
A training network has gradually developed
around the businesses which were studied. In this
w a y managers are provided with an extra stimulus
to provide regular in-service training for their
personnel. In the dealer businesses the importers
are the most important party in this network; in the
general businesses I N N O V A M plays the major
role. In one case (Ford) both the importer and
I N N O V A M play an important role and the
networks overlap. In both sorts of network an
important role is played by the intermediaries
between the training centre and the businesses. In
the dealer networks these are the employees of the
importer's external service (service inspector,
after-sales manager, area manager). At I N N O VAM, they are the regional consultants. Both
ensure a constant and direct exchange of
information between the training centre and the
business. This provides a great deal of feedback
for the training centre about the quality of its
training provision and about any new training
requirements which may exist. In this way the
business obtains extra information about new
provisions and new developments in the policy
of the importer or of I N N O V A M . This network
surrounding the businesses can also be viewed as
an innovative practice in the field of training.

3.6 Training and service-quality
The big importers, in particular, relate the actual
training efforts primarily to a more general policy
to stimulate customer oriented work practices in
their dealers' businessess. Ford, G M - O p e l and
B M W strongly stress the importance of good
quality of service to customers, both in sales and

in the repair shops. To control the market for their
make, importers increasingly control the way their
dealers work in their markets. Direct surveys
among customers of their dealers (see, for
instance, the Ford case) give importers new
opportunities for signalling shortcomings in the
service and training policies of their dealers.
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4 . ASPECTS OF THE SOCIAL DIALOGUE
O N TRAINING
The study devoted special attention to a number of
aspects of the dialogue on training and in-service
training which takes place between social partners on the European level. These aspects are:
training philosophy;
training plans at the repair shop level;
needs analysis;
target group;
training costs; and
cost evaluation.
Below, we will discuss the conclusions which can
be drawn from the case studies for each of these
aspects.

4 . 1 Training philosophy

•

the in-dealer
dealer;

training courses at the Ford

•

the in-service training programme in basic
electronics provided by the G M - O p e l dealers;

•

the self-training system of the B M W dealers.

One of the objectives of these programmes is/has
been to give mechanics who have not yet reached
a sufficient standard to follow the external
importer's training courses properly a basic
knowledge in the field concerned. By means of
this link between internal and external training,
businesses believe that it is possible to increase the
profitability of the in-service training activities.

The concept of the quality of service is an
important element of the training philosophy of
the businesses, particularly the larger dealer
businesses. Improving the quality of service in
the repair shop is seen as an important instrument
for competition in a market in which product
quality and price levels provide fewer and fewer
opportunities for achieving competitive advantages. The training as well as the in-service
training of the repair shop personnel are both
seen as essential conditions of good service in the
repair shop. In this respect, in-service training in
particular has a capacity for responding to needs
and adapting to situations. The basic courses, the
follow-up courses and the introductory courses for
new models are generally intended to adapt
mechanics' qualifications to the new qualifications required in the repair shop. The catching-up
operation in electronics in recent years was also
primarily a response to new technological developments. However, the businesses consider that
in-service training should serve as an extension of
good vocational training which provides the
mechanics with broad qualifications, so that they
can be flexibly used on a broad range of tasks.
Therefore, all the businesses in the first instance
endeavour to ensure that new employees also
gain the greatest possible amount of all-round
qualifications through their vocational training.

4 . 3 Needs analysis

4 . 2 Training plans on repair shop level

Both I N N O V A M and the importers have their own
methods for defining training requirements and the
need for new training provision. I N N O V A M
receives a great deal of information from its
consultants and regularly carries out studies of
the needs in each sector. The importers are
informed by their external service employees. In
addition, they make use of information which
comes in through the service support and warranty
work departments. One of the importers (Ford)
recently carried out a large-scale, systematic
research project on training needs. In this survey
participation in training and wishes for further
training of all dealers were listed. On the basis of
the findings, the training programmes were made
more modular and hierarchical.

All four businesses make frequent use of the
training provisions of external institutes for inservice training. The general businesses make use
of INNOVAM's provision, while the dealer
businesses often send their employees to their
importers' training centres. In addition, they have
also developed all sorts of in-service training
possibilities. In small businesses these are mainly
informal learning situations in which employees
have the possibility of mastering all sorts of new
knowledge and skills in an experimental way onthe-job. The dealer businesses have also developed more structured programmes which are
sometimes carried out with "educational" supervision. Reference is made here to:

Training needs are not always analyzed in a very
structured way, and insofar as they are analyzed,
this is done in a different way in small and large
businesses. The businesses are not provided with
made-to-measure training; they make use of an
external provision which is largely standardized,
and can choose certain courses from this provision. In making this choice, they usually look not
only at the needs of the business, but also at the
possibilities and wishes of the employees concerned and at the in-service training they have
had before. In small businesses the manager is
usually able to immediately recognize the gaps in
his personnel's knowledge and the training needs
in the business, because he often works alongside
them himself in the repair shop. In this case the
choice of a particular course can be made quickly.
In larger businesses, such a decision usually
involves several people. The repair shop manager
plays an important role and the instructor is also
involved in determining which course is suitable
for which employee. In addition, the importer's
service manager is sometimes involved in the
discussion, particularly with regard to the enrolment of employees for training related to a career
programme (see BMW). In consultation with the
employees concerned, they jointly decide which
course is suitable and when.

4 . 4 Target groups of training
The courses provided by I N N O V A M and the
importers serve the needs of various different
target groups in the businesses. They offer special
programmes for technical personnel (basic,
follow-up, promotion), for sales personnel and
for personnel in management. In certain situations
or for certain jobs, elements from these programmes can be combined to create integrated
training provision. For example, during the
introductory training courses for new models,
G M - O p e l sales personnel not only receive sales
training but are also provided with elements from
the technical training programme. Chief mechanics at B M W w h o can be promoted to the job of
Service Technician, not only follow technical
training, but also do several modules from the
programme for repair shop organization and
management because management tasks will be
part of their job in the business. None of the
businesses have actually made use of the training
possibilities for so-called disadvantaged target
groups such as the long-term unemployed,
immigrants and women returning to work after
having a family.

4 . 5 Training costs
In all four businesses training and in-service
training has taken up a considerable amount of
time in the last few years (and therefore resulted in
loss of production). In a few cases this led to
problems in connection with absence due to
training, but in most cases the need for training
was considered so great that these problems were
accepted. Usually the costs of training, including
the loss of production, were completely at the

employer's expense. Employers are reimbursed by
the training fund for one day's training per
employee per year on the basis of the sector's
arrangement for training leave. In one business,
the large dealer business, there is an arrangement
which entails that the employees themselves are
asked to contribute to the costs if the training
exceeds a certain maximum. If employees in this
business wish to do more than five day's training
per year, they have to give up ATV time (a scheme
for the reduction of working days) for the number
of extra days.

4.6 The cost/benefit evaluation
None of the businesses systematically evaluated
the costs and benefits of training and in-service
training. In general, no great need is felt for this.
On the whole the costs of training are not
excessive, while the return is often self-evident.
The mechanics, particularly in the dealer businesses, simply could not do their work properly if
they were not constantly updated on the latest
technology. One problem which does arise,
particularly in the smaller general businesses, is
that mechanics often do not have enough
opportunity, after they have been to a course, to
gain experience in the new technology because
there is still too little electronic work coming in.
This means that not all courses achieve maximum
return. Another problem which faces all the
businesses is that well-trained specialists are very
sought after in the labour market and when they
have followed the training they often leave to go to
another employer. In this case, it is the competitor
who benefits from the in-service training.

3.

5. PERSPECTIVES
5.1 Employment
As stated above, there will be less growth in
employment in the motor vehicle sector in the near
future than was the case in the past. However, this
does not mean a downward trend in employment.
On the other hand, the sector does face the
problem of a decreasing number of apprentices
following (lower) vocational training, as do other
comparable sectors in the Netherlands. The
decline in the birth rate which started in 1975
means a low number of 16 to 20-year-olds
coming into industry in the 1990s. Moreover,
there is a growing trend for young people to
continue their education. Those who are capable
of following higher education tend to opt less often
for dual vocational training. The result is that
businesses and branches of industry will have to
compete for the skills of the scarce apprentices. Up
to now the sector has been reasonably successful
in maintaining the number of apprentices at a
constant level but in the near future more attention
will have to be devoted to a labour policy based
on a sound insight into the relationship between
supply of and demand for apprentices.

5.2 Training needs
According to I N N O V A M , exclusively devoting
attention to mechanics' technical skills and
abilities is by no means sufficient in view of the
challenges facing the sector. Growing competition
and increasingly critical clients - also as regards
technical personnel - demand qualifies such as
good service, quality awareness, a sense of
economy and a feeling for norms and values. In
a buyer's market, the customer is king. A business
can stand out - in addition to the p r i c e /
performance ratio of its products or services because of the degree of service which accompanies the production process. This is why there is
a greater demand for more attention to social/
normative skills and a wider provision for training
courses for the non-technical jobs (commercial
positions and managers).
Besides this, it is expected that over the next few
years training needs in commercial and management functions will grow. An increase of scale of
businessess, a more differentiated range of
products, new, more powerful parties on the
product markets (lease companies, fleet owners),
new forms of business (quick service companies),
growing competition on traditional segments of
the market, more critical customers and more
critical, better educated personnel, will increase
qualifications required of sales staff and managers. Importers already offer a lot of training in
these areas. I N N O V A M has plans to develop new
courses.

number of initiatives have been developed for this.
We would explicitly like to refer once again to
recent efforts to harmonize training provision in
the sector. A system has been developed in which
the different training programmes, with their
strong and weak sides, have each been allocated
their own place. In terms of content these training
courses are adapted as far as possible to what is
needed in this sector. The provision of training and
courses of the various educational establishments
(LBO, M B O , KMBO and the Apprenticeship
System) is composed in such a way that apprentices can move from one form of training to
another relatively easily. I N N O V A M played and
continues to play an important role in this
harmonization process.
Various forms of cooperation also exist between
I N N O V A M on the one hand and the importers on
the other hand. I N N O V A M is also endeavouring
to harmonize the provision in the field of in-service
training. Rapid technological change requires
mechanics to undergo regular in-service training. Up to now the importers have provided the
lion's share of these refresher courses, with brandspecific courses for personnel from the dealer
businesses. The O O M T believes that the length of
time that manufacturers/importers keep their
knowledge in-house is constantly diminishing
(OOMT, 1993). This can be ascribed, inter alia,
to:
•

the shorter life of products;

•

the reduction in the time which manufacturers
allow for research, design and the implementation of new product lines;

•

the standardization of components;

•

the obligation to provide satisfactory service.

In the policy of the OOMT, one of the functions of
in-service training is to help to reduce the period
of time between the innovation stage and the
integration of innovations in standard training.
This is why I N N O V A M is encouraged to play an
active role in the field of refresher courses in
collaboration with importers. I N N O V A M could
above all be responsible for the general refresher
courses, possibly with some supplementary elements specific to certain makes. For their part the
importers could provide specific in-service training for certain makes in their contractual training,
based on the general refresher courses.

It is expected that harmonizing training provisions
will have a positive influence on the possibilities
for meeting changing training needs. In future,
5 . 3 Q u a l i t y of training
mechanics in the motor vehicle repair sector will
TU?© motor vehicle repair and sales sector will have have more adequate technical in-service training
to continue to adapt its training and in-service than at the moment. In addition, according to
tfraiifwimg provision not only in terms of quantity, but I N N O V A M , the harmonization efforts can result in
dk@ 'm terms of quality. As this study has shown, a
the integration of innovations in standard training

programmes at an early/earlier stage. More
harmonized training provisions can stimulate the
development of craftmanship in the sector and can
perhaps counterbalance to some extent the
segmentation processes (especially those between dealer and non-dealer employees) on the
labour market and within the companies.
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